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(ABSTRACT) 

Peter McCullagh (1983) outlined the theory of quasi-likelihood estimation in 

generalized linear models. Chiu (1988) showed that an iterated, reweighted least squares 

procedure applied to the periodogram produces estimates of spectral density model parameters 

for Gaussian univariate time series which have the same asymptotic variance as those produced 

by maximizing the true likelihood. In this dissertation, McCullagh’s theory is combined with a 

functional analysis approach and extended to parametric estimation of the spectral density 

matrix components of a non-Gaussian bivariate time series. An asymptotic optimality 

theorem is given, which shows optimality of an iterated, reweighted least squares procedure 

within a class of procedures. However, the principal application of the theory is for parametric 

spectral estimation in the case of an observed “contaminated” Gaussian series X(t)+N(t), 

where the noise series is uncorrelated with the X series, and it is desired to estimate the 

spectrum of the X series. Previous literature suggests removing contaminated bands of the 

periodogram prior to analysis, but the results of the dissertation may be used to unbiasedly 

estimate the spectrum of f without a precise knowledge of which bands are contaminated.
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Chapter | 

Introduction 

This dissertation will be concerned with a relationship which does not seem to be 

commonly recognized between two apparently different areas of statistics: frequency domain 

spectral estimation and the “generalized linear/nonlinear model”. Because of this lack of 

recognition, there has been little development of generalized model theory as specifically 

applied to time series. This is surprising in a way, since many concepts and ideas which have 

only intuitive or “rough” sketches of proof in the context of the generalized model may be 

made rigorous in the context of spectral estimation. 

The key to this relationship for Gaussian univariate time series lies in the asymptotic 

distribution of the periodogram as independently distributed exponential random variables 

whose means are the spectrum, the spectrum being a deterministic function which completely 

describes the covariance structure of the series. Peter McCullagh (1983) outlined the theory of 

“quasi-likelihood estimation” in generalized linear models. Briefly put, in the generalized 

linear model we have some observations y; from an exponential family distribution, and wish 

to model the means of these observations as s(x,’8), a function of the linear predictor x,’ for 

some regressors x;. The obvious way to obtain an estimate B of the unknown parameter vector 

Bg is to maximize the likelihood function. For example, if the y; have an exponential 

distribution, we maximize — | log s(x,’B) + y,/s(x,/B). McCullagh points out that if the 

observations y; are not exponential, but have the same (up to) second order moment structure 

as exponential random variables, then obtaining B by maximizing the exponential likelihood



function rather than the true likelihood function which may be much more complicated, results 

in an estimate which is optimal with respect to asymptotic variance (is “asymptotically 

BLUE”). In such a situation, we say that the exponential likelihood function is a “quasi 

likelihood function”, as it is not the true likelihood. Recall that exponential family 

distributions have their variances a function of thetr means. If a variance (or the covariance 

structure) can be so expressed, we may solve the QL equations Ol(u, y)/Ou=V (u)(y — w) for 

the QL function, where y is the observation vector and V () is a generalized inverse of the 

variance covariance matrix. McCullagh says that “The most interesting (case) involves 

uncorrelated observations” (McCullagh and Nelder (1983), p. 169), so that the variance matrix 

has diagonal form, and this corresponds to the cases we are most familiar with, such as 

independent observations from an exponential family (second) moment structure distribution. 

The central premise of this dissertation is that the uses of “non independent” QL functions are 

unrecognized. 

Frequency domain spectral estimation is really an attempt to model a one dimensional 

generalized model response surface. One method of obtaining parametric estimates is to 

choose the 6 maximizing 

— Slog f6(A,) + InAd/fo(As) [1.1] 

where {fg} is the spectral model and I,(A) is the periodogram (see section 3.3 for definitions). 

Notice that [1.1] is the log likelihood function for independent, exponential random variables, 

and its use is obviously motivated by the asymptotic distribution of the periodogram. Such an 

idea is quite old, dating to Whittle’s work in the 1950’s, e.g Whittle (1951), (1953). It turns 

out that the estimate @ from this procedure is asymptotically equivalent to that obtained by 

maximizing the true likelihood function tf the time series ts Gaussian. If the series is not



Gaussian, @ is consistent but not optimal with respect to asymptotic vartance. One application 

of the results in this dissertation is an extension of the work of Chiu (1988) to “optimal” 

spectral estimation in non-Gaussian (univariate) time series. Chiu showed that an iterated, 

reweighted least squares procedure applied to the periodogram produces estimates of spectral 

density model parameters for Gaussian univariate time series which have the same asymptotic 

variance as those produced by maximizing the true likelihood. For non-Gaussian univariate 

series, we cannot consider the periodogram to be “asymptotically independent” in a sense to be 

described later, but the dissertation will show how to obtain “asymptotically BLUE” estimates 

of parameters for density models. In the case of multivariate time series, we will also give an 

asymptotic optimality theorem which indicates a new way in which splines or other parametric 

functions may be fit to the cross spectrum. The only previous methods of multivariate time 

series analysis are “smoothing” of the periodogram matrix, a non-parametric approach, or 

multivariate ARMA models, which are difficult to fit due to their complexity and abundance 

of parameters. The results presented here point towards the development of new parametric 

multivariate models with practical fitting methods as an alternative to both of these. 

A main theme of the dissertation is how to fit spectral models to “contaminated” 

series of the form X(t)+N(t), where N(t) is uncorrelated noise which may severely damage 

parametric spectral estimates. It turns out that maximizing [1.1] where the periodogram has 

been calculated from a contaminated series will result in a biased estimate (Taniguchi (1979), 

Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982)). A way out of this unfortunate situation is the use of a 

“misspecified” QL function. The misspecification is in the covariance structure: we incorrectly 

assume covariance in the observations which does not exist in order to lessen bias. If this is 

correctly done, and if in fact no contamination eristed in the observed series, the asymptotic 

variance of our parametric estimates will be little damaged. A connection exists here to non-



Gaussian spectral estimation, in which there is (asymptotic) covariance in the periodogram. 

This is apparently unrecognized in the literature. 

The central viewpoint of the dissertation is that the observation vector (i.e. the 

periodogram) is really a function in L*[-x, m], the space of square integrable functions on [-7, 

nm]. For example, if the periodogram is viewed as only being defined at the Fourier frequencies, 

then we can extend it in an obvious way to being defined on [-7, x]. The asymptotic means 

function is then the true spectrum f(A). The asymptotic variance at a frequency ) is f7(A), and 

the variance function is viewed as a multiplication operator on L?, i.e. M algl=fe for g € L?. 

This corresponds to the “independent observations case” in GLIM where the design space is the 

interval [-7, 7] and the variance matrix is of diagonal form, so that Vx multiplies each x; by 

d,;, the d; being the diagonal. There are many different linear operators on L?; for example, 

one which will play an important role in the sequel is the kernel operator which maps a 

function f(A) to the function [k(A, x) f(x) dx. The main difference between Gaussian and non 

Gaussian processes is that the variance operator for a non Gaussian process ts not a 

multiplication operator. This introduces a new concept into “response surface GLIM”: thinking 

of the “variance” as an operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space rather than a matrix, 

which is an operator on a finite dimensional Hilbert space. If the data is contaminated, using 

a non multiplication operator (which will sometimes be referred to as “non Gaussian variance 

operators” for obvious reasons) as a variance operator may result in reduced bias if correctly 

chosen. Previously, it has been suggested to eliminate periodogram ordinates corresponding to 

“contaminated” frequency bands. The use of a non-Gaussian variance operator can achieve the 

same results if it 1s not precisely known which bands are contaminated, which is perhaps a 

more realistic assumption in practice. 

The dissertation is divided into 11 chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 describe in further



detail what time series and generalized linear/nonlinear models are, including literature reviews 

of relevant material. Chapter 4 shows the link between maximum likelihood estimation in 

time series and the generalized model response surface. Chapter 5 describes the problem of 

frequency domain cospectral estimation in multivariate time series. The essence of the 

dissertation is chapters 6-9. Chapter 6 gives a new definition of quasi-likelihood, in which 

estimation is shown to be a problem in nonlinear functional analysis, and gives general 

definitions involved in the setup of QL type problems as here defined. Chapter 7 states and 

proves an optimality theorem for estimates obtained by minimizing a QL function as defined 

in chapter 6, essentially giving a version of the Gauss Markov theorem. Chapter 8 shows that 

the definitions of chapter 6 are satisfied in the framework of spectral estimation, so that the 

optimality theorems of chapter 7 apply. Chapter 9 discusses the problem of spectral 

estimation in contaminated series as a main application of the theory in chapters 6 and 7. 

Chapter 10 extends the theory of chapter 6, using the limitations of chapter 6’s framework 

which become apparent in chapter 9 as motivation. Finally, chapter 11 gives some conclusions 

and directions for future research.



Chapter II 

The Generalized Linear /Nonlinear Model 

2.1 Introduction to Generalized Models 

The usual regression problem is to find a model for the means of independent, 

normally distributed random variables as a function of explanatory variables x,, xo, ... , Xp 

i.e. we model 

y; = {(8, x) + €; e, ~ N(0, 0”) X = (Xq, Xgq,- ++ Xp) 

where # is an unknown column vector of parameters to be estimated by the method of least 

squares. If f(f8, x) = x’f, then we have a (multiple) linear regression problem, and otherwise a 

nonlinear least squares problem which may be solved by the Gauss-Newton method. But 

suppose the model does not have this “classical” form; it may be that the means of the y; are a 

function of some explanatory variables x, but the variances of the y; are not constant. These 

variances may actually be a function of the means, i.e. the variance of y; is V(y;) for some 

positive function V(). We are still interested in modeling the means of y; = f(8, x;) where f 

is not necessarily linear, but it must be taken into consideration when # is estimated that if 

uj=f(B, x;), then the variance of y; is V(f(f, x,)). This is known as a generalized nonlinear 

model (GNM), and as one might suspect it is probably not a good idea to estimate B by 

minimizing 

S—(¥;- (8, x,))? 

as one would do if the variances were constant, but instead follow some other procedure. One 

example of such a procedure is called iterated reweighted least squares (IRWLS) and is given



by the following algorithm (which is from Carrol and Rupert, (1988), p. 10). 

Step 1 Start with a preliminary estimator Be: 

Step 2 Form the estimated weights w,=1/27(H,(B,)s z;, 9), where var(y;) = g7(u.(B)s z;, 9) 

may depend on y,=E(y;), some other (known or estimable) parameter 9, and some known 

vectors z; (whose components “may or may not include some or all of the predictors x,”). 

Step 3 Let Bo be the weighted least squares estimate using the estimated weights in step 2. 

Step 4 Update the preliminary estimator by setting 2.= Bo and update the weights as in 

step 2. 

Step 5 Repeat steps 3 and 4 C—1 more times, where C is the number of cycles chosen by the 

experimenter. 

If 4,(B) = x’B (i.e. the means are a linear function of the regressors), then according to the 

Gauss Markov Theorem, the BLUE estimate of the parameter 8B would be given doing 

weighted least squares using the weights w,=1 /e?(u;(B), z,;, 0). Asymptotically, the algorithm 

given above will yield an estimator with the same variance. If u,(8) is not a linear function of 

the regressors, the Gauss Markov theorem and a linearization argument yields the same result. 

Thus, we may consider the estimator given by the IRWLS algorithm “asymptotically BLUE”. 

One model where the mean is a function of the variance occurs when the y, are 

members of an exponential family; i.e. y; has a Poisson, Gamma, Binomial, etc. distribution, 

and the parameter needed to completely specify the distribution is a function of the regressors. 

We may write the distribution as 

flyin 8,) = exp{y,8;+ 8(6;) +4(yir 8} [2.1.1] 
so that the joint log likelihood function of the observation vector y may be written



N 

(8, y) = D7 ¥,9;+ 8(8;) +4(y;, 93). [2.1.2] 
*=1 

It turns out that if the model is correctly specified, the estimator B obtained by maximizing 

the likelihood equations, and that obtained by using IRWLS are asymptotically equivalent 

(have the same asymptotic variance matrix). 

In the generalized linear model (GLIM), the relationship between the means, the 

regressors, and the parameters has the special form p;=s(x,;8) for some monotone, twice 

differentiable function s( . ) called the link function. Each exponential family function has a 

special link function, known as the natural link, which occurs when 6; = x; B (i.e. s1(u,)=6,). 

Common link functions include the identity (4;=x,8), the log (y,=log(x;8)), and the 

exponential (y;=exp(x,;8)). Generalized linear models have become more popular in recent 

years due to a computer package called GLIM which allows the user to choose a distributional 

form and a link function to fit these models to data. 

The main results of the dissertation fall under the domain of generalized nonlinear 

models, although obviously any result which holds for a generalized nonlinear model would also 

hold for a generalized linear model. Most of the published literature has to do with generalized 

linear models, since these are simpler to work with in practice. For example, it can be shown 

that IRWLS is equivalent to Fisher’s “scoring method” where the second derivative matrix is 

replaced by its expected value (see, e.g. Green (1984)). If the natural or canonical link is used 

in a generalized linear model, then the second derivative matrix and its expected value are the 

same (McCullagh and Nelder (1983), p. 33). 

Peter McCullagh, who was involved in the development of generalized linear models, 

observed in his 1983 paper that “likelihood” type methods could be extended to models where 

the full distributional structure need not be specified, but only the relationship between the



mean and the variance. If y is an observation vector which has mean vector y and variance 

covariance matrix V(js), he defined what is called a quasi-likelihood function by solving the 

equation 

ae) = V (u(y —H) [2.1.3] 

for I(f#, y), and gave a rough sketch of an argument that the estimator B obtained by 

maximizing the quasi-likelihood function is “asymptotically BLUE”, and thus has the same 

asymptotic variance matrix as the IRWLS estimator (now obtained by iteratively minimizing 

the quadratic form (y—)/V ()(y—)) or the estimator obtained by maximizing the true 

likelihood function. Thus, if you use a Poisson likelihood function to estimate # in a 

generalized nonlinear model, assuming the y,’s have the same relationship between the mean 

and variance as do Poisson random variables, your IRWLS estimators or ML estimators will 

have an asymptotic optimality property. This is true even if higher order cumulants of the y,’s 

are not the same as higher order Poisson cumulants. 

Notice that only the zeros of the derivative Ol(yu(8), y)/OP are needed (McCullagh, 

(1983)); therefore, it is not necessary to explicitly solve [2.1.3] in order to use a QL function in 

practice (and of course, in the IRWLS procedure, only V(j) needs to be specified). If the 

means vector is written as a function of the unknown # vector, we may write the “generalized 

least squares” equations as 

DTV (y — w(A))=0 [2.1.4] 

dp(B) 
dp 
  where D = is an N xp matrix, and the solution B to these equations is our QL estimate. 

All of the above discussion about “asymptotic optimality” applies only if the means 

model has been correctly specified. One main result of the dissertation will show what happens



under model misspecification in generalized nonlinear model response surfaces (i.e. what is B 

from solving the QL equations estimating if the model is not correct?). It will be seen that if 

the data y(x,) is “contaminated” in the sense that E(y(x;))=fa, (%i) + fy(x,;), where x; is in a 

design space, fg,(*) is the true means function it is desired to estimate, f,(x) is due to 

“contamination” in the data, and the y(x;) are independent, solving the QL equations formed 

by using the correct variance function V(j) does not consistently estimate By. Solving an 

alternative set of QL equations obtained by assuming covariance in the data which does not 

exist will yield consistent estimates of 8p. If the alternative variance matrix is correctly 

chosen, asymptotic variance of parameter estimates will be little damaged if the model were in 

fact correct (i.e. if f,;(x)=0). 

2.2 Literature Review of Generalized Linear/Nonlinear Models 

Generalized linear models were introduced in 1972 by Nelder and Wedderburn. Their 

paper discussed the GLM as applied to different exponential family distributions and noted the 

equivalence of IRWLS to solving the likelihood equations. It also introduced the concept of 

“deviance” as a diagnostic in the fitting process (as an analog to the SSE or MSE in the usual 

regression setting). Wedderburn’s (1974) paper recognized the fact that to define a likelihood 

requires a full specification of the form of the distribution, but to define a quasi-likelihood 

requires only the specification of the relation between the mean and variance. Various 

properties of QL functions are discussed, and the equivalence of IRWLS and using the Newton- 

Raphson method with expected second derivative of the QL function was observed. 

Wedderburn continued his GLIM research with his 1976 paper, which explored existence and 

uniqueness properties for maximum likelihood type estimates in the generalized linear model. 

In the 1980’s, generalized linear/nonlinear models became a “hot topic” for research, 
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and the number of papers published in this period increased dramatically. Much of the 

research was geared towards model diagnostics and the application of likelihood type theory to 

“smoothing spline” (nonparametric) estimation in GLIM (mostly one dimensional) response 

surfaces. As most of this research does not have a direct bearing on the results of the 

dissertation, we will not review the voluminous literature but instead concentrate on the papers 

which are most closely related. 

In 1983, McCullagh’s paper reiterated “the connection between quasi likelihood 

functions, exponential family models and nonlinear weighted least squares”, and has been 

previously mentioned is a major background paper for the dissertation. Jorgensen (1983) 

began to examine GLIM with correlated observations and error distributions not of the 

exponential family form. Green’s (1984) paper was in part a survey article, but also gave a 

discussion of such topics as specific numerical methods to carry out IRWLS and convergence in 

the IRWLS procedure. It was also an attempt to examine “resistant” reweighted least squares 

estimation techniques, which mainly involved downweighting “outliers” in the residuals during 

the process of IRWLS. 

The papers discussed in the previous paragraph are of a “general theory” nature. 

Another main area of GLIM research apparently beginning in the mid 1980’s is the “GLIM 

response surface”. One of the first papers in this area was O’Sullivan, Yandell, and Raynor 

(1986), in which the problem of obtaining a nonparametric estimate of a regression function 

f(t) is considered. The method used is the “penalized log likelihood” concept, first introduced 

by Good and Gaskins (1971), where the nonparametric estimate f(t) (t € T) is chosen from 

(some subset of) the continuous functions on T to minimize 1,, =) li(y,; £(t;)) + n AI(f). 

Here, |; is the likelihood function, and J(f) is a “penalty functional” designed to “incorporate 

prior notions, such as smoothness, about the behavior of f” (O’Sullivan et. al. (1986), p. 96). 
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For example, if T = [a, b], then f(t) might be chosen from the set of continuously 

differentiable functions and J(f) might be [ie (t)]? dt. \ is a “smoothing parameter” which 
a 

controls the relative weighing of the penalty function in estimating f, and needs to be 

estimated from the data. The theme of “nonparametric GLIM response surfaces” is continued 

by Tibshirani and Hastie (1987), which discusses fitting “local” linear models (e.g. Bg+(,x) by 

maximizing the likelihood function in a neighborhood of each point to obtain an estimate of 

the mean response at that point (e.g. to obtain f(x), let N be a neighborhood of xp and fit a 

linear model using only the data corresponding to regressors which fall in N. Then 

f (Xp) =P ot B10): This idea is expanded upon in Staniswalis (1989), who examined the notion 

of maximizing a “weighted likelihood” at each Xp of the form 

  WA=5-; w(2) log f(y,, 2). 

The kernel bandwidth b is chosen (by cross validation), and then the \ maximizing W()) is 

the estimate of the regression function at xj. Azzalini, Bowman and Hardle (1989) discuss 

using nonparametric regression as a diagnostic tool by comparing nonparametric and 

parametric estimates of the response function, an idea which is again elaborated on by 

Staniswalis and Severini (1991). The papers involving a combination of nonparametric and 

parametric regression are mentioned because they somewhat relate to the material in chapter 9 

of the dissertation, which in part has to do with fitting a parametric model to a nonparametric 

estimate of a regression function. 

Several important books were also published on generalized linear models in the 1980’s, 

the most important being McCullagh and Nelder’s “Generalized Linear Models” (1983), and 

Carrol and _ Rupert’s “Transforming and Weighing in Regression” (1988). The 
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McCullagh/Nelder book was essentially an expansion of the McCullagh/Nelder papers (some of 

which are rather terse), attempting to give a more comprehensive view but not containing any 

essential new material. Carrol and Rupert also gave a practical treatment of “how to” 

modeling using GLIM. One important discussion in their book is the concept of “pseudo 

likelihood”, in which the variance function does not depend upon the mean, but instead upon 

some other unknown parameters (as in the IRWLS algorithm of section 2.1). This will be 

similar to the cross spectral estimation situation in chapter 5. 
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Chapter III 

Time Series 

3.1 Introduction 

When one thinks of a “statistical model”, perhaps the first thing to come to mind 

might be the areas of multiple regression, response surfaces, or the “generalized linear model” 

as described in the preceding chapter; that is, modeling the means of independent random 

variables as functions of “x values” or “regressors”. However in time series analysis, the 

random variables being analyzed are all assumed to have mean 0, and the problem is finding a 

model to describe the covariance structure of these variables. In practice, one would usually 

have to remove a trend line by some means (such as regression, for example), and the time 

series part of the statistical analysis would consist of modeling the covariance structure of the 

residuals. For example, if one considers the yearly GNP from 1850 to the present, a curve 

might be fit to the data using regression, but it probably would not be valid to consider the 

residuals from the fit to be independent random variables. 

There are essentially two basic types of time series, continuous and discrete. An 

example of a continuous time series might be the recording from a seismograph or an 

electroencephalograph; that is, a numerical reading for each point in a continuous interval of 

time. Some examples of discrete time series include the monthly production of steel, 

automobiles, etc., the weekly rainfall, the daily Dow Jones Industrial Average, and the daily 

value of a certain stock when the market closes. We might expect the last two of these series 

to be related (i.e. correlated), and taken together they form a bivariate time series. This 
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dissertation will also be concerned with modeling the joint covariance structure of two such 

series, but that comes later. For now, let us just state that the dissertation will be concerned 

solely with discrete series. Of course, one can always create a discrete series from a continuous 

one by taking observations every 6 units of time (how to choose 6 has been studied, but we will 

not go into this here), and for purposes of computer analysis this must often be done. Here, we 

will concentrate solely on how to model the covariance structure of a discrete, mean 0, 

stationary (to be defined in the next section) time series. There is a connection between 

modeling the covariance structure and a topic perhaps more familiar to statisticians known as 

“generalized linear models”, and the main purpose of the dissertation is to develop this 

connection. But first we must establish some notation and describe some of the key concepts 

involved in time series analysis. 

3.2 The Covariance Function and the Spectral Density 

Function 

Let us establish some notation. We will define a weakly stationary time series to be 

an infinite sequence of square integrable random variables X(t) (t=0,+1, +2, ...) having 

mean 0 and covariance function B(t, s)=E(X(t)X(s)) so that B(t, s) depends only on the 

difference t—s. In other words, we can write B(t, s) = 7(t—s) for some function y on the 

integers. A strictly stationary time series has the property that the vector (X(t,+t), ... 

X(t,+t)) has the same distribution for all t. Whether the series is weakly or strictly 

stationary, the central problem we are concerned with is how to estimate 7( .). At first glance 

this would be a seemingly impossible problem (since you only observe a finite number of 

observations), but fortunately we have the following theorem due to Herglotz (see Brockwell 

and Davis (1987), p. 115): 
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Theorem 4.3.1 A complex-valued function y(h) defined on the integers is nonnegative definite 

iff 

Tay 
+(h) = | e'"* dF(A) 

where F(A) is a right continuous, non-decreasing, bounded function on [-7, 7] called the 

spectral distribution function. If 

F(A) = i f(v) dy 

then f is called the spectral density or spectrum of 7(. ). 

Note that for real valued processes, in order to make the covariances real the spectral 

density f must be symmetric about the origin. The time series we will be concerned with will 

all have a spectral density function (spectrum), so if we can succeed in estimating the 

spectrum, we will have completely specified the covariance structure of the series and will thus 

consider ourselves to have analyzed the time series as far as possible. 

There is also a multivariate analog to the spectra] density for stationary multivariate 

processes. A vector valued process X=(X,(t), ... X,(t))’ is said to be weakly stationary if the 

joint covariance matrix B(t, s)= E X(t) X‘(s) depends only on the difference t —s, and strictly 

stationary if the distribution of the vector (Xq, (ty +t), wae Xq, (t,+t)) does not depend on t. 

In this case, instead of the spectral density function, there is a spectral density matriz of 

functions to describe the covariance structure of the process. This matrix must be nonnegative 

definite at each frequency, and the Fourier transforms of the components give the covariance 

and cross covariance functions, i.e. 

x . 

¥i;(h) = | eh f;;(A) dA 
“ft 
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where 7;,(h) = cov X,(t+h) X,(t) for all t (which is constant for all t by stationarity). If 

(X,(t), X,(t)) is a bivariate process, then f,5(A) is called the cross spectrum. It is complex 

valued, and if we define c,)(A)=Re{f,o(A)}, qy9(A)= — Im{f,2}, then c,. and q,, are called the 

cospectrum and quadrature spectrum, respectively. 

In the case of strictly stationary processes, there are higher order analogues of the 

spectrum known as cumulant spectra of order k, the spectrum being a “cumulant spectra of 

order 2”. Given the strictly stationary r-vector valued time series X(t), t=0, +1, +2,... with 

components X(t), a=1,..1, if 

c a, (41 ... tp cum{X, (t,), wey Xq, (te)}, Byy+ + 

the kth order cumulant spectrum , fase (A,, -- - Ay) is defined by 
. +94p 

5 " k 

“a,,. . a, (ta ss w= | se [- ex i Lams far . 0,919 eee Ax) dA,. ee dA,.- 

Recall that if X,,..., X, are random variables, and ¢(a,, ... a,) = Eflexp(i(a;X,+ .. . 

+a,X;,))], then 

__ cum (X,,...,X,)= da, .. 0a, log [d(a,, . . . a;)] 

where the partial derivative is evaluated at (0, 0,... 0). 

For the results of this dissertation to hold, it ts assumed that the fourth order cumulant 

spectrum exists, but stationarity beyond fourth order cumulants ts not required. 
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3.3 The Periodogram: Motivation From Deterministic Time 

Series 

T 
One way of looking at the covariance function 7(h) = | e'PA f(A) dA is observing 

that y(h) is simply the hth Fourier coefficient of f(A). Reversing this, we can write 

f(A) = Ss ethA v(h), 
h=-00 

Suppose now one had a function X(t), where t € Z (integers) which could be written as 

X(t) = | elf £() dd. 

co 
Since X(t) is defined only on the integers, the analog of the Fourier transform | eta x(t) dt 

-oo 

would be im d(™)(4), where 

d§™()) = ss etd X(t) [3.3.1] 
t=0 

and it turns out by a central limit theorem that if X(t) is a stationary process, d'")(\) has an 

asymptotic (complex) normal distribution. But the mean of this random variable is 0, since 

the means of the X(t)’s are all 0. Nonetheless there is an important relationship between 

af™)() and the spectral density, which is that asymptotically variance(d‘")())=f(A). Hence if 

we consider the statistic 

1,(4) = 5 | d™ay?? [3.3.2] 

which is known as the second order periodogram, lim E(I,(A)) = f(A). Furthermore, we 
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have the following theorem describing one aspect of its asymptotic behavior (Brockwell and 

Davis (1987), p. 337): 

Theorem 10.3.2 

If f(A)>0 for all \ € [-7,4] and if 0<A,;<A,< ... <A,,<7, then the random vector (I,,(,), 

1,(A2), - - - » 1,(A,,)) converges in distribution to a vector of independent and exponentially 

distributed random variables, the ith component of which has mean f(.;), i=1,...,m. 

It is this theorem which motivates the following: Define F, = {j€2: 

-™<w, = Inj/n < 7} ={—[(n-1)/2, ..., [n/2]}, where [x] denotes the integer part of x and Z 

denotes the positive and negative integers. Then {w ; jeF,} are called the Fourier 

frequencies. We may consider the set of random variables {I,(w 3) j €F,,} to be independent, 

exponentially distributed random variables with E(I,(w,)) = f(w,;). The sense in which this is 

true will be described later. But for now, let us simply observe that the periodogram is not a 

consistent estimator of the spectrum, and so we will have to find some other method of 

estimating it. 

3.4 Kernel Estimates of the Spectral Density 

If the spectrum is sufficiently smooth, the periodogram ordinates are approximately 

uncorrelated with means which shouldn’t be too different, provided they are restricted to a 

sufficiently small interval. For any given interval, as n increases there will be an increasing 

number of Fourier frequencies in the interval. Hence one might expect to construct a 

consistent estimator for f(A) by taking some kind of (possibly weighted) average of the 

periodogram ordinates for the Fourier frequencies falling in the interval [A —e¢, A+e] for some 

suitably chosen ¢. Actually, it is possible to do better than this by making the estimator have 
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the form 

f(wj)= SP Walk) Ta(45 44) 
|k| < m,, 

where {m,,} is a sequence of positive integers (which presumably increases with n) and W,( . ) 

is a sequence of weight functions. These are called “Kernel Estimators”, and the asymptotic 

properties of such estimators are well known. In this dissertation we will seek to find 

parametric models for the spectrum, but as will be seen in chapter 9, kernel smoothing will 

play a role in a robust parametric estimation procedure. Before we can describe the parametric 

approach further, we must review some other properties of the spectrum. 

3.5 The Wald Decomposition and the Innovation 

Variance: Kolmogorov's Formula 

The random variables X(t), t=0,+1, +2, .. . are all square integrable, and so 

generate a Hilbert space H (the closure of all finite linear combinations). Let us define H, to 

be the closed linear subspace of H generated by {X(s): s<t}. From the standpoint of 

prediction, we are mainly interested in those stationary processes X(t) for which X(t+1) ¢ H, 

(since otherwise, the projection of X(t+1) onto H, will be itself and there is no statistical 

problem with prediction). A process which satisfies this condition is known as a regular 

process, and otherwise the process is known as a singular process. Every regular process has 

what is known as its Wald decomposition, that is, it can be written as 

X(t)= S c(t —s) Z(s) 
s=1 

where Z(s) are uncorrelated elements of H (Rozanov (1967), p. 56). 

The question arises, “Is there any restriction on the spectral density function f(A) so 
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that a process X(t) which has spectrum f(A) will be a regular process?”. The answer is “yes”, 

and the condition is given by the following. 

Theorem 5.1 (Rozanov (1967), p. 64) 

In order that the stationary process € be linearly regular, it is necessary and sufficient that it 

have an almost everywhere positive spectral density f(A) such that 

T 
| log f(A) d(A) > — 00. 

-1 

If we have a regular process with spectrum f(A), the innovation variance (i.e. the variance of 

X(t+1) —X(t+1), where X(t+1) is the projection of X(t+1) onto H,) is given by what is 

known as “Kolmogorov’s Formula”, which is 

7 w 
inf | [1+P(e)/? f(A) d(A) = 27 exp {t| log f(A) d(A) \ 
P jx 27 | x 

(Rozanov (1967), p. 66). The infimum is taken over all polynomials P(z) such that P(0)=0. 

This shows the “frequency domain” squared distance from the constant function 1 to the 

subspace spanned by {e ; e 2A e 3 . . . } is given by the expression on the right side of 

the equation. By the isomorphism between the frequency domain space and the process space, 

this squared distance is also the variance of X(t+1) — X(t+1). 

3.6 ARMA Models and their Motivation 

Because most of the parametric spectral estimation research has been directed towards 

a special type of model, known as the “Autoregressive/moving average” or ARMA models, it is 
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necessary to explain what these models are and why they are so important. 

An ARMA model for a (univariate) spectral density is simply 

6(e) 

g(e) 

is the innovation variance, and 6(x) = 140,x+0,x74 - ++ + 8, x7, Ox) = 

o2 

  

where o2 

1—$,x—- $x? —- i... px? are polynomials having no roots in the unit disk of the complex 

plane. Thus, the ARMA model is a squared rational polynomial] on the unit circle in the 

complex plane. This definition may seem strange, and there is another interpretation of 

ARMA models in the “time domain” which is as follows. We can write an expression 

involving the time series and its Wald decomposition as 

X, — X44 — $2X4_9 — eee — X15 = Z,+01Z5_1+02Z49+ eee + 4, Zig 

If the polynomial 6(x) = 1, this expression involves only the time series under observation and 

Z,, and we can write X,=¢,X,_1+¢)X,.9+ --- +X) + Z,- This shows the observation at 

time t may be viewed as a linear combination of the p previous observations plus a “random 

shock” Z,. If the polynomial ¢(x) = 1, we can write X,=Z,+0,Z,,+09Z, 9+ ... + 94 Ziq» 

and X, may be viewed as a finite linear combination of uncorrelated random variables, which 

is known as a “moving average”. 

It is a fact (Brockwell and Davis (1987), p. 125) that squared rational polynomials are 

dense in the space of spectral densities corresponding to regular processes. Actually, rational 

polynomials of the form 

  or |a(e#) f 1 7 

¢(e) 

are also dense in the space of regular spectral densities, and hence theoretically if you put 
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enough coefficients in an autoregressive, moving average, or ARMA model, you should be able 

to fit to within sufficient accuracy any spectral density. Of course in practice, you want the 

model you fit to contain as few parameters as possible, and one would hope to choose an 

autoregressive, moving average, or ARMA model which does this and yet still fits the data 

reasonably well. 

Another nice interpretation of ARMA models is to look at where the roots oi the 

polynomials ¢(x) and 6(x) lie. If ¢(x) has a root near the unit circle (say near e" ), then tre 

spectral density will have a peak at 4. If 0(x) has a root near the unit circle (say near et ), 

then the spectral density will have a valley at A. Unfortunately during the fitting process this 

knowledge is of no help, since the parametrization is done in terms of the polynomial 

coefficients and not the (complex) roots. 

The time domain interpretation, however, will be of help in the fitting process. As 

pointed out by Box and Jenkins (1976), one can compare ACF’s and PACF’s calculated from 

the data to theoretical ACF’s and PACF’s of autoregressive, MA or ARMA processes in the 

model screening stage (see chapter 3 of Brockwell and Davis (1987) for definitions of these). 

For multivariate processes, there is an analogous class of models known as multivariate 

ARMA models. The time domain representation of an m-dimensional ARMA process is 

X(t)-—@, X(t-1)-— ... - ® ,X(t—p) = A(t)+O,2(t—-1)+... +0,2(t —q) 

where the ®’s and the 0’s are mxm matrices. There is a noniterative time domain method 

for obtaining parameter estimates in the autoregressive case (Yule-Walker equations), but in 

general due to the large number of parameters in these models likelihood type solutions are 

difficult to obtain. 

Disadvantages of ARMA models include the fact they are “global” models; you cannot 

say how a change in a parameter will affect the shape of the fitted curve. ARMA models, 
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especially multivariate ARMA models, can be difficult to fit since you must have starting 

values for the parameters in order to do Newton-Raphson iterations. There may be many local 

maxima in the likelihood surface, so it is important to have consistent starting estimates. In 

the multivariate case, even assuming you can obtain these starting values the model is very 

complicated and difficult to work with from the practical viewpoint. Restrictions must be 

placed on the multivariate ARMA model to make the model unique within the parameter 

space. 

3.7 Problems in Time Series Analysis 

There are essentially two main problems in time series analysis, (1) estimation of the 

spectral density for its own sake, i.e. to see where “important” frequency ranges lie, and (2) 

prediction of future values of the time series. Let us discuss each of these. 

In the univariate case, the spectrum tells us where most of the “power” in the time 

series is coming from (i.e. low or high frequencies). Knowledge such as this may be important 

in its own right, such as in the case where the series represents “noise” and an engineer would 

try to broadcast a radio signal on a frequency as far as possible from where most of the noise 

spectrum is concentrated. The case of multivariate series becomes more complicated, because 

there are other functions of the spectral density matrix which have nice interpretations. For 

example, three of these are the the phase spectrum (¢,(A)=arg(f,.(A)), the group delay 

($19(A), ie. the derivative of the phase), and the squared coherency spectrum 

(lfj2(A)| /{f,QA)£Q)). Functions of the spectral density matrix are usually estimated by 

substituting a smoothed version of the periodogram for the true spectrum in the appropriate 

formulas. Of course, if we have a parametric model for the spectrum of the bivariate series, 

then we may use this model to estimate the functions of the spectral density matrix in a 
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similar way. 

The second main problem in time series analysis is the prediction of future values. If 

the spectrum is known, then to predict X, having observed {X,,, Xj... -- }, we simply 

construct the L? projection X, +1 of X,4, onto H,. Of course, if we have a model for the 

spectrum, then we will simply act as if it were the real spectrum when finding the projection 

X, 41: Sometimes, two univariate series, say X,(s) and X,(s) may be observed, which are the 

input and output of the transfer function model 

CO 

Xo(s) = } 7 tjXy(t J) +N(t) 
3=0 

where T=({t jp J= 9, 1, 2....} is a linear filter and N(t) is a stationary process uncorrelated with 

. oo ae 

the input process X,(t). It turns out that the transfer function T(e*) = > t Fale can be 

f19( 3=° 
i . , and if one is interested in predicting X,(t) having observed both 
11 

series until time t—1, a better estimate can be obtained by projecting X,(t) onto the L? 

expressed as T(e) =   

closure of the linear span of {X,(t—1), X,(t—2),... } U{X,(t-—1), X,(t-—2),...}. This 

projection can be done in practice if one has an estimate of the bivariate spectrum of both 

processes. 
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Chapter IV 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Time 

Series Parameters 

4.1 Three Asymptotically Equivalent Ways of Estimating 

Parameters 

We would like to distinguish between two basic types of spectral models and discuss 

the differences in maximum likelihood estimation for the two types. 

The two basic categories of spectral models are (1) those which have the innovation 

variance as a parameter, and (2) those which do not. This dissertation is concerned mainly 

with the second category, but theory developed for these models may also be applied to the 

first category. Thus it is necessary to see how a separately parametrized innovation variance 

simplifies things in some cases, and results in differences in others. 

Using as motivation the previously mentioned theorem from Brockwell and Davis 

(1987) which gives the asymptotic distribution of the periodogram (the periodogram ordinate 

at \ becoming exponentially distributed with mean f(A), the spectral density function), we 

estimate 6 where the model is {fy} by minimizing 

I(A ;) S— log(fe(A,)) + Fa.) [4.1.1] 

summing over the Fourier frequencies. Of course, this function is the negative log likelihood 

function assuming the “observations” I(;) are exponentially distributed (which is the link 
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between spectral estimation and GLIM). As previously mentioned, the idea of using the 

exponential likelihood function in this manner instead of the true likelihood of the series is 

quite old, dating back to Whittle’s work in the 1950’s. It is further suggested that one might 

view frequency domain spectral estimation as estimating a one dimensional generalized model 

response surface over the design space [0,7] (or a subset of [0,7], see the next section). This 

“design” aspect of spectral estimation will be crucial in obtaining rigorous proofs of results 

which do not exist in the general GLIM context. 

On the other hand, the Gaussian likelihood of the vector of observations X,, = (X,, 

X5,.--, X,,)’ is given by 

_2 i 1 
L(B, 0?) = (2x07) ? |G,(B)[ 2 exp {-> 5X, Ga (8) Xp) [4.1.2] 

where G,(f) = o? r,,(8) and I,(8) is the covariance matrix of X,. Three asymptotically 

equivalent estimators are found as follows: 

(a) Bn minimizes 

’ -1 

\(B) = Xn Gn (8) Xn + n7}n det(G,(f)) [4.1.3] 

and then 

~ ’ -1/9 

(B,) = 7a Gn (1?) Xn 4.1.4] 

which is full ML estimation of parameters. 
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(b) B minimizes 

xX’ G-1(p) xX & 2(p) = Xn Gn (8) Xn [4.1.5] 

which is then taken to be the innovation variance. This is called the “least squares” estimator 

for obvious reasons. 

(c) B minimizes 

#78) =n-15S> a5 [4.1.6]   

which is then taken to be the innovation variance, where 

_ la(e=)P 1, p=. B= Tale PP [4.1.7] 

Chapter 10, section 8 of Brockwell and Davis (1987) shows the consistency and asymptotic 

normality of these three estimates, and also shows that they are asymptotically equivalent. 

Since [4.1.6] looks like half of [4.1.1], let’s concentrate on this estimator. Why does the 

first term of [4.1.1] disappear when the innovation variance is separately parametrized? Why 

can’t you make ¢ 2( p) as small as you want by making g(A, #) large? The answer lies in the 

way the model is parametrized. The model is 

X,—$)X,_1— +» —OpXp_p = 24042, _ y+... +042 Zt —a [4.1.8] 

where Z, ~ IID(0, o*), B= (¢,,... dp, By. 6, 64); and the parameter set is {BeR? + ?: 

$(z)6(z) #0 for |z| <1 and ¢( . ), 6(.. ) have no common zeros}. As Brockwell and Davis 

(1987) observe (p. 366), 8 can be expressed as a continuous function B(a, . . ap bj, --- b,) of 
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the zeros a,, . . a, of $( . ) and bj, . . ,b, of O(. ). Since these functions have no roots in the 

unit circle, |a;|>1 and |b,|>1. Hence to make o?() small, you would need to, say, make |0(z)| 

= [Ja — = z)| (z=e ~ *) large, which would be done by making the |a,| ’s small. . . but 

they’ve got to be bigger than 1! This is a rather informal argument, but a more rigorous one 

can be constructed from a theorem known as the “Toeplitz Asymptotic Homomorphism” 

which can be stated as follows: If the spectral density f is strictly positive, then the one step 

prediction error oF is given by 

log o% = im, i log det T, (27f) = ae [toe 2m f(A) dA 

where T,(g) is the covariance matrix calculated using g as the spectral density (Azencott and 

Dacunha-Castelle (1986), p113). So, if the model is separately parametrized, the first term in 

[4.1.1] would (asymptotically) be replaced by o*, which then plays no role when the partial 

derivatives are taken with respect to the other parameters. This means only the second term is 

really used in the determination of parameters. 

4.2 Some Examples of GLIM Parametrizations 

The most commonly used spectral density models, the ARMA models, unfortunately 

do not fall in the GLIM category and instead must be viewed as generalized models. There 

are, however, two models of lesser popularity which are GLIM models. These are known as 

Kolmogorov’s turbulence model and Bloomfield’s exponential model (Bloomfield (1973)). 

According to Kolmogorov (1941), the spectral density for turbulence in a fluid may be 

5/3 written as f,(w) =cw°’”. In practice, however, the ideal conditions required for this formula 

to hold are rarely met. Instead, a model must be fit which views the power as a parameter; 
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i.e. the model is f, .(w) = ¢ w%. Rewrite this as exp {log c + a log w}. This may be fit with 

the GLIM package by letting the x variate be the frequencies, using the log link (Cameron and 

Turner (1988)). 

In 1973, Bloomfield proposed the model 

Pp 
Qnf(w; 0) = o%exp 2 0; cos ish . 

j=l 

2 
Letting 695= 1/2 log = we can rewrite this as 

P 
f(w; 6) = exp 2 6 ; cos ia} 

J=0 

and estimates can be obtained using gamma error with log link and performing the regression 

on the p variables 2 cos kw;, k = 1.. p. 

There are also other possibilities for GLIM spectral models, such as regression splines 

(Smith (1979)), which will not be discussed here but might be applicable to spectral analysis. 

4.3 Why Fit Models Over Frequency Bands? 

A central motivational idea for this dissertation which differentiates it from most of 

the time series parameter estimation literature is fitting spectral density models over frequency 

bands. This is hinted at in the preceding section, where the relationship between the actual log 

likelihood of the series and the log likelihood of exponentially distributed random variables 

with “design matrix” a vector of Fourier frequencies is pointed out. If it is desired to fit a 

model where some periodogram ordinates have been excluded from the analysis, all that is 

necessary is to remove the appropriate frequencies from the sum in the log exponential 
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likelihood (of course, you’ll have a more difficult time doing this using the true likelihood 

rather than the approzimate log exponential likelihood). This fact seems to have been 

discussed for the first time by John Rice (1979). One might naturally be inclined to ask the 

following question: “Since in the final analysis, you need an estimate of the entire spectrum 

(i.e. to make predictions, etc.), why would anyone be interested in fitting a model to just a 

subset of the spectrum?” There are two main points to be made in response. 

First, in the “exploratory” stage of an analysis it might be desirable to fit simple 

parametric models (such as splines, for example) to segments of the periodogram, rather than 

immediately trying to fit a very complex model to the entire periodogram. This is perhaps 

even more relevant in the case of a multivariate time series, where even “simple” parametric 

models probably aren’t. A preliminary “segmented” approach would perhaps give an intuitive 

idea of what is going on, using parametric GLIM type model diagnostics and screening rather 

than nonparametric smoothing techniques, before attempting to fit the ultimately desired 

spectral model. 

Second, there is the “contaminated series” problem, an example of which appears in 

Cameron and Turner (1987). The data consist of 300 observations taken in one second of the 

EEG record obtained from a steer. It was desired to fit an autoregressive model to the data, 

but it was known from graphing the periodogram that a spike existed at 50 hz due to the 

oscillation of this frequency in the electrical supply and its influence on the recording 

equipment. Although not stated in Cameron and Turner’s paper, one might view the model as 

being Y(t)=X(t)+N(t), where X(t) and N(t) are uncorrelated processes, Y(t) is the observed 

process, X(t) is the “true” process, and N(t) is the “noise” process due to the power supply 

having a spectrum concentrated in a narrow band around 50 hz. It does not make sense to 

ignore the fact that Y(t) is observed, not X(t), and the way to correct for this in the analysis is 
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to eliminate the periodogram ordinates in a small frequency band around 50 hz, even though 

the spectral density model (for X(t)) is to be used for the entire spectrum. It should be 

pointed out that this raises an interesting “design” question: the recording equipment could 

probably be altered so that the power frequency translates into a data contaminant at any 

frequency. Given that some frequency band must be contaminated, what would be the “best” 

frequency to contaminate so as to “best” estimate the parameters of the spectral density 

model? Such questions will not be considered here, but are a topic for future research. Other 

references to the “contamination problem” occurring in practice are given in Rice (1979). 

4.4 Taniguchi, Chiu, Kulperger 

There are five papers in the time series field which most closely relate to this 

dissertation, written by Taniguchi, Chiu, and Kulperger. As such, we would like to outline the 

relevant parts of these results. 

Masanobu Taniguchi, a Japanese applied mathematician, published two related papers; 

the first in 1979 and the second (with Hosoya) in 1982. The main purpose of the 1982 paper 

was to extend some of the 1979 results to the non Gaussian and multivariate cases. The non 

Gaussian results are complicated by the fourth cumulant spectrum, see chapter 5 of the 

dissertation. 

One of the central ideas in these papers was to describe what 6 obtained by 

“maximum likelihood” is estimating asymptotically if the model {fg} ¢@ does not necessarily 

include the true spectral density function g. | He observed that in this case, “maximum 

likelihood” may not be the “best” way to estimate parameters, i.e. there are alternative 

parameter estimation techniques which may result in a smaller MSE if bias is also taken into 

consideration, and went on to describe one such technique (in chapter 9, we will give another 
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technique). Although not observed by Taniguchi, his work is trivially extended to the case 

where we are fitting a model over frequency bands instead of [-7, 7]. 

Before we give specific results from Taniguchi, let us observe that the periodogram 

may be regarded as a function on [-7, 7] because it may be extended as follows (see Brockwell 

and Davis (1987), p. 333). 

Method 1 
  

For any 4 € [-7, 7], define 

T,Q,) if A,—a/n <A <Azt+a/n and0O<A<z, 

1,() ={ I,(-A) if A€ [-7,0) [4.4.1] 

With the periodogram viewed as a function, we can then “step functionize” the (continuous) 

spectral density f in a similar way, and write 

    [log f(A) + ne dX instead of 2n Slog f(A;) + ioe 

Heuristically, the reason this is so is that the later expression may be viewed as a “Riemann 

sum” of the former integral. On the other hand, the “natural extension” is: 

Method 2 
  

Define I,,(A) as being 

2 
[4.4.2] 

  1,0) = 4] Dox; e? 

for all A € [-7,7]. Then the “likelihood” function is exactly the integral above. 

In the statement of his theorems, Taniguchi extends his periodograms to [-7, 7] using 
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method 2, but the proofs of these theorems are given for the extension done the other way. 

Actually, the way in which the periodogram is extended is irrelevant, as the main results hold 

in both cases. Let us conclude this short discussion of the periodogram by saying that viewing 

the periodogram as a function will be an extremely important concept in the sequel, but it 

doesn’t really matter how the extension is obtained. 

Taniguchi (1979) defines a “distance measure” D( . , . ) on the space of spectral 

density functions as follows. For two spectral densities f and g (positive functions defined on [- 

m, 7]) let 

rT 

log f(x) + 8) ay. 
T 

D(f, g) = | fQ) 

Note that this function is not a metric or semimetric on the space of densities as it is not 

symmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality. 

If we have a model {fg}, for each function g, define T(g) to be the value of 6 

minimizing D(fg, g). Then using this definition, 6, = T(I,,), where 6. is the “maximum 

likelihood” estimator. If the model contains the true spectral density g (which equals, say, 

fo) then 6) minimizes D(fg, g) and 6 is estimating 9). If the model does not contain the true 

spectral density g, then 6 = T(I) asymptotically is estimating 69 = T(g) (i.e. the “closest” 

density in the model space to g according to the “distance” D( . , . )). Taniguchi goes on to 

define “weak convergence” in the space of spectral densities as follows: If, for every continuous 

function (x), 

[X v0 en) dx |" v9 g(x) ax 

then we say that g, converges to g weakly, denoting this by Bn g. Viewed in light of this 

definition, a previously existing theorem of Brillinger says that the periodogram converges 
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weakly in probability to g. Taniguchi then gives an asymptotic “linear representation 

theorem”, which can be stated as follows. 

Theorem 2 (Taniguchi (1979), p. 577) 

Suppose T(g) exists uniquely and lies in int(©), and 

  

=  @°F,! d* log fo(x) 
g(x) + — ar dx | 0006’ 6000’ =T,(9) 

is a nonsingular matrix. Then for every sequence of spectral densities {g,,} satisfying £8: 

we have 

" nT 1 

T(8,) = T(g) + I. Pg(X)(Bn(x) — g(x) dx + a, | am 7 (9) on) — BOO) a 
cg =H 1449 

-1 
= 6p d*log f9(x) me | 

and a,, is a real p x p matrix which goes in probability to 0 as n—oo. 

This theorem yields that the vector yn (T(I,,) — T(g)) converges in distribution to a 

multivariate normal random variable, and the vector (T(I,,) - T(g)) converges in probability to 

0. It should be compared with the following comment from McCullagh (1983, p62): “It can 

be shown that among all estimators of 8 for which the influence function is linear, i.e. 

estimators satisfying B -—Byo = L,(Y¥-#) + o,(N7/ 2), where L, is a pxN matrix of 

influences, quasi likelihood estimators have minimum asymptotic variance”. 

There are two central concepts in this paper we will extend. The first is viewing 
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“maximum likelihood” as minimizing a distance function with the true means function (the 

spectral density) replaced with the “observations” (periodogram), and being able to identify 

what maximum likelihood is estimating when the true spectral density is not in the model in 

“geometric” terms as the closest function to the spectral density. The “Taniguchi distance” 

D(f,,» g) is really a measure of bias, and the deviance is really estimating a function of D(fas 

g)—D(g, g). The second main idea to be extended is being able to represent 0,,—@) as a 

linear function of the periodogram minus the true spectral density. 

Taniguchi does not derive any “optimality” results, but simply finds the asymptotic 

variance of his estimator and points out that in the Gaussian case it is the same as that 

obtained by maximizing the true Gaussian likelihood. 

Chiu (1988) is the first to give a theorem concerning IRWLS estimates of the 

periodogram. The following appears in his 1988 paper concerning the estimate 6 minimizing 

RGD (f(, A;) —1(,))? [4.4.3] 

where f(6, \) is a model containing the true spectrum. 

Theorem 7 (Chiu (1988), p. 1321) 

Let ¢(A) = W(A)/f2(A, No), and suppose 77-7 a.8., and \T (77 — No) converges in law. Then 

(under some standard regularity assumptions) Or is strongly consistent and AT (07 — 9%) is 

asymptotically normal with mean 0 and covariance matrix 2A-1BA7!+ A™!DA“!, the elements 

(j, k) of A, B, and D being 

a s4(8o) = (24) * J O(A) 850, 89) BR(As 9p) dA 
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bjp=(20)* [87(A) 170A, 80) 850A Mo)BK(As 90) 4A 

dg= (2m) J b(A) Ou) £40, -A, 4) 8 5(A, 99) BEA, 9p) dA dys [4.4.4] 

. 6f(A,0) 
respectively, where g (A, 6)= = and f,(A, -A, 4) is the fourth cumulant spectrum of the 

j 

process. 

Similar to Taniguchi, Chiu does not give any optimality theorem proofs. He simply 

observes that if the time series is Gaussian and the correct weighting function (i.e 1/f°(9, 4)) 

is used, then D =0 and the variance matrix is asymptotically the same as that obtained by 

maximizing the true likelihood (2A™!). Chiu’s theorem shows that IRWLS yields this same 

optimal variance, since one may first obtain a consistent, but not “optimal variance” estimate 

n of A) by minimizing S_ 4(A;) (f6(A;) —1(A,))? for an arbitrary function ¢(A), and then using 

this preliminary estimate to find the 6 minimizing [4.4.3]. 

Chiu (1990) also considers the problem of “sensitivity” of parametric estimates to 

perturbed periodic components of a time series. In this paper, he examines series of the form 

Y(t)=py+S(t)+X(t), where X(t) is a stationary, Gaussian time series with spectrum f(A, 9p), 

and 

K 

S= De Ry(t) cos(wpt+9,(t)). 
=1 

In this expression, there are K periodic components, each at a frequency w,. R,(t) and ¢,(t) 

are functions that “change slowly over time t”. 

Chiu (1990) essentially proposes using classical techniques on a modified periodogram 

i(A), where I(A) =p g{I(A)/f(A, 6)} f(A, 6), 6 is an estimate of 69, g>0 and satisfies a 
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smoothness and integrability condition, and p is a constant to adjust the expectation of I() 

approximately to f(A). For example, theorem 4 (Chiu, (1990)) shows the asymptotic variance 

of the @ minimizing 

Q7(9)=1/T S- H(A) (IA) - £0, 8)? 

where (A) is a weighting function. Section 4 shows if “the ‘energy’ of the periodic components 

does not spread away from the peaks too much, then the estimates based on IQ) have the 

same asymptotic properties (e.g. variance) as (those based on Iy(X)) in theorem 4”. An 

IRWLS procedure is proposed as in the 1988 paper, the justification of which is based on 

theorem 4. 

The problem discussed in Chiu (1990) is similar to the “contamination” problem of 

chapter 9, but the proposed remedies of the paper and this dissertation are quite different. 

Interestingly, Chiu notes that “though the problem of estimating the parameters for the case 

S(t)=0 has been studied extensively, there are relatively little researches concerning the 

situation of S(t) #0”. While this dissertation does not base itself on the problem as posed by 

Chiu (e.g. we will have a “noise series” X,;(t) which has a spectrum in place of Chiu’s “S(t)”), 

it does offer an alternative look at the same basic type of problem. 

Kulperger (1985) gives an “asymptotic optimality” result as follows: He considers the 

class of functions of the form 

N-1 

Sy(9) = Fp Ye byAj +bOAS, 9) 1,05) 
j=1 

ohy — 2rf dh where h, and h are twice continuously differentiable with respect to 0 and 36 7 38° 

His main theorem is: 
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Theorem 3.2 (Kulperger, (1985)) For a stationary ARMA(p, q) process, the best Gaussian 

estimate is when h(A, 6) =—(27f(A, 6))'=>h,(A, 6) = —log f(A, 6), in the sense that if Ox is 

the asymptotic likelihood estimate, and 6 n is any other Gaussian estimate, then 

Nim N (var(@ yy) - var(6 y)) is nonnegative definite. 
00 

Note that Kulperger doesn’t 1) give an optimality theorem for non-ARMA processes 2) give 

an optimality theorem over frequency bands 3) say what happens in the case of model 

misspecification 4) seem to be aware of the connection to McCullagh’s (1983) QL functions, 

and doesn’t use the same viewpoint as McCullagh. For example, he does not separate the 

model from the “variance” function as does McCullagh, or identify a “variance” function as 

such. A theorem to be given in chapter 6 of this dissertation will essentially extend the class of 

estimating functions considered by Kulperger (1985) (i.e. what he calls “Gaussian” estimating 

functions) and give a procedure yielding optimal parameter estimates within the new class. 

For non-Gaussian processes, it will be seen that using “Gaussian” estimating functions is 

inefficient. 

4.5 Discussion and Goals of Dissertation: Why Generalized 

Models? 

Most of the literature on parametric estimation in time series has concentrated on 

fitting “separately parametrized innovation variance” (e.g ARMA) models for the spectrum, 

assuming the model has been correctly specified. The Generalized Models approach to spectral 

analysis may be viewed as trying to find a one dimensional response surface when the 

“observations” (periodogram ordinates) are exponentially distributed and there are 
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observations at a uniform grid of points (the Fourier Frequencies) over the model space. As 

more observations are taken of the time series, the Fourier frequencies become closer together 

yielding more information about the surface. Because of this special situation, we are able to 

give new interpretations which combine ideas in both the GLIM and response surface areas. 

One of the main ideas in the dissertation is that the periodogram should be viewed as 

a function in L? regardless of how defined, as a step function with steps at the Fourier 

frequencies, or by the natural definition. This is implicit in Taniguchi’s papers, e.g. when he 

defines the “distance” D,(f, g)= J log(f)+g/f dA, but its ramifications have not been developed. 

One major consequence of the “functional” approach to spectral estimation is that instead of 

having a “variance matrix” for the observation vector, we will have a “variance operator” on 

L?. If the time series is Gaussian, the variance operator will correspond to a diagonal matrix. 

Otherwise, it will take on a different form. Chapter 6 will elaborate on this theme and gives a 

new definition of QL function. Specifically, a “quasi likelihood function” will be defined as a 

function D( . , . ) with certain properties which maps two functions f and g to a real number 

D(f, g). D, defined above will be but one example of a QL function under the extended 

definition. If the observed series is Gaussian and the model is correctly specified, obtaining 

parametric estimates by minimizing D,(fg, I,,) is optimal with respect to asymptotic variance. 

If the model is not correctly specified due to “contamination”, estimates obtained by 

minimizing D, will be asymptotically biased, which leads us to attempt to define what is 

meant by “contamination”. 

As has been already observed (e.g. Chiu (1988)), the generalized model approach offers 

the advantage of being able to estimate the spectrum when some frequency ranges are 

“contaminated” in the sense that the model is not valid there. The dissertation alters the 

conditions on a “contamination” problem: we observe the series Y(t)=X(t)+N(t), but are 
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interested in estimating the spectrum of X(t). Chiu (1988) shows his IRWLS procedure works 

if the spectrum of Y(t) satisfies a rather strong “smoothness” condition: Stl ly(t)|<oo (a 

sufficient condition is that the spectrum have a continuous derivative satisfying a Lipschitz 

condition), and we exclude the “contaminated” bands (due to N(t)) from the analysis. It 

seems reasonable that “noise”, even if limited to certain frequency bands, would not necessarily 

have .a continuously differentiable spectrum. It also seems reasonable that we might not have 

a clear idea of exactly which frequency bands are affected by the noise series, or maybe the 

influence of N(t) can’t be restricted to “bands”. The dissertation will instead assume that X(t) 

has a covariance function satisfying S| |t| |y(t)|<oo, while the spectrum of N(t) is only of 

bounded variation. Under these conditions, an IRWLS procedure is given in which it is not 

necessary to precisely know which frequency bands are contaminated. Traditional IRWLS 

requires the specification of the variance matrix for an observation vector, our version requires 

the specification of the variance operator. Traditional IRWLS also assumes the model is 

correct, and estimates the true parameters with the same variance as maximizing the QL 

function corresponding to the variance matrix of the observation vector. Our version of 

IRWLS shows that to eliminate the bias due to contamination, one may deliberately use the 

“wrong” QL function, i.e one which would not give optimal variance were the model correct, 

and hence the “wrong” variance operator, in order to eliminate bias. If correctly chosen, even 

assuming the model were correct the variance of parametric estimates should be close to 

optimal. 

4.6 Literature Review of Time Series and General Parametric 

Estimation 

As in the area of generalized linear models, there is a voluminous literature on time 
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series, so that only the papers which are most closely related to the dissertation will be 

mentioned. The first results on parametric estimation of time series parameters were given by 

Whittle (1951, 1953), which discussed hypothesis testing and parametric estimation in time 

series analysis, but did not tend to give rigorous proofs. Walker (1964) attempted to correct 

this situation by showing the asymptotic properties (consistency, normality) of the “least 

squares” estimators. Ibragomov (1966) gave results about properties of maximum likelihood 

type parametric estimates similar to those of Walker. Dzhaparidze (1974) gave a variant of a 

“reweighted least squares” method for solving the Quasi likelihood equations 

| ‘Bs og f(A, ah dd =0 

and showed its “optimality” among solutions obtained by using “Gaussian” type likelihood 

approximations even when the series is not Gaussian. Kulperger’s paper is in some ways an 

extension of Dzhaparidze’s. Another of the earlier “optimality” papers is Davies (1973), in 

which the author discussed asymptotic inference in stationary Gaussian time series, and proved 

the asymptotic optimality of parametric estimates for Gaussian stationary processes using the 

full likelihood function. This was done by showing time series parametric estimation satisfies 

the assumptions of Le Cam’s (1969) asymptotic optimality theory. Most authors (e.g. Chiu, 

Taniguchi) prove the optimality of their procedures by finding their asymptotic variance 

matrix and showing it is the same as Davies’. 

The 1970’s saw a refinement of the earlier theory, relaxing conditions on the series and 

showing the usual inferential theory continues to hold. Along these lines are Hannan (1973), 

which proved a CLT for univariate linear time series, Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976), and 

Dunsmuir (1979). The latter two papers essentially extend Hannan’s (1973) work to vector 
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processes. Dunsmuir’s (1979) paper removes the separately parametrized innovation variance 

assumption in the 1976 paper. 

In the late 1970’s, papers utilizing the “GLIM viewpoint” (although the authors 

usually did not recognize it as such) began to appear. For example, Robinson (1978) seems to 

be one of the first to discuss fitting univariate spectral models where the innovation variance is 

not separately parametrized, giving the asymptotic variance properties of the “ML” estimate of 

9 minimizing flog f(A) + I(A)/fp(A) dA. Rice’s (1979) is among the first papers published in 

a statistical journal which discuss different methods of parametric spectral estimation over 

frequency bands (of not necessarily separately parametrized innovation variance models) when 

the observed series is “contaminated”. 

The Taniguchi papers (1979) and Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982) have already been 

mentioned (and will be again in chapter 5) as main background for the dissertation. They are 

a periodogram based approach to parametric spectral estimation, and the second paper is 

essentially an extension of Taniguchi’s 1979 results to vector valued and non Gaussian 

processes. Another interesting paper which examines periodogram based (rather than true 

likelihood) parametric estimation procedures is Dahlhaus’ (1988). Dahlhaus’ results suggest 

tapering the series before calculating the periodogram as a method of reducing bias, although 

the dissertation will not consider this topic. 

Explicit links to generalized (linear/nonlinear) models in the time series literature do 

not appear until the late 1980’s with Cameron and Turner (1987), an applied paper showing 

details of applying IRWLS to ARMA processes, but giving no theorems or proofs, and Chiu 

(1988, 1990) which have been previously discussed. Kulperger (1985) might also be considered 

as falling in this category, as it examines the consequences in terms of parameter variances of 

fitting correct spectral models using an incorrect QL function (analogous to using the wrong 
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likelihood function in GLIM). As previously mentioned, this idea is one of the main themes of 

the dissertation to be developed in chapter 9. 
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Chapter V 

Estimation of Cospectra in Multivariate Time Series 

5.1 Introduction 

In their 1982 paper, Hosoya and Taniguchi extended the univariate theory of 

Taniguchi (1979) as described in chapter 4 to the multivariate case. In this chapter, we will 

take a closer look at the “function oriented” theory for multivariate processes. 

For any two pointwise positive definite matrices of functions f(w) and g(w), define 

" log det f(w) + trace (f!(w) g(w) ) du. [5.1.1] Dif, g) = | 

Let {felece be a family of positive definite spectral density matrices. Define T(f) as a 

natural extension of the way it was previously defined, that is, for any positive definite matrix 

valued function g, T(f) is the @ minimizing D(fp, g). If the true spectral density matrix is g 

and 6,=T(I,), then 0. is estimating 69>=T(f) and 0-8, — N(0, W) where the periodogram 

matrix I, is extended to a matrix of functions on [-7, 7] as in [4.4.1]. W has the form M;'V 

M}, where 

_ * e? -] @? 

M 5= [| 9a tr{fe(w) f(w)} + soap log det fo) ny) dw [5.1.2] 

Vater] eftey gp PIM) J (GD)| dwt 
=T(f) 
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5 

ny Jy { 2B, Fen 3 dwn 
06=T(f) 

The observed series Z(t) is a linear process of the form 2(t)=- GG) e(t-j), where t is an 

integer, the Z(t)’s are s dimensional vectors for each t, and the (ty are p dimensional vectors 

for each t having the properties that E(e(t))=0 and E(e(t) e(t)’) = 6(m, n) K. Here, 6(m, n) = 

0 for m#n and 1 otherwise, and K is a nonsingular pxp matrix. The G(j)’s are sxp 

matrices, and it is assumed that 3 tr G(j)KG(j)’ < oo. Under these conditions, {Z(t)} is a 
j3=0 

second order stationary process having a spectral density matrix f(w) which is representable as 

oo . . 

f(w) = a k(w) K k(w)’, -r<w< 7, where k(w)= >_> G(j)e. The k, ,(w)’s in [5.1.3] are 
j3=0 

components of k(w). Q¢,.4 in [5.1.3] is the fourth order cumulant spectrum of {e(n)}, see 

section 3.2 for definition. 

Chapter 7 will give a more enlightening form of the matrices [5.1.2] and [5.1.3], 

separating first and second derivatives, among other things, in the context of a more general 

theorem and definition of multivariate QL functions so that expressions such as these may be 

more effectively studied in the case of model misspecification. 

Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982) argue that the parametric estimate 6 given by 

minimizing D(fg, I,,), where I,, is the multivariate periodogram, is asymptotically optimal if 

the model is correct. They do this by showing that it has the same asymptotic variance as the 

estimator obtained from minimizing the true likelihood function. 

We would like to pose four basic spectral estimation problems, problem three being the 

main focus of this chapter. The last problem will be discussed in chapter 6, which will also 

give a general theorem answering al! of the questions raised here. 
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1) For the Gaussian ARMA case, Kulperger (1985) has shown the asymptotic optimality 

®T I 
property of minimizing D(f,, I,,) = | log fg + rE d\. What happens with regard to 

v 6 

optimality of parametric estimates if the integral is restricted to the frequencies in A C [-7,7] 

(where A is a finite collection of intervals), the model isn’t ARMA, but is defined on [-7, 7]? 

If the model itself is only defined on A, do we still have optimality? 

2) Is the multivariate spectral density estimator given above (for Gaussian series) optimal if 

the integral is taken over A? Is there an IRWLS procedure for multivariate series similar to 

that of Chiu (1988) in the univariate case which is optimal in the multivariate case? 

3) For Gaussian series, if the quadrature or co-spectra have a separately parametrized model, is 

there an optimal procedure for estimating the co/quad spectrum “one curve at a time”, i.e. 

without using the full multivariate structure of the spectrum for simplicity when “model 

screening” ? 

4) If the time series is non-Gaussian, are the answers to 1-3 above the same? If not, what is an 

optimal procedure? 

5.2 Separately Parametrized Cross Spectral Estimation 

Multivariate ARMA models may be difficult to work with, i.e. obtaining parametric 

estimates, due to the complex structure and large numbers of parameters. But suppose one 

had a model in which there were separate parametrizations of families of functions modeling f,, 

f,, Cy2, and q,9, where c,. and q,, are the co and quad spectra, respectively. We would like to 

create a theory which can be used for estimating at most one curve at a time. We already 

know how to estimate f, and f, separately. What about c,. and q,,? Before answering this 

question, let’s review some of the basic properties of multivariate spectral densities. Defining 

Yey(7) = E(X(t+r) Y(t)) we have 
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Yya(T) = E(Y(t+r)X(t)) 

= E(X(t)Y(t+r)) 

= E(X(t—7)Y(t)) 

= Yry(—7) 

Hence 

Yey(T) = Tyal ~ T) 

(by stationarity) 

[5.2.1] 

Note y,,(7) needn’t be symmetric. The cross spectral density f,,() is the function whose 

Fourier coefficients are y,,(7). If X(t), Y(t) are real valued, y,,(7) must be real valued. So 

" idr vert) = | tyy(d) & Ad 

  
T . 

=| f(A) e 7 dd 

" =p QiAT = | f,y(-A) e'7 dA 

Thus we see 

fyA)= fryl ~ x) 

Also, Vyx(T)=Yzyl ~ T) 

" “iT = [r fry(A) € dX 

wv aN 

= | f,y(A) e'7 dd. 
-7 
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[5.2.2]



Hence 

  

fy2(A) = fpy(A)- [5.2.3] 

Define 

Cry(A) = Re f,(4) 3 azy(A)= —Im f,,()). 

So fpy(A) = cey(A) — iazy(A). Using the relation [5.2.3] it is seen that c,,(A) — iq y(A) = 

Cry(—A) +i 4,,4(—A), which implies 

Cry(A) = Czy( — A) 

Gry(A) = —Ary( — A): [5.2.4] 

From [5.2.4], it is sufficient to define c,,(A) and q,,(A) on [0,7]. We need the spectral density 

matrix 

fig fe — 14 
f(A) = 

Cetiqg  — fog 

to be positive definite. Thus, det fo(A) = fy9(A) fop(A) — [ ¢3(A) + aZ(A)] > 0 for 

all 4 € [-x,7]._ Note this is really the only restriction on the model. If we make “separate 

parametrizations” of cg and qg, the model parameter space must be restricted so that this is 

satisfied. To simplify the notation we will write {cg}, {qg} to denote the models for the co and 

quad spectra, respectively, even though these models do not depend on the same parameters. 

One might regard @ as a column vector with the first n, rows containing the parameters for 

{co}; rows n,+1 to n, containing the parameters for {q9,}; etc. where 6, and 6, are in 

different parameter spaces. 
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5.3 Cross Spectral Models 

Now that some elementary results about bivariate processes have been reviewed, we 

would like to return to the original problem of “one curve at a time” spectral estimation. First 

let us suppose that we have a bivariate time series and are in the position of knowing exactly 

the spectral densities f, and fy for the two series, and we know also the quad spectrum q but 

not the co-spectrum c. Is there an analogous “likelihood” function we can minimize which will 

yield a “Taniguchi” type theory? If such a function exists, in what sense is it “best”, i.e. 

resulting in better asymptotic variances than minimizing other similar functions? The answer 

to the first question is “yes” and the sense in which it is asymptotically optimal will be 

described later. But first, let’s make an attempt at constructing one such “likelihood”. 

We begin by examining the function Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982) want to minimize 

in the bivariate case; let’s write out D(fg, I) more explicitly: 

fia = g—1. 49 - j fy fg tidg 
———— 22 

Cotidg fog ff, —(e'+a") | — Cg—1 dg fy 

So ff 1 = ———_+——__ 
fig fog — (ch + 95) 

fog 1,+( —cgtiag)(€+iq) fo9(€ — iq) + I,( —cgtiqg) 

—I,(cgtiqg) +f o(E+iq) — (cgtiag)(€ — i4)+f, ¢l, 

1 and trace(fg ‘I1) = ————,—— 
f,of29 — (cg+a9) 

[fegl, —2 eg €-2 49 4 + fig I] 
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where 

I é-ig 
zr 

c+iq I 

is the periodogram matrix. So Taniguchi wants to minimize 

"y f, afog — (c2+02 mn og(fy 6f29 — (cg+ag) ) + 

1 ——_1_ gt — 2eg@ — 2494 + fy 1,] dd. [5.3.1] 
fy of29 — (c6+a6) ee wey 

If one knew f, and f, and was attempting to estimate c and q, it might seem reasonable to 

adjust the above function and minimize instead 

" 2 2 
[- log(fy9 fog — (cg + 99) ) + 

—___l___ of of, — 2 (cgé +94 10°26 6 Gg q) | dA. [5.3.2] 
fy pf29 — (cgt+a9) 

If one knew f,, f, and a function ¢(A) which has the property that f,(A)f,(A) — (c2(A)+¢2(A)) 

>0 for every 4 ( for example, ¢(A) =0 is one such function), then it might be reasonable to 

choose # to minimize (in the general case, as described in the introduction) 

Dist yoo") = | 4, oBllsfy — (co+") ) + 

2 a 42 
f f d di. 5.3.3 

ff, — ( <§+¢”) Ufa fy — ca 53.3 
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  Defining L,(x,y,A) = log(k(A) — x?) + 2 [k(A) — xy] where x,y € R, € [-z,7], note 

    

k —x? 

that 

OL4_ -2%x , of (k-x')(~y) — (k~xy)(~2x) 
Ox — kx? (k — x*)? 

  

— x(k = x2) + (e—x?)(—y) — (k— xy)( — 2x) 
(k — x”)? 

  

—xk+x?— yk + x*y + 2kx -— 2x? y 

(k — x”)? 

  

Recalling Taniguchi’s proof, the likelihood function possessing a partial derivative of 

this form will be crucial in showing both (1) If the model contains c, D? f g(a c) is 
zy? 

minimized at 8), where ca,= % and (2) 6 minimizing D# f.¢ (Cg, ©) consistently estimates 
x?) y? 

69 minimizing D4 fay g(C@rc) - 

There is another nice property of D# f gh . ,- ), and that is if one has separate 
zy) 

parametrizations of f, , f,, and c, the parametrization of cg must be restricted so that 

fofo9 — (c2+ q2)>0. Notice that for a fixed A as c gets larger, 
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  log (k —c?) +(; 2 7) (k - cc) 

goes to oo because of the second term. Hence given a starting value for @ which satisfies the 

positive definite requirement, minimizing 

Do log(k(A) —€8) + (wa) (k(A) — eg (A) €(A) ) [5.3.4] 

cannot result in a 6 which doesn’t satisfy the positive definite requirement. The question 

which naturally arises is this: If the model is correct, in the i.i.d. case ML estimates are 

“asymptotically optimal” in the sense of asymptotically satisfying the Cramer-Rao lower 

bounds. Our “observations” ¢(A) are only “asymptotically independent”, but aren’t 

“asymptotically identically distributed”. Does the estimate minimizing D; fy glo C) possess 

any “asymptotic optimal” (with regard to variance) property in case {cg} is the correct model 

and ¢(A)=q(A)? The answer is NO, but to see this we will have to develop the theory of 

asymptotically BLUE estimators, as suggested by McCullagh (1983). Recall from section 2.1 

that the QL function I(, y) may be obtained by solving 

O(u,y) _ yp ar = WG [5.3.5] 

where V(,:) is the variance. From Brockwell and Davis (1987), we know that asymptotically 

at each  € [-7, z], 

= , [5.3.6] 
) ; (f,f, + c? — q’) cq 

cq aff + q’-c’) 

Var ( 

2)
 

O)
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Notice that unfortunately var(c) depends on q, but if we substitute an arbitrary function ¢ 

(satisfying positive definite conditions) for q, using p=c, V(c)=(f,f, — ¢”)+c? and solve [5.3.5] 

while ignoring the dependence of f,f, —- ¢” on by pretending it’s a constant, we get 

Lp(cy,A) = ———_——— tan ~ 1 ——__S& —__ ) - 
B Wf ARQ) — 2 {i ORO)- 4) 

5 In(f,(A)fQ(4) — 4?(A)+ ¢?). [5.3.7] 

Here, Lp(c, y,A) is a function RxRx[-7,7]—-R. Maximizing the above is equivalent to 

minimizing its negative, so now, following Hosoya and Taniguchi’s (1982) idea in the 

univariate spectral estimation case define 

DF 4,,g02) 180) = [ dint, f)— é +h) — 

8 tan ~ 1a. [5.3.8] 
‘ ff, — ¢? , f.fy -¢? 

Now we've got two “Taniguchi” functions, D4 and D?. Notice they are both of the same form 

in that 

Df 5, a(h(A), 6(A)) = [2 a(h, g A) 4a 

DP 7, g(h(), g)) = | Lath, g, A) dd [5.3.9] 

where L 4(c,, C2,A) and Lp(c,, cg, A) are functions from RxRx[-7,7]—R such that 

OL gley,€9,A) cy — Cg 

dey ~ Va(ey,A) 
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Oc, ~ V ple) 

  

_ (k(A) — cf)? 
Valea) = 240) 4 A) 

Vad) = H(fe(A)E(A) — 47(A) + ef. [5.3.10] 

At this point it might be noted that one way in which our theory will differ from that of 

McCullagh (1983) is that our V(j) is dependent upon both the mean c and the frequency 4, 

whereas his depends solely upon the mean. So in “response surface” terminology, our variance 

may be associated with the location in the model space together with the mean at that 

location. As previously mentioned (section 2.1), this idea is described by Carrol and Rupert 

(1988) (see chapter 3), but not made into a formal definition. One very important 

consequence of incorporating this into a general definition of “quasi-likelihood function” (to be 

made in the next chapter) is that the “least squares” function [on — f9(A))?/V(A) dd will 

be considered a QL function under the new definition (but not under McCullagh’s). 

As will be shown in the next chapter, minimizing DF fo (cg, €) results in an 

“optimal” estimate of 6. Unfortunately, we don’t know f,, f,, and q exactly. So how would 

the asymptotic variance of the estimator obtained by the following two procedures compare 

with the “optimal” estimate? Are the procedures consistent? 

Procedure 1 

(1) We don’t have an estimate of q, but it’s not unreasonable to assume we can find a function 

¢@ satisfying f,(A) f,(A) — (c?(A)+¢7(A)) > 0. Such a function might be obtained by smoothing, 
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or if ¢ is not obvious, ¢ = 0 can always be used. 

(2) Use as variance function V(c(A), A) = f; (A) f, (A) — (c2(A)+¢2(A)) in the QL function D¥, 
1 2 

and obtain a parametric estimate ce of c. 

(3) Use the ce from step 2 for the “¢” function when repeating steps 1 and 2 in an attempt to 

estimate q. You now have an estimate qe 

(4) Re-estimate ce using q5 from step 3 as “d”. 

Procedure 2 

Exactly the same as procedure 1, except use the least squares distance measure with variance 

function V(. ) as stated in step 2 instead of D?. 

Note that these procedures are essentially Caroll and Rupert’s (1988) algorithm for 

generalized least squares on p. 69 (see also the discussion in section 3.2 of Carrol and Rupert 

(1988)). 

We will delay until the next chapter a theorem which settles the question of cross 

spectral estimators, because the theorem needed here can be stated as a corollary of a more 

general theorem which solves spectral estimation problems for non-Gaussian time series, whose 

periodograms lose the property of “asymptotic independence”. However, now is a good time to 

give a discussion of where the co and quad spectral variances come from. 

5.4 Background For Variances 

There are two main variance theorems, stated in Brillinger (1981) and Hosoya and 
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Taniguchi (1982), which we will use for variance and covariance type results. These are as 

follows. 

Theorem 7.6.1 (Brillinger (1981)) 

Let X(t), t=0, +1,.. be an r vector valued series satisfying 

co 

ue ole os Iegagaq(41U2st3)| <0o 

p%gr43 =~ 

where Cqa,a(U1U2U3) =cum{X, (ty), Xa, (te), X,,(t3)} (see section 3.2 for definition of 

cumulant and cumulant spectrum). Defining 

(T 20 =! 27s) 1(T) (2x8 Tb (A) = AEE ACE) Hd, CP) [5.4.1] 

where A(A) is a function of bounded variation on [0, 27], then if A,(A) and A,(A) are any two 

such functions, then 

T T 9 20 ——— 

cov { IT) (Ay) » IR, (Aa) = BE | Aya) AGG) fa, (2) f,0,(— 0) de 

2m (°" a (ay An f f d +R | Ay(a) Az@r =e) f.,4,(4) fy,0,(- a) da 

9 2m (27 —__ 

+ [. | 5 A,(a) A2(8) fq,bjayb,(% —% — 8) da dB + o(T™?). [5.4.2] 

Lemma A2.2 (Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982)) 

If A, and A, are any square integrable functions on [-7, x], and the process satisfies the 

property that each component of its spectral matrix has an absolutely summable Fourier series, 

then 
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—00 

Lim N cov ifn A,(a) I, a,(%) da, [" A.(a) 1,0, (2) da \. 

(a) f, . (a) da 
v —__ 

an {" A(a) Ag) fy, 05(4) faze, 193 

+2n| A,(a) Ao(— @) 0,6) fa,a,(%) da 
-® 

+27 | " | . Ay(a) Ao(— 8) fa asaya,(% Br — 8) da dp. [5.4.3] 
-& 

Notice there must be some conditions on either the components of the spectral matrix 

or on the functions A, and A, for this theorem to hold, because if not, a contradiction results 

in the univariate case if the spectrum f(A) € L?[-x, x], but f2(A) ¢ L?[-7, a]. Notice that if 

A,(A) and A,(A) are both chosen to equal f(A), [5.4.3] is not defined. Chapter 8 will essentially 

show this theorem holds if the process has a spectrum with components of bounded variation. 

Brillinger’s (1981) theorem essentially handles the case where the periodogram is 

regarded as a step function with steps at each Fourier frequency, whereas Hosoya and 

Taniguchi’s (1982) theorem uses the continuous “natural” definition of the periodogram. The 

statement of Brillinger’s theorem is for the periodogram defined on (0, 27], and the reason for 

doing this lies in simplification of proofs so that sums may be taken between 1 and N rather 

than between —N/2 and N/2. However, using the (27) periodicity of the periodogram and 

assuming that the functions A, and A, are periodic with period 27, it is easily seen that the 

two expressions are equivalent. To do this, first use a common subscript notation in both 

expressions. Then observe that the integral of a periodic function over any interval whose 

length is the period is the same to convert Brillinger’s integral to one between -x and 7, and 
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use the fact that faa, —rA)= f.a,(A); i.e. relation [5.2.2]. 

Adapted to the cross spectral case for a bivariate process, [5.4.3] may be rewritten as 

Lim N cov {{" A,(q) I, (a) da, [c A,(a) I, (a) da i. 
—0o 

an |” A,(a) Aj(a) f,,(@) fyy(a) da 

42n |" A,(a) Ao(— a) f,4(a) fy.(a) da 
“Ft 

+2 * | ‘ Ay(a) Ag( — 8) fyyey(os 8, — 8) da dB. [5.4.4] 
“tk 

We may use this to obtain the “variance function” for the co and quad spectra as follows. 

First, suppose A,(a@) and A,(q@) are both real valued even functions (i.e. A,(A) = 

  

A,(—A) ), and use these in [5.4.4]. Recalling fy,(A) = f,,(A) (ie. relation [5.2.3]), so the 

second integral contains the term £2 (A)=(e(A) — iq(A))?=c7(A) — iq?(A) — 2ic(A)q(A). As 

A,(—a@)=A,(q@) and c(A) are even, A,(A) A,(A) c(A) q(A) must be odd since q(A) is odd. 

Hence this term integrates to 0. Except for the final term involving a fourth cumulant 

spectrum, we are left with 

cov { IL) (Ay), IM (A) } = 

NO
 

3 

T [r A,(a) Aj(a) f(a) fyy(a) de +52 [c A,(a) Ax(a) ( (a) — q2(a)) da = 

ay
 

| ‘ Aj(a) A,(a) (f,,(@) fy,(a) + c(a) - q?(a)) de. 
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On the other hand, if A,(a) and A,(q@) are both real valued odd functions (i.e. A,(a) 

=—A,(—a)), A,(A)A,(A)c(A)q(A) is still odd and integrates to 0. Note A,(A)A,(—A) = 

—AyQ)AQ(A) , 80 cov { I) (Ay) » Ey) (Aa) } = 

7 [c A,(a) Ag(a) f(a) fyy(a) da 2% [c A,(a) A,(a) ( (a) — 9?(a)) da = 

a [- A,(a) Aj(a) (f,,(a) f,,(a) + a7(a) - c?(a)) da 

Recall €(A) and G(A) are also even and odd, respectively. Hence if A(A) is even, J7,(A)= 

>, AQ, (EA, — 14))= 5 AQ,) Ej); and if A(A) is odd, JZ,(A)=—-i > AQ,) GA). So 

if A, and A, are even, cov (}_A,(A;) €(A,), >_ Aa(A,) €(A,)) = cov (>> AY(A,) Ty): 

S_ A2(A,) 1, ((Aj)), and if A, and A, are odd, cov (}) A4(A;) GQ), 9, Aa(A;) GA) = 

cov (i) A4(A,) GAs), — 1D AA) GA,)) = cov (DAA) Leys Do Ar(As) Ley((A,))- 

Also observe that E Fam Ley(Ad| = [c A(A) f,,(A) dA = [- A(A) c(A) dA if A 

v 

is even, and = —i | A(A) q(A) dd if A is odd. 
© 

Of course, the same result holds if the sum is replaced by an integral in the “natural” 

definition of the cross periodogram. 

This concludes our overview of cross spectra. The purpose of this chapter was to 

examine some multivariate spectral estimation problems and point towards some possible 

approaches to their solution. The expression for the parametric variance matrix [5.1.2] and 

[5.1.3] does not appear to give insight into what is happening in the case of model 

misspecification. Chapter 6 will begin to define a framework into which all parametric spectral 

estimation problems, univariate or multivariate, may be studied. Viewed in light of the 

definitions in chapter 6 and the main theorems in chapter 7, Hosoya and Taniguchi’s (1982) 
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variance matrix will be expressed in a more comprehensible form. Chapters 9 and 10 are 

concerned mainly with misspecified univariate series, but the ideas there regarding how to deal 

with “contaminated” series also apply in the multivariate case. 
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Chapter VI 

Quasi-Likelihood for Non-Gaussian Processes 

6.1 Introduction 

We have stated that for univariate Gaussian stationary time series, the periodogram 

may asymptotically be regarded as independent, exponentially distributed random variables 

whose mean at frequency A is f(A), the spectral density. To see the sense in which this is true, 

it is not sufficient to simply show that the joint asymptotic distribution for a finite number of 

fixed Fourier frequencies approaches that of independent exponential random variables (i.e. 

Brockwell and Davis’ (1987) theorem 10.3.2 quoted in section 3.3). Instead, we must look at 

how the periodogram behaves as a function when n is increased, e.g. see the theorems in 

section 5.4. To do this, let’s take our motivation from the familiar regression models where 

the observations have a common variance. 

Suppose y,; i=1..n have a common variance o*, and aand bare two orthogonal vectors 

in R”. Then we know that the random variables y e a (or y’a ) and yeb, where e is the 

Euclidian inner product ae b =} /a,b,, are uncorrelated. The analog of this for periodograms re 

is the following. Suppose A(A) and B(A) are two even functions of bounded variation such that 

J AQ)B(A) £2(A) dA = 0. If the spectrum is continuous, then J(A) and J(B) are asymptotically 

uncorrelated, where 

T-1 

(Q) = 7% 2, CF) 1275) [6.1.1] 

for any function Q(A) of bounded variation. If the periodogram is taken from a (univariate) 
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Gaussian time series, this is in fact the case. But if the time series is not Gaussian, the 

covariance of J(A) and J(B) is instead 

3 rg 

2n| | A(A) B() £,(A, -A, 2) dA du [6.1.2] 
-nJ-7 

where f,(A, -A, #4) is the fourth cumulant spectrum (e.g. Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 7.6.1, see 

also section 5.4). 

From another angle, we know that if the series is Gaussian and 6 is chosen to 

minimize the weighted least squares function 5-4) (f(, A)—I,(A))? with the correct 

weighting ¢(A)=1/f?(A), then the variance matrix of Vi (6 — 8) is given by 2A. But if the 

series is not Gaussian, the variance matrix is 2A7'+ A“'DA™! where D is nonzero (see section 

4.4). So if the series isn’t Gaussian, the parametric estimates do not have the same asymptotic 

variance, and the asymptotically BLUE methods discussed in this dissertation aren’t 

necessarily BLUE anymore. We need a new, more general theory to cover the non Gaussian 

case. Of course, we would expect the theory developed for Gaussian series to be a special case 

of the more general theory. 

To motivate this more general theory, let’s consider the question of what should 

correspond to doing weighted least squares using the correct weighting function, which is one 

over the square of the unknown spectral density. Since apparently the problem for non- 

Gaussian series is that the periodogram isn’t asymptotically independent in some sense, the 

answer would be to minimize an expression of the form 

(1,,(;) — fo(A;))/ Ve (1 (A) ~ £9) 6.1.3] 
where V,, is a “covariance matrix” to take into account the dependencies in the periodogram. 

But V,, has to change with n, i.e. its size must increase. We need to identify an “object” that 
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represents what V,, is “converging” to ideally as noo. Using as motivation our previous 

concept of regarding the periodogram as a function, a natural “function space” generalization 

of finite dimensional Euclidian space with its concepts of vectors and perpendicularity is L?[-x, 

a], the set of all square (Lebesgue) integrable functions with the inner product fe g= [fg dA. 

One might suspect that the “ideal” V is in fact an operator on L?, and the V,, can be regarded 

as approzimations to this operator which become better as n—oo. Recall that we are viewing 

the periodogram as a function in L? by defining I,(A) = 1,(A,) if w,—2a/n<w < wz, so it 

makes sense that the variance is an operator on L?. This will in fact be shown in the sequel. 

But before doing this, we must consider how to create an analog of the “quasi-likelihood”, i.e. 

among other things we need a class of procedures containing the weighted least squares 

procedure so that we can show minimizing the “weighted least squares” above is optimal in 

this class. We would also hope that the Gaussian likelihood function may be considered a non- 

Gaussian quasi-likelihood, so that the weighted least squares results in estimators which 

asymptotically have a smaller variance if the series is non-Gaussian. As will be seen, this is in 

fact true. 

In the independent observations case, we defined a QL function at each x, p to be a 

function L(x, p, A) satisfying 

OL(x, w,A) xp Ba = WOE [6.1.4]   

Notice that the QL function is independent of the parametrization of the spectral density. 

From the QL function, we create the “distance” function D(., . ) as 

D(x(A), y(A)) = [/ tee), y(A), A) da. [6.1.5] 
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What if the observations aren’t independent? In this case, an “L” function as such doesn’t 

exist, but we can take the definition from the “distance measure” instead of the “likelihood” at 

each point. Note that this gives a definition which does not depend upon the parametrization 

of the spectral density. So for univariate series, let’s define the “QL distance” to be a function 

D(x(A), y(A)) : Mx PL?[A]— R where the “model space” M is contained in the positive 

continuous functions and PL?[A] is the set of positive square integrable functions on the finite 

collection A of intervals, so that the partial derivative with respect to the vector (function) 

x(A) satisfies 

  Tee DMO), VA) = WHOL XA) - yO) (6.1.6 

where W(x(A))[ .] is a linear operator defined on L* for each z(A) € M. This definition will 

be refined and formalized later, as obviously some continuity conditions on D will be needed. 

What it means to take the derivative or partial derivative with respect to a function will be 

discussed in the next section, but let us for now say that the partial derivative of D(x(A), y(A)) 

evaluated at (x9(A), yo(A)) is a function in L? which will be regarded as a linear functional on 

the space of spectral densities. 

6.2. Derivatives in Normed Spaces 

Does the rough definition we’ve made for D(x(A), y(A)) include the previous 

definition of a distance derived from a QL function as a special case? To answer this question, 

the definition needs to be made more precise. Specifically, we must state what we mean by 

  

0 
a[x(A)] D(x(A), y(A)). [6.2.1] 
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If y(A) is fixed, D(x(A), y(A)) as a function of x(A) is a nonlinear functional on the space of 

spectral densities, which is a subset of a linear space. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss 

what it means to take a derivative of a mapping between a normed linear space and R. More 

generally, we will find it necessary to take the derivative of a nonlinear mapping between two 

normed linear spaces. Let us first review the more familiar notion of derivatives of mappings 

from RP—R*. 

If f:R-R is differentiable, the derivative of f at a point c is defined to be f’(c) where 

. f(x) —f(c) 
f"(c) = lim, =< 

But the derivative may be thought of in another way, that of being a linear mapping. If we 

make a Taylor expansion of f about c, we may write f(x) ~ f(c) + f(c) (x—c), where the 

closer x is to c, the better the approximation holds. So the function f has been approximated 

by a translate of a linear mapping, the mapping L(x) = f/(c) x. It is this aspect of derivative, 

rather than the interpretation as a rate of change, which is used when making generalizations. 

Furthermore, we could take the definition of “derivative” to be the unique linear mapping L(x) 

= ax satisfying: for each «>0, 3 6>0 so that if |x —c|<6, then | f(x) —[f(c) + L(x—c)] |< € 

Ix —c|. 

If f:R?—R is differentiable at the vector c, then we define the derivative, which is also 

/ 

known as the gradient, to be the vector of functions Of _ Of Of wee Ot , where the 
Ox Ox,’ Ox, dx, 

partials are evaluated at c. But a vector in R? may also be regarded as a linear mapping 

R?—R: if x E R?, define F, (y) = xey, where e represents the usual inner product in R?. As 

in the one dimensional case, the function f may be approximated in a neighborhood of a vector 

c by a translate of the linear mapping represented by its derivative at c , ie. f(x) = f(c) 
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+ a e (x—c), or using more familiar notation, f(x) = f(c) + al (x—c). As before, the 

definition of “derivative” could be taken as the unique linear mapping L(x) = a’x satisfying for 

each e>0, 3 6>0 so that if || x—e ||<6, then || f(x) —[f(c) + L(x—c)] || < ¢€ ||x—cl|, where 

|| . || is the Euclidian norm. 

If £RPoR* (= (f,, f,, . . - f,), where each f; is a real valued function on R?) is 

differentiable at the vector c, then we define the derivative at c to be the matrix 

| Of Of 
Ox, ° OX, 

M = 

of, of 
Ox, ° Ox,     

where the partials are evaluated at c. This matrix may be regarded as a linear mapping from 

RP—R* which maps x € R? to Mx. As before, in a neighborhood of c, f may be approximated 

by a translate of the linear mapping M, i.e. f(x) = f(c) + M(x—c). Again, the definition of 

“derivative” could be taken as the unique linear mapping L(x) = Mx satisfying for each «>0, 3 

6>0 so that if || x—ce ||<6, then || f(x) —[f(c) + M(x—c)] || < € ||x—cel|, where || . || is the 

Euclidian norm. 

What this suggests is that the concept of “derivative” as a linear mapping used to 

approximate a function (which maps one finite dimensional vector space into another) at a 

point may be extended to functions mapping two normed linear spaces, because the definition 

essentially depends only upon the norms on the spaces. 

Suppose U is an open subset of a normed linear space X and F is contained in a 
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normed linear space Y. We define a mapping f:U—F to be differentiable at € € U if there 

exists a bounded (i.e. continuous) linear operator Ag such that 

|| f(x) — (4) -Ag(x-§ Il im cal = 0. [6.2.2]   

If there is such a linear operator Ag, then it is unique and will be denoted by Df(g). A good 

reference for material on calculus extended to normed spaces is Chae (1985), from which this 

definition was taken (p. 54). 

There are also other notations used in the dissertation for derivatives between normed 

spaces. As previously mentioned, we will often be concerned with partial derivatives on vector 

functions, such as D(x(A), y(A)), which refers to the derivative of the nonlinear _ Oo __ 
6[x(A)] 

functional D(x(A), y(A)) when y(A) is a fixed function, evaluated at z(A). Another example is 

the mapping between the parameter space © and the model fg. The derivative of this mapping 

(evaluated at 6), viewed as a mapping between a subset of R? and C[a, b] (the continuous 

functions on the interval [a, b]), will be denoted as 8. The reason for this is that the 

“normed spaces derivative” and the ordinary partial derivative of the function f(@, A) are 

identical, see the discussion in the second paragraph of section 7.1. Sometimes functions on 

product vector spaces X x Y will have their partial derivatives given by D,f(x, y), which is the 

Of(x, y) same as —~,——. See, for example, proposition 7.2.2. 
Ox 

Most important theorems from the ordinary calculus have normed linear space 

versions. Two of these which we will need are the following. 

1) The Mean Value Theorem: Suppose that U contains the line segment [a, b]. If f:U-—-R is a 

differentiable map, then there exists c €(a, b) such that f(b)—f(a) = Df(c)(b—a) (Chae 

(1985), p. 69). 
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2) The Chain Rule: Let E, F, G be normed spaces, U an open subset of E, and V an open 

subset of F. Let f:U-—V and g: V-G. If f is differentiable at € € U and g is differentiable at 

f(€) € V, then gof: U-G is differentiable at € and D(gof)(€) = Dg(f(€)) o Df(€) (Chae (1985), 

p. 58). 

In the previous chapters, we have always considered the “model” to be a set of vector 

valued continuous or continuously differentiable functions {fy} indexed by a parameter 6. As 

such, the model could be regarded as a subset of II,C[A] = C[A]xC[A]x... xC[A], the 

product of C[A] k times, written as column vectors of continuous functions. There is a natural 

norm imposed on spaces of continuous functions, the “sup” norm || . |[,, 3 i-e- 

ll f Ilo = sup [f(x)I- 
zé€A 

The notation C,,[A] will be used to denote C[A] equipped with the sup norm, and II,C,,, to 

denote II,C with the product norm given by ||(f,, f., . - f,)|| = sup {IlfIlo IIelloo - - - 

lf leo} 

We will now give a technical result which is needed later. Suppose g(x, A) is defined 

on UxA for some U CR and has a continuous partial derivative with respect to x. Then a 

nonlinear operator C,,[A]-C,,[A] is defined by F,[z(A)] = g(2(A), A) for z€EC, [A]. The 

following proposition gives the derivative D,F,, and is needed in the sequel to help show the 

new definition of “Quasi-likelihood” to be made in this section includes the old definition as a 

special case. Its proof is an example of how to work with derivatives of mappings on normed 

spaces. 

Proposition 6.2.1 

If F o[h] = g(h(A), A) for h in an open subset of C,,[A], 4 € A (A is a finite union of intervals), 

and g(x, 4) has a continuous partial derivative with respect to x (on an appropriate open 
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rectangle to make F, well defined), then F, is differentiable at each h and 

Og(h(A), A) 
Ox Fi(h) [k] = k(A) 

Remark: This is simply the product of the two functions Pehis). and k(A). 

Before giving the proof, a preliminary result is needed. As noted in exercise 27.M p. 

199 of Bartle (1976), if a function f is continuously differentiable, then for every ¢>0 there 

exists a 6(€) > 0 such that if 0<|x — y|<6(e), x, y € [a, b], then 

£2) = 10) _ p(y] < (or IA(x) [ly +"y\(x—y)]l < € bx yl). 

We can extend this as follows. 

Proposition 6.2.2 

Let K be a compact set in R” and let 6 denote a vector in R”. If f(x, #) is continuous in a 

rectangle [a, b]x K and has a continuous partial derivative with respect to x, then for every 

e>0 da d(c) > 0 such that if 0<|x — y|<6(e), x, y € [a, b], 6 € K, then 

ay, 
  MY Dy yl ce Ix—yl).   

  

  

f(x, 0)-—f(y, 0) Of(y, 0 (DM) FD (or [tx, 0) — fy, 4+ AO) 

proof 

Let «>0. By the continuity of Ae 9) choose 6 so if ||(x,, 9,;)—(X_, 6)||<6, then 

Of(x,, 6 Of(x5, oo 1) M3 ee Now suppose |x — y|<é for some x, y€R. For each 6 the one 

6 
variable mean value theorem gives a cg between x and y so that f(x, 0) — fy, ) = Me ) 
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Of(cy, 8 , 
Since cg is within 6 of y, the continuity of the partial yields MeO) OY Oe The result 

follows. O 

proof of proposition 6.2.1 

To show that Fi (h) [k] = g/(h(A), 4) k , it suffices to show that for every «>0 J a 6(e) > 0 

such that if ||x — h||,,<6(e), where x and h are functions in C[A], then 

\IFg[x] —[F lh] + 2'((2), 2)* (xh) Hoo < € Ix Alleg 
or equivalently, that 

Il g(x(A), 4) —[g(hQ), A) + g’(hQ), A)- (XA) — BO) Theo < € HIRO) - bOI leo 

First, note that the functions in a ball about h will have their ranges in some finite 

interval [c, d]. So we may view g as being restricted to a rectangle. By the proposition applied 

to g, there exists a 6(€) such that the conclusion of the proposition holds if |x — y|<6(€). So if 

Ilx(A) — h()}| << 6(€) , for each \ the conclusion of the proposition holds at g evaluated at h(A) 

and we can put the sup norm on both sides of the inequality. O 

We may now show the function | log(f)+g/f d\ (and more generally [6.1.5]) is indeed 
A 

a QL function. In doing so, a simple use of the chain rule is illustrated which will be often 

referred to in the sequel. 

Proposition 6.2.3 

Suppose A is a finite collection of intervals. Let the domain of the function 

D(f, g) = | los+e/f dA 

be C[a, b] x L?[a, b] (or C[A] x L2[A], where A C [a, b]). Then D satisfies [6.1.6]. 

Note two results are given in the proposition: the “design space” can be either A or [a, 

b]. If the design space is A, this QL function will be seen to result in optimal estimates (and 
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otherwise not). 

proof 

Define functions I: C[a, b]—-L*[a, b] (or C[A]—+L?[A]) as the identity mapping (i.e. I(f)=f), Fy: 

C[a, b]—-C[a, b] (or C[A]-C[A]) by F,(f)=log(f) (where of course the domain is really positive 

continuous functions), F,: C[a, b]—-C[a, b] (or C[A]—C[A]) by F.(f)=1/f (where the domain is 

again positive functions), F3:C[a, b]L?[a, b] (or C[A]—-L?[A]) by F,(f)=fg (ordinary function 

multiplication for some fixed g € L’), F,: L?[a, b]>R (or L?[A]—R) by FAO=| dd. Notice 

that for g fixed, D may be regarded as a function from C[a, b]--R (or C[A]—R) and may be 

written as F,o(loF,+F,0F,)[f]. One application of the chain rule says the derivative of this 

mapping evaluated at f and applied to q is 

/ 4 

Piro r+ Ryo rz) ° Co FrtFs° Fa) |, [al 

Another application gives the derivative as 

i / / / / 

Pakror,+F,0F,)Id o(1 rs oFy I+ Files) °F) al. 

Observe that the derivative of the mapping x—M[x] is M for any linear mapping M (i.e. 

corresponding to the usual d/dx (mx)=m for m, x ER) regardless of where it’s evaluated, so 

I'=I, F, =F3, F4=F,. Proposition 6.2.1 gives F}(f)[q]=q/f and F4(f)[q]=—f2q. Hence the 

expression simplifies to F, 0 ( q/f— (g/f”) q). F, is just the integral, so this simplifies to 

1 8 f—g 4_8)qd\ =| —2 ad. 
LC 8) 4 I, eo 
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f(A) — 80) 
f(A) 

Hence the “derivative” is I,(A) (where I, is the indicator function), which is of the 

correct form. O 

More generally, note that any function of the form L(y, y, A) where 

=(y- __h —_l_ = AL/au=(y — u)/W(u, 2) can be expressed as [ao duty [boy du + oy) (=I 2) 
+ y r(z, A) +¢(y)). The above proof can essentially be applied to the two indefinite integrals 

to yield [6.1.5] is a QL function (see theorem 8.5.1). 

The following corollary (of proposition 6.2.1) is a consequence of propositions 6.2.1 and 

Corollary 6.2.1 

Suppose g(x, 4): R* x AR? has continuous partial derivatives with respect to the components 

of x. Define F[h(A)] = g(h(A), A) for h:A—R*, Then the derivative of F,, evaluated at 

h(A) € II,C and applied to p(A) € II,C is given by 

F4(h(A))fp(ay= EAA (p,(2), pol), -- - BRADY. 

Remark: 28(hQ)) 9) 
Ox 

the result is a function. 

is a matrix of functions, do the usual matrix multiplication pointwise and 

Now we may give a rigorous definition of the quasi-likelihood. The definition is part 

of a more general scenario, so that the theory to be developed may cover spectral estimation 

over bands in both the univariate series case as described in chapter 4, and the cospectral and 

multivariate spectral estimation case as described in chapter 5. 

In the following, note that 11,L? denotes the k fold product of L? with itself, which is a 

Hilbert space with the inner product (f,, fy, . . . fy) © (81, 2, - + - &) = f,¢8,+ fpegot..-+ 
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f,. e Sk: 

6.3. Definitions 

In this section we give some definitions and establish notation to be needed in the 

sequel. 

Definition 6.3.1 A continuous function on [-7, a] with a Fourier series satisfying So ikl 

|f(k)|<oo (where f(k) is the kth Fourier coefficient of the function f(A)), is said to satisfy the 

basic continuity condition (BCC). A sufficient condition on f for this to occur is for f to have a 

continuous derivative satisfying a Lipschitz condition of order a>0 (e.g. see Chiu’s (1988) 

theorem 1). 

Definition 6.3.2 A random L? sequence is a 5 tuple ((f,,), f, M, SL?, V). 

(a) A is a finite set of disjoint closed intervals. 

(b) There exists a probability space (Q, P) so that for each w € N and each n a positive integer, 

f(A, w) as a function of A is in SL? Cc 11,L?[A] (column vectors of L? functions). The set of 

finite linear combinations of elements in SL? is assumed to be dense in T,L?. fis a 

(nonrandom) function in SL? called the means function, or limiting function. In the future, we 

shall suppress the w and simply write f,,(A) for f,,(A, w). 

(c) M is the model space, an open subset of I1,C which is also contained in SL?. 

(d) V is the variance operator, and is a nonnegative definite, invertible self adjoint operator 

such that lim n cov(y, ef, v2 ef,) = ¥, ¢ V[¥,] for any ¥,, Yo € T,.L?. 

(e) 3 K,>0 son |cov(y, ef, ¥2 ef,,)| < Ky [I¥zIlo [lvallz for all n EN, ¥,, ¥. € 0,L?. 

(f) 3 K,>0 so |E(p ef,)| < Ky |||, for all nN, » € 0,L?. 

(g) lim E(pef, )=vef. 
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Definition 6.3.3 The model is a collection of functions {fg}g ¢@- © is assumed to be a convex, 

compact subset of R?. The functions fy are contained in M and are twice continuously 

differentiable with respect to @. 

Definition 6.3.4 The quasi likelihood distance or quasi likelihood function is a function 

D,(. ,»-)on ¥xMx SL? satisfying: 

(a) W is a “parameter” space with some topology. 

(b) TRO] Dy(x(A), yA)) = Wy(x(A))[x(A) — y(A)] for some not necessarily self adjoint or 

invertible operator W,,, see remark 5 below. 

(c) (i) Given «>0, ye 1,L?, Xo €M, and yo a limit point of W, then there exists a 

neighborhood N of (%, X ) in WxM = so that if (¥, x)EN, then 

IW EQ))[y] — Wy, (%o(A))lle<e- 

(ii) If K is a bounded subset of M with the sup norm, then J a positive R so that IWEII<R 

for allx EK, YEW. 

(d) Define the mapping W x I1,C—B(II,L?) by F(z, x(A))=W,,(x(A))[ - ].- 

(i) F is partially differentiable with respect to x(A), i.e. for each (y¥, x(A)), the derivative is in 

B(1,C, BI, L?)). 

Let Ly, » € B(II,C, B(II,L?)) denote the derivative evaluated at (y, f) (so for each g € II,C, 

Ly, (8) € BOL”). 

(ii) If «>0, fy€M, g,€0,C, ye L? and yy a limit point of , then there exists a 

neighborhood N of (%o, fp, 89) so that if (%, f, g) E N, then IL, ¢(@)Ly] — Lips fo) lvllla<e- 

(iii) If K, is a bounded subset of M with the sup norm and K, is a bounded subset of II,C, 
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then i a positive R so that [Ly p()I| < R (operator norm, see remark (2) below) for all f€ K,, 

geK,,vew. 

If W,,(f)[. ] satisfies (c) and (d), then it is a quasi likelihood operator. 

Definition 6.3.5 Suppose {fg} is a specific model, © CR?, W,(f)[ . ] is a QL operator, and 

((f,,), f, M, SL?, V) is a random L? sequence. Then we say that the link condition holds if 

Of ; Of ; . * 6 * 6 _ lim, vi E | Witte ae fi, — AO f a| =0 

for all fixed 6 and y~, every component fi, f" of f,» f, respectively, j=1 to p. 

Remarks: 

1) All function spaces (e.g. IIL”, etc.) and integrals are over A. 

2) B(II,L?) is the space of all continuous operators on 11,L?. Whenever an operator is given a 

norm, unless specified otherwise it is the operator norm defined by IWI|=sup (Weal. 
z|= 

3) W is a topological space of “parameters” which might be a subset of R? or some sort of 

function space, for example. This allows the “variance” operator to depend upon some 

additional parameters besides the (unknown) means function. 

4) M and SL? will depend upon the specific problem one is addressing. For example, in the 

univariate spectral estimation case one would take SL? to be the nonnegative L? functions and 

M to be the subset of strictly positive continuous functions on A. 

5) By the Riesz representation theorem (see, e.g. theorem 3.4, p. 12 of Conway (1985)), if F is 

a linear functional on the Hilbert space H, then there exists an element f € H so that for any 

g€H, F(g)=feg. Fix y(\) and regard D(x()), y(A)) as a nonlinear functional on 11,L*. If 

D(x(A), y(A)) has a partial derivative with respect to x(A), then the partial derivative 
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(evaluated at a particular x(A)) is a linear functional, which can be represented as an element 

of H. To satisfy definition 6.3.4 (b), this element must be W,,(x(A))[x(A) — y(A)]. 

6) The conditions in (c) and (d) of QL distance are a weakening of continuity (It isn’t 

necessary to have continuity when the range space has the operator norm). The “y” in (i) of 

(c) or (ii) of (d) may come from a compact set and the convergence is uniform (see, e.g. 

proposition 6.5.3). 

7) The Link Condition is the only “link” or connection between the QL distance or operator 

and the specific model used. More will be said about this in chapter 8. 

8) For an operator W, we use the notation W* to denote the adjoint of W. See Conway 

(1985), theorem 2.2.2 p. 31 for a theorem concerning existence of adjoints. Briefly put, the 

adjoint is the operator satisfying he W/[k]=W*[h]ek. In Euclidian space, if matrices are 

viewed as operators, the adjoint of a matrix is simply its conjugate transpose. 

The scope of this definition is unclear and is a topic for future research. For example, 

consider the spectral estimation problem for univariate series. Does there exist an “exponential 

family” of time series, of which the Gaussian is a special case, for which maximizing the 

likelihood of the finite number of observed random variables asymptotically is equivalent to 

minimizing the correct D function, where W(x(A)) is a nontrivial function of x(A)? Knowing 

this “D” function would be useful in model fitting in the same sense as “deviance” is used in 

GLIM. Chapter 9 will give examples of nontrivial QL functions which may be useful when it 

is suspected there may be certain types of misspecification in the model, and chapter 10 will 

suggest another way in which QL operators could be defined. 

6.4. Examples of Random L’ Sequences and QL Distances 

Without proof (proofs will be given in chapter 8), we show how the preceding 
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definitions capture the spectral parametric estimation problems so far discussed. For all of the 

following examples, we assume the process under consideration has a spectrum whose 

components satisfy the BCC. As will be seen in chapter 8, for time series applications this is 

sufficient for the “link condition” to hold regardless of what QL function or operator is used. 

Example 1: Usual Gaussian (univariate) case. 

Let f,,(A) be the periodogram, restricted to A C [-7, 1] and extended to all frequencies in A 

either as a step function or by the natural extension, and let f(A) be the true spectrum. Then 

V is the multiplication operator on L?[A] ie. V[x(A)] = 22f?(A)x(A). The model space M 

might be all positive, continuous functions on A, and SL? is all nonnegative, square integrable 

functions. One example of a QL distance would be 

DEXA), Y=] LEQ), ¥(A)) 4 6.4.1] 

OL(x, y) _ x-y 
where 7 = Wx) 
See the discussion following the proof of corollary 6.2.1. 

  for a positive function W(x) (e.g. if L(x, y)=log(x) + y/x, W(x)=x’). 

Example 2: Cross spectral case. 

(X,(t), X,(t)) is a bivariate Gaussian process, f,, is the co (or quad) spectrum restricted to A, 

and f is the true co (or quad) spectrum. The model space M is all continuous functions c(A) 

(or q(A)) satisfying f,(A)f,(A) — (c?(A)+q7(A))>0, where f,, f, are the true spectra of the two 

processes, and q(A) is the true quad spectrum (or c(A) is the true co spectrum). W is the 

function space {f,} x {f.} x {q} (or {f,} x {f2} x {c}). Vy, is the multiplication operator on A 

defined by Vy(c(A))[x(A)] = 2m(f,(A)f,(A)+e7(A)—47(A)) x) (or: Vy (a(A))xQ)] = 

2n(f, (A)f(A)+42() —c*(X)) x(A)). The functions D,(.,.) and Dp(., . ) given in chapter 5 
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are examples of QL distances. 

Example 3: Weighted least squares. 

Let W be any positive, self adjoint invertible operator. Then the “weighted least squares” 

distance D(x(A), y(A)) = (x(A) —y(A)) e W[x(A) — y(A))] is a QL distance for any spectral 

random L? sequence. 

Example 4: Bivariate Gaussian process. 

Let (X,(t), X_(t)) be a bivariate Gaussian process. For a column vector x=(x,, Xo, X3) X4)'; 

define x™ (“m” for ”matrix”) to be the 2 x 2 matrix defined by 

Xy X3 —_ 1X4 

X3+1X 4 Xg 

(I,,, fo, M, SL?, V) is a random L? sequence where 

1) I,, = (I,, 1.) €, q) restricted to A. 

2) fy is the spectrum of the process (written as (f,,, f.9, ¢, q))- 

3) M is the subset of II,C satisfying det f">0. 

4) SL? is the subset of I1,L? functions x(A) satisfying det x"(A)>0 for almost all 4. 

[6.4.2] 

5) V is the operator on I,L? defined by V[x(A)] = M(fy) x(A) for x(A) €1,L?, where 

(1/27)M(f,,, £22, ¢, q) is the matrix valued function 

ft If, 21? f11¢12 £11912 

lf,2l? fo0 fo2C12 f22912 

fi1¢19 £4012 i fi foot+ct2 — G72) 12912 

f11912 fo2912 C2912 3(fyifa9+ 42 —ct2) 
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The multiplication M(fy) x(A) is done pointwise at each A, and the result is a function in 11,L”. 

Let fg = (f19, fo9, Cg, Gg)’ and g=(g,, 82, 83, 84)’. Then the bivariate distance function defined 

by 

Df. e) = | log det £B'() + trace (1G'(w)I* g™(w) ) de 6.4.4] 
is a QL distance. 

Each of the examples above can actually be viewed in two different ways. For 

example, suppose we do not restrict the periodogram (or model) to A, but define D the same 

way (i.e. as integrating over A). Then D will be a QL distance which does not result in 

optimal parametric estimates. If the periodogram (and model) is viewed as being restricted to 

A, then D does result in optimal parametric estimates. 

Example 5: Non-Gaussian process. 

X(t) is a “filtered white noise process” of the form X(t}=> a, Z(t —s), where Z(t) is not 

assumed Gaussian. Then the operator W(f(A), «) defined by W(f(A), «)[x(A)] = 2xf2(A) x(A) 

+2mrxf(A) [f(¥)x(wb) dy is the QL operator which is the variance operator for the random L? 

sequence (see p. 47 Rosenblatt (1985)). The QL distance (if it exists) associated with this 

operator is not known. 

6.5 Theorems about QL distances 

Chapter 8 will give proofs that the periodogram (defined continuously or as a step 

function, under various smoothness conditions on the spectrum) is a random L? sequence, and 

proofs that the examples described in the preceding section are indeed QL distances. Here, 

however, we will give some general propositions and theorems needed in the next chapter about 

QL distances which follow directly from the definition. 
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Proposition 6.5.1 

If there exists an operator W,,(x(A))[ . ] so ROI Dy (x), yA)) = Wy(x())[kQ) — yO)], 

then W(x(A)) is unique. 

proof 

SL? contains a set whose span is dense in 1, L? (indicator functions of open intervals, for 

example). Any two continuous operators having the same values on a dense set must be the 

same. oO 

Proposition 6.5.2 

Let (Y,) Yo. M, SL?, V) be a random L? sequence. 

a) For any ¢, 6>0, 3 K so that if ||¥||, < K, P{|pey,|>e}<6. 

b) For any K, ¢, 6>0, 3 N so that ifn > N and ||W||, < K, P{|~e(y,, — yo) |>e}<6. 

  

proof 

K,K? 
(a) Choose K so ( yy <6 and K,K<e/2, where K, and K, are from (e) and (f) of definition 

€ 

6.3.2 (let w,=y¥.=y~ in part (e) to choose K,). Suppose ||#||. < K. Then 

[E(w ey,,)| < K,K < «/2. By Chebychev’s inequality, 

2 2 WI Ky © KyK? _ 
P{|pey,, —E(wey,,)|>€/2} < “(e/a * C/o 

(b) Choose N, by definition 6.3.2 (g) son >N, => |E(Wey,)—veyol < €/2. Choose N, so 

K,K? 

(¢/2)?n 
=>P{|pey,, — E(wey,,)|>«/2} < 6, by Chebychev’s inequality. But n > N, also implies 

  n>N. > 6. Let N=max{N,, N95}. Then as in (a), n>N, 
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{lvey, —Peyo)|>e} C {lvey, — E(vey,,)|>€/2}, and so we are done. O 

Proposition 6.5.3 

Suppose W,(x)[ . ] satisfies (c) in the definition of QL distance, and (y,, Yo, M, SL?, V) is a 

random L? sequence. Then 

(a) If S, is a compact subset of M, S, is a compact subset of 1,L?, %> € VW, and «>0, then 

there exists a neighborhood U of yp so that IWECOLy] _- Wy )Plle<e for x €S,, y € Sp. 

(b) If S, is a compact subset of M, S, is a compact subset of 1,7, e>0, 6>0, and tno 

then JN so n> Noly,e Wy (ky Ek] — yoo Wy, (kidlkall<e for all k, €S,, k, €S, off a set 

with probability less than 6. 

proof 

(a) For each (x, y) €S, xS,, choose a neighborhood Uia,y) of y% and neighborhoods B, of x, 

B, of y so (y, x’, y)) EU, ,) xB, x B, implies [woe] — Wy, @D]lle<e/2 (by condition 

(c) of definition 6.3.4). B,x B, is a cover of S, x So, so there exists a finite set {(x,, y;)} with 

{B, xB, } a finite subcover. Let V=NUee,y,) . If (¥, x, y) € UxK, x Kg, choose i so (x, 

y)e€ B,. x B, . Then 

[W300] — WE, CObIlle <IWSCON]-W5,CxdIvdlle +11W3, (xdivd — W5,20DIll 
Each of these is less than €/2, so we are done. 

(b) By part (a), Choose U a neighborhood of 7, so WEeoly] — Wy, lvIlle<e/2 and 

IWeoly] - Wo )bIlle llyolla<e/2 for x E€S,, y ES, YEU. By proposition 6.5.2 choose N, 

son >N,=> P{|ve(y,, —ypo)|>¢/2}<6/2 for K satisfying [|W3(k, Ikall<K for k, €S,, k, € S, 

(K exists by definition 6.3.4 (c)). Choose N, so n>N, => P{y,, ¢U}<6/2. Then if 

N=max{N,, No}, off a set with probability less than 6 we have 
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ly,° Wo, (ki )lkal —Yo® Wo (ki )lkall < 

ly,° Wo, klk] —Yo® We, (ky) Tkall + lyge We, (kr )[kal —Yo® Wo (ki ikall Se 

(by proposition 6.5.2 (b)). Oo 

Theorem 6.5.1 

Suppose 

1) (Yp» Yo. M, SL”, V) is a random L? sequence. 

2) bn Yo, 

3) {foo e, isa model. 

4) 0, € 9. 

Then 

(2) Dy, (fo(A)s yal) — Dy, (lo (X)s ¥uCA)) + yp (fo()s YoA)) — Dy (Fo (Xs ¥o()) 
uniformly in probability for 6 € O. 

(b) If Wy,(x(A)) satisfies (c) and (d) in the definition of QL distance, then 

Of Og ; . wy: le Wy, (fodlfs -y,l— 30.° Wy, (felts — Yo] uniformly in probability for 6 € ©. 
06; ‘ 

proof 

(a) Let e>0 and 6>0. For each n, by the mean value theorem (Chae (1985), p. 69) applied to 

the function G(6) = Dy (for Yo(A)) —Dy (fo. ¥n(A)) we may write 
n 

[ Dy fag(ADs Yo()) — Dy, (fag(As ¥n(A)I—[Dyo(fo,(A)s ¥o()) —Dy, (fo, (A) ¥a(9)) ] = 

Og 
[Wy (fo )lfe — Yo] - Wy, (fo )Ife, —y,Je (A (0, - “0 ) for some 6,, between 6, and 6,. 

Rearrange the left side of the equality to read 
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[Dy (fo (A), vnlA) —Dy (fo (A) nl) ] -[ Dy (fe, (A): Yo(A)) — Dy (fe, (A) Yo(4)) | 

Of, 
= [Wy,(fo, Mle, —yol- Wu, (lo, fo, —Yall || ae? | (As — 8) J 

Note that 

Of, 

[Wy (fo dife, —Yol— Wy (fo Jifo — Ynll ©\| Gar | (91 — 90) J = 

Of, 

[Wy (fo dife ]- Wy (fo dite Il er (8; —9%) | + 

Og 
[Wy (fo nl — Wyo (fo dIvol #4 | Sar | (41 — 90) 

Ofg 
= (W5, (fo )-W5, (fo I (i a | (0, - 0) Ife | + 

Ofg Og 
Yn® Wy, (fo) mer — 9) } —Yoe Wi (fo,) ae (9; — 9) } - 

Of, Of 
Define F: R? x RPL? by F(@,, 9.)= os 6. Assuming the map 0 — ap (RPL?) is 

t 

continuous (i=1, .., p), F will be continuous, and hence the image of the compact set 0 x © is 

compact in II,L?. Of course, {fg} is compact in II,L? by definition. Because of this, 

proposition 6.5.3 yields that each of the two pieces converge uniformly in probability to 0. 

(b) follows directly from proposition 6.5.3 O 

Corollary 6.5.1 (to theorem 6.5.1) 

(a) If 6, minimizes Dy, (fo f,) and 6) minimizes Dy, (for f), then assuming 9 is unique, 
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0,0, under the conditions of theorem 6.5.1. 

Of ~ Of 
(b) If ag © W(fo)[fe — Yol has a unique zero at 9, and @,, is a zero of 59 © Wf) [fe — Yn 

then 6. F6, under the conditions of theorem 6.5.1 (b) (Note: see definition 7.1.1 for *©”). 

proof 

(a) We elaborate on the argument in the proof of Taniguchi’s (1979) theorem 1 (ii). 

Specifically, fix 8. € © and define h,(t)=Dy, (fe, f,)- Dy (fo f,,)s h(t)=Dy (f, f)- Dy, (fo, 

f). Of course, 6, also minimizes h,, and 6) minimizes h. Given e>0, there must exist a 6>0 

such that |h(t) — h(49)|<é=>||t — O9||<e. (if not, choose t, so ||t,—Q)||>e and 

|h(t,,) — h(@9)|<1/n. As © is compact, {t,,} must have a cluster point to, implying there is a 

subsequence tap converging to tp. Apparently (h(tg)—h(6@,)|=0, a contradiction) Suppose ¢€ 

and 6 are given positive numbers. Choose €, so |h(t) —h(@9)|<eg>||t — ||<e. By theorem 

6.5.6 (a) there exists N so n > N= |h,(t)—h(t)|<e, except on a set S with probability less 

than 6. Hence off S (and for n>N), |h,(6,,) —h(@9)|<eq also (because if the surfaces are 

always within €, of each other, so must be their minimums), and so |, — A||<e. 

(b) Define h,(t) = tO Wy, (fdlh —f,], h(t) = sto Wy, (fedlfs —f,]. Given e>0, there must 

exist a 6>0 such that ||h(t)||,,<é=||t — 69||<e, where the norm on h(,) is the supremum of the 

entries in the (real valued) matrix h(t) (prove by contradiction as above). Suppose ¢ and 6 are 

given positive numbers. Choose €, so ||h(t)||,,<€,=>||t —%||<e. By theorem 6.5.6 (b) there 

exists N so n > N= ||h,(t) —h(t)||,,<€. except on a set S with probability less than 6 (use the 

theorem for each component of the matrix). Hence off S (and for n>N), we have 

IIb nn) — HO Iloo<é» 80 (lh, )lol<ee =>116n — Boll<e. 

O 
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The following proposition 6.5.4, theorem 6.5.2 and corollary 6.5.2 will be used in 

chapter 7, but resemble material in this section (needed to prove corollary 6.5.1). 

Proposition 6.5.4 

Suppose condition (c) of the definition of QL distance holds, and 7,9 € V, x, Xp € ,C, 

Xn: Xp € M, g,,-By € U,C. If either 

(a) (Y,) Yo. M, V, SL?) is a random L? sequence, or 

(b) y, Yo € II,L?, where convergence is in the L? norm 

then g,e Wy nO) yal—s e Wy(x0(A))[vol- If the convergences (e.g. ¥,—%9, X,—X» 

Bn—Bo: Yn—Yo) hold “in probability”, then the conclusion holds “in probability”. 

proof 

lgne Wy (xa) al —ge Wy(%o(A)) voll < 

lene Wy (nA))[ynl 8 © Wy On QA))¥nl |+lge Wy nA) Vnl —ge Wy, (x0(A)) [Yall 

< WS, (x0) en —8] Yul HWS, (en())EBI © Yn — WS, (%0(2))EBl © ¥ol 

Under the conditions in (a), the first piece goes to 0 by proposition 6.5.2 (a) and the 

boundedness of [|We (x,,(A))|| (definition 6.3.4 (c)). The second piece goes to 0 by proposition 
n 

6.5.2 (b) and definition 6.3.4 (c). 

Under the conditions in (b), the first piece goes to 0 because We &nA)En — 8] ey, 

< [W$ (x,())II Hen sll lyall and ||W3, (x,())Ih llyall are bounded. 
nr n 

If we assume the convergences are in probability, then the limits and bounds in the 

above proof will hold in probability, and so must the conclusion. 0 
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Theorem 6.5.2 

Suppose the mapping from W x IJ,C—+B(II,L?) defined by F(v, x(A))=W,(x(A))[ . ] satisfies 

condition (d) in the definition of QL distance, ¥,—¥ € YW, f,—fp € ,C, g;,—-8i9 € WC for 

i=1, 2, and g,,, , 8j9 € M. If either 

(a) (Yq: Yo. M, V, SL?) is a random L? sequence , or 

(b) y,, Yo € 11,L?, where convergence is in the L? norm 

then ine ly ¢ (Ban) YnI—8i10° Ly, 4, (820) [yp]. If the convergences (e.g. ¥,,—%p, f, fp, 

Bin —8io» Yn—Yo) hold “in probability”, then the conclusion holds “in probability”. 

proof 

Observe Binely ¢ (an)l¥nl = (Lyf q(G2n) Jin ey, and so it suffices to show 

that 

(Lyf, (82n) y [ginl © yn Ly of (820) y" [Zi0l © Yo- 

(a) (Eva t(G2n) )"Tern ®*Yn — (Lugfo(620) )* lero! °Y¥o| < 

( Ly f(€2n)) [inl *¥n~(Ly,,f,(€2n) Jind Yo| + 

(Le,f(G2n) Jean *Yo~ (Lvgto(820) "lero *Yo | , 

The first piece goes to 0 by the boundedness of (Ly,,f,(82n) J [ein and proposition 6.5.2 (a). 

The second piece goes to 0 by definition 6.3.4 (d) and the Cauchy Schwartz inequality. 
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(b) The difference breaks up the same as in part (a). The first piece is bounded by 

(Ev,f,(820) )" [810] | lly, —Yoll, which goes to 0 by definition 6.3.4 (d) (boundedness 
    

condition (iii)). The second piece is bounded by 

| (Log t(G2n) yea - (Lvgso(€20) "lex | llyolle 

which again goes to 0 by definition 6.3.4 (d). O 

Corollary 6.5.2 (to theorem 6.5.2) 

If vy, Yo Bins G(=1,2), B10) Bao fn» for Yn» Yo are exactly as in theorem 6.5.2, defining Qy(xQ), 

y(A)) = Wy(x(A))[yQ)] (for each fixed y(A) € 11, L?, a mapping II,C—II,L”), we have 

OQy (fal A)s ¥n() BQ yalFo(%)s Yo) 
Bin® | Fc) (Baal [> 81°] ——Sx—ay Bal |- 

proof 

dQy_ (F(A): yn(A)) 

Ox(A) 

chain rule: regard the mapping x(A)—>W(x(A))[y(A)] from II,C—II,,L? as a composition of the 

It suffices to verify that [Gon] = Ly ¢ (Gan) ly,]- This follows from the 
nvn 

maps F,: I,C—B(I,L”) defined by x(A)—W(x(A))[ . ] and F,: B(,L?)—-I,L? defined by 

W—WI[y(A)]. So the derivative of the composition, evaluated at (y,, f,,) and applied to Zon is 

t t . . ar) . . . 
Fy L VarF(F,)) oF. (f,,) [g2,]. Note that F, is linear, and so is its own derivative (i.e 

evaluation of an operator at y,). F4(f,,)[82,] is by definition the operator Ly f,(82n) [ . ]. 

0 
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6.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have observed that non Gaussian time series have periodograms 

which do not “act” like independent, exponential random variables as do the periodograms of 

Gaussian series. We have formalized the problem of “generalized nonlinear models” in possibly 

multivariate function spaces in terms of linear functionals and linear operators. Section 6.2 

reviewed “calculus” on normed linear spaces as a prelude to our applications in section 6.3. 

Section 6.3 defined “QL distances” and “QL operators” (definition 6.3.4), viewing the QL 

distance as a nonlinear functional on the “model space”, and gave the general setup for the 

types of estimation problems to be considered in the dissertation. Section 6.4 showed how 

examples from spectral estimation fit the framework of section 6.3. Section 6.5, specifically, 

corollary 6.5.1, gave consistency results of parametric estimates obtained from minimization of 

the QL distance or solution of the QL equations to be defined in chapter 7. 

Now that the basic ideas of the dissertation have been introduced, some specific 

theorems regarding the “optimality” of parametric estimates obtained by using the QL 

operators of chapter 6 must be established. This will be done in the following chapter. 
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Chapter VII 

Generalized Optimality 

7.1 Introduction 

Before stating the main results of this section, it is necessary to first establish some 

notation and technical results. 

First, note that the model {fg} can be regarded as a (nonlinear) mapping O-—II,C, 

where © consists of column vectors in R?. As such, the derivative with respect to 6 is a linear 

Of 
mapping O—II,C, and hence rT can be written as the column vector of II,C functions 

Of, af af, 
06,’ 06, eee 06, . 

Ofg 
aH 6,. Apply the row vector of 

functions to the column vector 0, of scalars pointwise to get a function. This is because of 

The derivative of fg, evaluated at 6, and applied to 0, is 

propositions 6.2.2 and 7.2.2. Propositions 6.2.2 and 7.2.2 say that if O C R, then the ordinary 

partial derivative of f(#, A) with respect to 6 (a vector in II,C) is the derivative of the 

nonlinear mapping between © and II,C[a, b]. Proposition 7.2.2 shows the form of the 

derivative if 6 is a vector in R?. 

We will define the derivative with respect to a column vector as a column vector, and 

__ Of ; ; 
use the notation —% to denote row vectors. If a(#) is a column vector, we use the notation 

6’ 
da(6) 
50 to denote the matrix whose rows are the derivatives of the components of a(@). Hence,   
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df oo . ; 
—? can be represented as the p x p matrix with entries II,C functions 

  

80/0 

r Of, df, Of, 7 
30,00, 00,00, 30,08, 

af, af, at, 
| 30,08, 38,08, 38,00, |     

Definition 7.1.1 

Suppose that A is an nXm matrix with entries from a Hilbert space H, and B is an mxk 

matrix with entries from H. Then we define A©@B to be the matrix with real valued entries 

defined by performing the usual matrix multiplication as if the matrices A and B had real 

entries, but replacing scalar multiplication with the Hilbert space inner product. If A consists 

of one element, then define A © B to be the matrix obtained by replacing each element of B by 

the inner product of A with that element of B. 

Proposition 7.1.1 (product rule) 

    

Let H be a Hilbert space, and suppose a(@) € H, b(@) = (b,(@), b2(9),..- b,(8) )’, where 

. Ob(0 da(O 
b(@)€Hi=1,..p. Then Dg a(@) © b(8)| = a(9) © a + b(6)© ao 

proof 

First observe that if a(@) and b(@) are both H valued functions and 6 € R, then 

4. [ a(8) © b(8)] = a(6) @ b’(8) + b(8) © a'(6) 

(See remark following the proof of proposition 7.2.1, and use the chain rule on the mapping 

6—(a(6), b(@))—a(6) e b(@)). By proposition 7.2.2 (b), the derivative of the vector a(6) © b(@) 
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with respect to 6 is 

    
  

(0) 0 Pt 44 (0) 0 oa a() 021 4 (0) 0 da 00, 1S" 80, 06, °° 1" 66, 

db Ob 
a(6) we +b, (8) « 50: . , a(0) 0. +b, (6) « 3. 

Observe that this is the matrix a(@) oR + b(@) © eal”) . 0 

Definition 7.1.2 

Suppose A is a linear mapping R?-H, and W:H—H is a linear operator on H. Then the 

composition WoA may be represented as the row vector of H elements [W(f,), W(f,), ...- 

W(f,)] with respect to the basis e,, e2,...e, of R?, where A(e,)=f,, i = 1,.. ,p. So we will 

define “+” to denote a representation of the composition WoA as Wsff,, f.,..-f,] = 

[W(F,),W(f), --. W(f,)] 

Definition 7.1.2 will be used to obtain representations of expressions such as D,F (fg), 

; Of, ; 
where F:II,C—I1,C. For example, by the chain rule, DgF (fg) b= D;F(f) ba. wl, which 

Og Og 
can be represented as D sF (fo) * 7 if —2 is represented as a column vector of functions as 

00 

discussed in the second paragraph of this section. When used as a superscript on a matrix or 

operator, “«” will, without confusion, denote the adjoint (i.e. for an operator A, 

A[h] e k=h e A*[k]). 
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One final definition is necessary before stating the main results of this chapter. 

Definition 7.1.3 

Suppose (y,,, y, M, V, SL?) is a random L? sequence, and W(f)[ . ] is a QL operator. 

(a) ,(f, g) = W, (Ole) for fe M, ge 11,1”. 
2 

(b) My(v, 9) = [®y (fo, f) — Oy (fg, fo)] osm + 

  

ar 06 (fg, f9) IPy (fo: af 
at © ([watt + we @) we p |. 3 | [7.1.1] 

(a px p matrix). 

of 
(c) Qw(¥, 6) = “26 ( watt) V Wille) * a99 ) [7.1.2] 

(a px p matrix). 

(d) MW = My(¥o; 9%) QW = Qw(¥o; 9%). 

Of Of, 
(e)My= Be o (v1. Me ). 

Theorem 7.1.1 (Consistency and Representation theorem) 

Suppose 

(1) (f,, f, M, SL”, V) is a random L? sequence. 

(2) {f9}6 ¢ © is a model for f, not assumed to contain f. 

(3) B,—¥o: 

(4) Dy, (fo f) has a unique minimum for 0=6p. 

(5) 6, is obtained by minimizing the QL function D> .y+). 

(6) MQ, is invertible. 
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Then 6, is a consistent estimator of 69. Furthermore, we may write 6, - 6o=L”{r., —f] +e,, 

where L™; 11,L?—R? is a linear operator defined by 

Wry —ng0\-1 * He (A) L (h) =(M9,) We (fa) * | Be | Jono) [7.1.3] 

and fie, 0. 

Note that [7.1.3] is the reason for the “link condition” in the definitions of the preceding 

chapter. The link condition creates asymptotic unbiasedness in 6, as it is needed for Yn 

Lif, — f] to have an asymptotic mean of 0. 

Corollary 7.1.1 

The conclusion of theorem 7.1.1 holds if Wy( )[ . ] is a QL operator and (4) and (5) are 

replaced with 

(4’) The QL equations 

W (fo) lf — gl os? =0 [7.1.4] 

have a unique solution 4). 

~ Of 
(5’) 8,, is obtained as a solution to Ws (fo)lfe —f,] On =0. 

Corollary 7.1.1 says it is only necessary to specify the relationship between the mean 

and variance operator in order to have a QL estimator, and that it is not necessary to define 

an actual QL distance as such. 
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Theorem 7.1.2 (Optimality Theorem) 

If o- 6) can be expressed in the form of theorem 7.1.1 (5), then asymptotically Var 

vn(6, — 65) = (Mey! Q9, (ome The minimum this can attain in the sense of any linear 

combination of the parametric estimates having asymptotically smallest variance is My. If the 

model contains the limiting function, a sufficient condition for the variance matrix to attain 

this minimum is if the operator W*(fo,) = cV! (where c is a positive real number) on span 

{fg (A)/09;} (For any finite collection {f,} of functions in I,L?, we define span {f,} to be the 

finite dimensional vector space consisting of all finite linear combinations of elements of {f;}). 

A major focus of chapters 9 and 10 will be how to approximate the optimal variance 

matrix when the model does not contain the limiting function. There we shall give sufficient 

conditions for this to occur. 

Corollary 7.1.2 (IRWLS corollary) 

Suppose {f,} is a model for the random L? sequence (f,, f, M, SL?, V), and W,,(fg)[ - ] is a self 

adjoint operator satisfying (c) in the definition of QL distance. Suppose 

1) 6,56), Huo. 

2) (fg—f) © Wy (fo, )[fo—f] has a minimum at 69. 

3) Defining 

Miv(6, 8) = [toy 1-4 tologey |+| $8 o (watts «8 )| 
Miy(¥, 6) is an invertible matrix for all 6, y. 

Under these three assumptions, the @ minimizing (fg —f,,) © W(t IIe —f,] converges in 

probability to #9, and has an asymptotic variance matrix 

[Miy(Yos 911 Qyy(Wos 91) [Miy(o, 9,)I?- [7.1.5] 

Corollary 7.1.2 is analogous to Chiu’s (1988) theorem 7. Its proof follows immediately 
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from theorem 7.1.1, defining “W” to be {fg} x ¥ and “W, |. ]” to be Wy, fal . |. Notice that 

the stronger conditions on the second derivative of W(f)[ . ] are not needed. In fact, W needn’t 

even be defined off the model. Some examples of how this might occur will be given in chapter 

9. Also observe the stronger conditions on the QL operator W,,( . ); we are assuming it to be 

self adjoint, a condition not assumed in theorems 7.1.1, 7.1.2 or corollary 7.1.1. Chapters 9 

and 10 will discuss how to do IRWLS with a non self adjoint “inverse variance operator”. 

It should be noted that the IRWLS corollary, in the case of model misspecification, 

gives the asymptotic variance matrix for one iteration. If the model is misspecified, one step 

IRWLS and the solution of the QL equations are not consistently estimating the same 05. This 

is also reflected in the differences between Mi}, and [7.1.1]: [7.1.1] has an extra “second 

derivative part” (of the QL function). Fully iterated IRWLS, i.e. until convergence, yields a 

solution to the QL equations (Green (1984), Carrol and Rupert (1988)). So in practice, for a 

misspecified model it will be necessary to study the “complete” expression [7.1.1] to obtain the 

correct asymptotic variance. 

To prove these theorems, we need consistency and asymptotic optimality. Consistency 

follows from corollary 6.5.1. Assuming consistency, we will complete the proof of theorem 

7.1.1 by making Taylor expansions (as did Taniguchi (1979)) to obtain the asymptotic linear 

representation of V7i(6 — 95) where 8 is obtained by using any QL distance or operator as 

defined above. Before doing this, it will be helpful to obtain a series of technical propositions 

and corollaries needed in the proof of the main theorem. In these preliminary results, we shall 

suppress the “~” to simplify the notation. 

The following two propositions are needed in the proof of the optimality theorem 7.1.2. 

They are essentially from Taniguchi (1979) in the univariate case, and are included here since 

they follow quickly from the definition of “random L? sequence”. 
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Proposition 7.1.2 

Let (f,, f, M, SL?, V) be a random L? sequence. If ¥, and y are vectors with components in 

TI,L?, then 

lim n cov(y, Of, ¥2 Of,) = y, © [V«y,]. 

The proof is straightforward by the definition of V (It’s really just a matter of notation). 

Proposition 7.1.3 

Let (f,, f, M, SL?, V) be a random L? sequence, W a bounded operator on 1,L?, and wy, and 

w. vectors with components in II ,L?. Then 

lim n cov(¥,(A) © W [f,] , ¥o(A) © W [f,]) = 44(x) O(W V W*45(x)). 

proof 

w1(A) © W [f,,) and ¥2(A) © W [f,,] may be rewritten as 

[W*+¢,(x)] Of, and [W*+¥,(x)]0 f, 

which have asymptotic covariance 

[W"+¥,(x)]] ©(V«[W**¥2(x) |’) (by proposition 7.1.2) 

= o,(x) o( we lv [W*+¥9(x) | i ) (by the definition of adjoint) 

= ¥,(x) O[W V W*+d5(x)]. o 
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7.2 Proof of Representation Theorem 

Let 99 be the true value of the parameter which minimizes Dy, (fo f). 

Let 6, minimize D® (fo, f,,)« 

Proposition 7.2.1 

of a, J DY (fo, fy) = Wfe)lfel OF! — Wolf) OF! 

Note that Z D (£5, f,,) is a vector in R?, and using previous notation the right side of the 

Of 
equation may be written as [®(fy, fp) — P(fo, f,,)] OFF" W(fg)) [fg] and W(f,)[f,,] are viewed as 

functionals on T,.L?. They are applied to each of the p entries of the column vector re to get 

a column of scalars, a scalar in place of each row. This is easily expressed using the “©” 

notation, as explained in the proof below. 

proof 

Recalling TRON D(x(A), y(A)) = ®(x(A), x(A)) — ®(x(A), y(A)) (which is a linear functional), 

we have by the chain rule Z DY (fy, f,) = W(fe))l fo] — W(fg)[ f,,]| oa where xe is the 

derivative of the mapping between © and II,C defined by 0—f,. Here, as in many other 

similar expressions throughout the dissertation, we are slightly abusing notation for simplicity 

in that we are taking the derivative with respect to 6 and evaluating the derivative at 9. Using 

definition 7.1.2 and the proper “representation” as a column vector of functions for 39" 

“o”becomes “©”. 0 

We will follow Taniguchi (1979) and make a Taylor expansion of each term in 
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proposition 7.2.1. But to do this some preliminary theorems are needed. 

As noted in Chae (1985) p. 95, if f:U, x U,->F is differentiable at (a,b) € U, x U2, then 

D, f(a, b) and Dof(a, b) exist and Df(a, b) (x, y) = D,f(a, b)(x) + D,f(a, b)(y) = [D,f(a, b) , 

D,f(a, b)] >| . This is easy to see by definition of the derivative, taking the limit along the 

coordinate axes and using the uniqueness of the derivative. There is a converse to this theorem 

which would be stated as follows. 

Proposition 7.2.2 

(a) Suppose X and Y are normed linear spaces, U, is open in X and U, is open in Y. If D,f(a, 

b) and D,f(a, b) exist and are continuous at (a, b), then f: U, xU,—F is differentiable at 

(a,b) € U, x U, with derivative given by Df(a, b) (x, y) = D,f(a, b)(x) + Dof(a, b)(y). 

(b) Let U; and V; be subsets of normed linear spaces X,, Y5 i=1.. p, j=1 ..q, and suppose c 

is an interior point of ITU;. Let f: TU jv; be a (nonlinear) mapping so that the partial 

derivatives D, f,(c) (a linear operator X,Y ,; for each c) exist and are continuous at c. Then f 

is differentiable at c, and the linear operator Df(c) : IIX,-IIY j may be represented by the 

operator matrix 

Dif,(c)  Dof,(c) wee D,fi(c) 

D,f,(c)  Dof,(c) wee D,f2(c) 

D,f,(c)  Def,(c) D,£,(c) 

in the sense that a vector (x,, Xq,..- Xp) in IIX; is mapped to the vector obtained by 

applying the operator matrix to it. 
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This proposition is well known in the case of functions f:R?—-R?. In fact, a proof is 

given in Bartle (1976) p. 355 which applies word for word to prove proposition 7.2.2. 0 

By the chain rule, regarding the domain of ® as being the product space II,C x TI, L? 

with product of sup norm and Hilbert space norm, and the range of ® as being ,.L? with the 

Hilbert norm, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 7.2.3 

_ 9&(x(A), y(A)) D,®(x(A), x(A)) ko y= — ath) d(x(A), x(A)) 

Leonnee Aly(A)} Loon x9(2)) 

Note: Here, we are taking the derivative of the mapping I,C—II,L? defined by x(A)—+®(x(A), 

x(A)) and evaluating it at the function xp(A). This derivative (evaluated at xp(A)) must be a 

linear mapping 1,C—11, L?. In fact, each piece of the expression on the right side of the 

equality is a linear mapping ,C—11, L?. The first piece is the derivative of the mapping 

x(A)—®(x(A), Xg(A)) (where the second coordinate is fixed at x (A) before taking the 

derivative) evaluated at x,(A), and the second piece is the derivative of the mapping 

x(A)—®(xp(A), x(A)) (where the first coordinate is fixed at xp(A) before taking the derivative), 

evaluated at X9(A). 

proof 

View &(x(A), x(A)) as the composition oF, where F[x(A)]=[x(A), x(A)]' (I,C—-11,C x 0, L?). 

So by the chain rule and proposition 7.2.2, the derivative evaluated at z(A) and applied to h(A) 

is D®(x(A), y(A)) | (2(X), 2(2)) fh(A), h(A)]’ (as F is linear), which equals 
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66(x(4), y(2)) 84(x(A), ¥Q) h(2) 
CRON Maca), cay) OHO facay, acayy |B 

With some abuse of notation for simplification in writing the expression, this is equal to 

8(2(A), 2(A)) 8(2(A), 2(A)) 
aie HOM + —ayayy OU! 

_ [2G (2(d), 2A), 86(2(A), 2(2)) 
-| ay) + dlyOn | hon. a 

8B(a(A), b(A)) 
Alx(A)] 

b(A)) € 11,C x II, L? and applied to h), equals ((D,,W(a(A)) [h(A)]) [b(\)] by the chain rule. 

Remark: For h€II,C, [h] (the partial derivative evaluated at (a(), 

D,W(a(A)) is a linear mapping from 1,C—B(1,L’), so D,W(a(A))[h(A)] € B(II,L?). The 

operator is applied to b(A) € 11,L? to obtain another element of 11,L?. 

Corollary 7.2.1 (to proposition 7.2.3) 

  

OP(fp, fg)  OP(fo, fo) | af 0 _ 

36 Pte f) =| Seay + pal |* 38 

Remark: 6—®(fg, fg) is a nonlinear mapping between © CR? and 1,L?, so its derivative 

evaluated at 9) is a linear mapping R?—II,L?. In the above expression, we are taking the 

derivative with respect to @ and evaluating the derivative at 6. 

proof: The proof follows immediately from proposition 7.2.3 and the chain rule. O 

o =o Oty on ej 
As 36 D(fo, f,,) = KO) D(fg, f,,) © 3g 0 order to do the Taylor expansion (i.e. in order 
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a en 8 Of to find 36°06 D(fg, f,,) ), we need to find the matrices 36! a(t, fy) 0 ae and 

i s(t, f,)® a) | , which will be done in the following two corollaries. 

Corollary 7.2.2 (to proposition 7.2.3) 

af Fr [Plo 9) O58) 

= O(fo f6) © agag + 36 Ox(A) dy) |* a0 
Of, or OP(fo, fg) | GP(fo, fo) | of 
60°08 

Of . ae . 
Remark: (fg, fg) Om is a column vector in R?, so the derivative must be a p x p matrix. 

proof 

Corollary 7.2.1 gives the derivative of (fg, fg), so the product rule proposition 7.1.1 gives the 

ee Ofg 
derivative of (fg, fg) O55 0 

Using the same reasoning as above, we can also find the other derivative. 

Corollary 7.2.3 (to proposition 7.2.3) 

2 éo Of, _ O°fg Ofg OB(fo, f,,)  OAfe 
apt (Pl fe: fn) © Gg 1 = P(fer fn) © agag + aq©\ |—ay * GF 

Note that this is again a p x p matrix. 

We now have all of the pieces necessary to prove the representation theorem, the proof 

of which is below. 
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proof of theorem 7.1.1 
  

From the definition of 6, 

0 
A Dylfo fa) | = 
09 von bo 

of 
But Z Dyfo fn) = 7 TROD] Dy (fo fn) Oay 

= (WyFoADE HA) ] — Wy fol) 1) O58 - [7.2.1] 

We do a Taylor expansion of each piece around 6p. 

ae 
Wy lfo(A)IT fo(A)] © Se + ~ 

9 

Ht at .( { Mylfe fo) _ ®ylfo fo) | at 7 ® (fg, £9) Ongag + ol Ox(A) + dy(A) ” 08" x = OP) — 

  

  

pv 

Of 
W y(fo())I £4) © ap l _7 

ow 

a? fg Of O® (fg, f,) ofa “a _ 
Py(for fn.) agg + ZG O [Peto te * 597 “5 (9 —65) = 0 [7.2.2] 

2) 

This implies 

W ylfg(d))L f9(A) — fy] oF | + 
ow 

fg Of, O® (fo, fo)  OPy (fo, fo) of 
Py(for fo) © og6 + OG o( Ax(A) ya) |* a6" . 

ov 
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af, Ofg 0 (fo, fo) - Aa 

Py (for fo) agg + BG © Prt x “lL - (9 — 8) + 
oO 9 

Of, fy OP (fg, f9)  A¥y (fy, £9) _ fg 
Py (fo i aes + 98 | axa) + —dy~any | * 50" dA 

  

fy fg O® (fg, fg) d® (£6, fo) , He ~ 

Py(fo fo) © agrag + Ge Ax(A) dy) |* a0! ; (9 — 9) + 
0) 

? fg Of, d®,,( fo, f,) , he 

Py(fo fn) © agrag + wo |° x Bll. 7 
3) 

A ty Ag | PP ylfor fo) _ Af ~ _ 
® (fo, £9) © aaraq a006 + Ba | ulin) * 5 _ (9-4) = 9. [7.2.3] 

oO? 

The matrices in the next to last term in parenthesis of [7.2.3] will go in probability to 

0 because of proposition 6.5.4 and corollary 6.5.2, and because we know 6, 0* 8p, ¢—vo- 

weal) _ 
dy 

Note that ——.——-= W(x)[ . ], regardless of where the derivative is evaluated. The first term 

in parenthesis goes in probability to 

reo | Wey(fy) * at] . [7.2.4] 
o%o 

The last term in parenthesis goes (again by proposition 6.5.4 and corollary 6.5.2) in probability 

to 
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é7f, [Py(fy, f) — Sy(fo, f6)] © aaraq , bo 

  [7.2.5] 
Of, | Pete fy) O%,(fo, f) | Of, 
06 © Ox — Ox * 86’ 

0% 

Notice (1) the sum of these terms is the previously defined My/(9, Wo). (2) If f= f, this 

reduces to [7.2.4]. 

We have now demonstrated that Vn M,,(8,, — 9p) and W 3(Fo)lfo — fal | have the 
=6 

0 

same distribution, where M,,>-My(9o, yo) and M,, is defined to be the coefficient matrix of 

6-6, in [7.2.3]. The proof of the representation theorem is completed by showing the 

following proposition. 

Proposition 7.2.4 

A _ Of . 
Wi (6 —65) and Vi [My(8, ¥)]! W wlfo(A)L fr — fof A)] OFM, o, have the same asymptotic 

distribution. 

proof 

Ofg 
By definition of ©, Wi Mn W5(fo,)(fn - fo] Oae equals 

r a W alfa g(AN)L fn — fo] © ag, 
  

vm (MJ? [7.2.6] 

ofa, 

Wag info] * 5a,     
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Og 
i i — —__9 = Notice that for each i, W (fe (ANIL fn fo (A)] e 30, = 

* He, 
(f,- fg (A) ° W-(fa (A) 38, |" [7.2.7] 

But by condition (c) of the definition of QL distance (definition 6.3.4) we know that 

of of 
WE (5, (4)) me L WS (Fo (%)) ae . [7.2.8] 

Condition (e) in the definition of random L? sequence (definition 6.3.2), together with 

Chebychev’s inequality, now gives us that 

f,—fp (A Wf (A) WS (f,(9)1] 22| |Bo 7.2.9 WH (En — £609) #| { WHA) — WS (fo()}| age] |= 0. [7.2.9] 

[7.2.9] together with the fact that [M,]? £ [My(9p, ¥o)]* will yield the result. This is easily 

seen as follows. 

_ 
Of, 

Wi (6 —%) = WH I Walla MIL fn = F600) O-G_P + 

Oe, fg, 
Wyle I fn - F901 O-aPe- Welfo)l fa - fo] OP 

Of 
=yn [My (4%), 7) Wy, (fe, Ant fn — £6 0] O-— 

of 
+ Vi (Mi — [My(65, ¥o)I2) Wy (fog I fn — £0,091 og! 
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4 ofg, fe, 
+i M,, Wy, (fe Av) f,— fo) Om - Wa (fea) fr, —f6(A)] OR 

The second term goes in probability to 0, since [M,] £ [My(9, ¥o)]1 and Wy (£604) 

fg 
[f,, — fo (A) Oz goes in distribution to a (multivariate) normal random variable. The third 

term goes in probability to 0 by [7.2.9] (and since [M,]? £ [My(9, ¥)]! ). We thus see 

that the “ce,” of theorem 7.1.1 is ae times the sum of the second and third terms. 
Vn 

It should be noted that corollary 7.1.1 follows trivially from the above proof (just take 

[7.2.1] as the starting point for the proof). Corollary 7.1.2 also immediately follows from 

theorem 7.1.1. To see this, create a new “WY” space ¥,=WxO. Then the new p is v,=(¢, 6,). 

This asymptotically gives the same variance as if (%, 9,) had been used. The corollary shows 

consistency and asymptotic optimality of IRWLS on one iteration, since we take 6, to be a 

consistent but not optimal variance estimate obtained by solving [fy—y,] e W[f,—y,,] for an 

arbitrary fired operator W. This is the same approach taken to show asymptotic optimality of 

IRWLS in the literature, assuming, of course, that the model is correct (see, e.g. Carrol and 

Rupert’s (1988) theorem 2.1 or Chiu’s (1988) theorem 7). 

7.3 Proof of Optimality Theorem 

First note that by proposition 7.1.3 and the link condition, the vector 

; f,—fy (A)) © W%, (fo (A eal | (fn — fo,(A)) © Wy (fe) 00, 

vm [M9]? , [7.3.1] 

    + Ha, 
(f,.- fg, (A)) e Wy, (fe,(A)) 36, 
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has variance matrix 

oar | Oe ~ Ha O 7-1} [MyI' | aeo\|Wv wre =? [MoT] [7.3.2] 

which equals My (see definition 7.1.3) if W%, (f, | te =v! Of (assuming the model Vv ™ %o° 9'| 06; 06, 

contains the limiting function, or some condition such as [7.3.10]). The problem is now to show 

optimality. 

Unless specified otherwise, the partial derivative of fg(A) is always to be regarded as 

being evaluated at 65. We will work in the Hilbert space II,L?[A] with inner product (f, g) = 

[ ae g,(A) dd. For any QL operator W(. )[ . ] and random L? sequence (y,, Yo, M, 

SL”, V) define the linear mappings Ly and Ly: 11,L?7— R? (where 9 is p dimensional) as 

follows. If h € II, L?, 

  

Of (A 
Ly[h] = op ([v * st ‘c h(a) 

Of, (A) 
Lylh] = MT [wets * “0 |, h(A) ) [7.3.3] 

Let D denote the subspace of T,L? spanned by the functions “a i = l1..p, and let 

U = S}[D] denote the image of this subspace under the linear transformation S”![f], where S is 

the square root of the random L? sequence variance operator V. Let Pp[f(A)] denote the 

projection of f(A) into the subspace R. Let + be any vector in R?. We will show that the 

asymptotic variance of (OY — 6) is always less than or equal to the asymptotic variance of 

7'(6¥ —6,), where (67 —6,) = Lylf, ~fg l+€n and (0 —6,) = Lyff, — fo Ite, , wm et 50, 

i=1,2. 

Define the linear mappings Ky,, Ky: 11,L?—R? by 
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. Of (A) 
Ky(h) = | W"(fo,) * —gg— } OQ) 

Of, (A 
Ky(h) = (v. st 2 © h(A). [7.3.4]   

Then Ly[h] = [Mpy]'o Ky[h] (or Ly[h] = [My]’'o Ky[h]) if we regard the px p matrix M?, 

(or My) as a linear mapping R?—R?. From functional analysis (see, e.g. Conway (1985) p. 

31) we know that if A: X-+Y is a bounded linear mapping, where X and Y are Hilbert spaces, 

there exists a unique mapping (called the Adjoint) A*: YX satisfying A[h] ek = he A*{[k]. 

What is Kj? I claim it is defined by 

  

Kil] = 7 | [7.3.5] 

    

+ 7, W*(fo ) Me) [7.3.6] Yp 8% 36, . oe 

To show [7.3.5] is true, all that is necessary is to show that it satisfies the defining relationship 
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for adjoints. Write 

Sf, (2) 
( wri | a | ena) ) k, \ 

Ky[h(d)] ¢ k = . ° 

Ofg (A)         
* Bfg (A) . Of (A) 

=k, W (fo) 36, eh(A)+...+ ko W (fo) 36, e h()). 

On the other hand, using [7.3.5] as the definition for Ky, h(A) e Ky [k] = 

* Ofe,() * fe, () h(A) © | k,W*(f) 96, |t-+-+ kW" (fa) 30, 

. Of (A) * fo (4) =h(A) « k,W (fo,) 36, +...+h(A)ok,W (fo) 085 

which is the same as [7.3.8]. 

[7.3.7] 

[7.3.8] 

(7.3.9] 

It is a property of adjoints (Conway (1985), p. 32) that if A: XY, B: YZ, then 

(BA)* = A* B*. So we have Lf, = Kj, (My)* and Li, = Kj ([My]")*. Also note the 

adjoint of a matrix is simply its transpose (conjugate transpose if complex valued, but 

everything’s real here). The proof now consists of carrying out the following steps: 
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step 1 

The asymptotic variance of 7'(O” ~—6,) is the same as the asymptotic variance of Ly[7] 

e(f,,—f) (by the defining property of adjoints, 7 e Ly[f,, — fol = Ly] ¢ (f,, —f) )- 

step 2 

Write Liy[y] © ((fy(A) — f(A) = Lily] eS Sff,(4) —£(0)] 

= S* Lia] e SHf,(A) -£0)] 

= § Lyla] eSf,() —1(2)] 

step 3 

Write S L},[7] as the sum of two orthogonal components P,[S Lj,[7]] + P LS Lib, 

where U = S"![D] is defined earlier. Hence S [L},[7]] eS“ [f, —f] = (¥, +¥.) eS“ [f, —f], 

(where ¥, = P,[S Liy[7]] and ¥, = Pit [S Lil] ) 

= v, eS lif, —f] + v, eS Tf, —f] 

= S[y,] e(f, —f) + S'[v, ]e(f,—f) (by self adjointness of S"). 

step 4 

Observe these two components are asymptotically uncorrelated. 

lim, n cov (S"[d,]¢(f,-f) , S™¥_] #(f,-1)) = 

= Sy) « V[ S4]] 

= 4,0 [S1V Ss ¥,]] 
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(But SV S"!=the identity operator) 

=, ¢%_ =0 (because y, and y, are orthogonal). 

step 5 

Show that P,[S Lyy[y]] =S L}-[7]. To do this we need to do two things. 

1) Show S L} [7] € U. 

2) Show S L},[y] —S LU [y] LU. 

The result follows since S Ly[y] may be written in only one way as a sum of something in U 

plus something in Ut. 

proof of (1): 

S L¥[y] = S Kf [My]*[v] = S KU lk] (where k= [My]*[7] ) 

Of, (A) Ofg (A) 
= sf el +...+¢ | A) 

_,| F(A) _, | Ae (A) 
=, 8" 6, | booths | 30 | 

which is a linear combination of basis elements for S"![D]. 

    

proof of (2): 

To do this, show that the function S L},[7] — S L}[7] is orthogonal to each element in a basis 

Of, (A) Of, (A) 
for S"![D]. (A basis is obviously 4 S™} 36, yee SI 0 ). 

  

Ag (A) 
[S Livty]-S Loh] es? - 

    

Of, (A) 6fg (A) 
S* Lites" | H, |-s Lites? HF, | 
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Ofe (A) fg, () 7 
Lyly] e——— a0 — LY [y] e—— 80, = (by the defining relation for adjoints) 

8 

, fg (A) fg (A) 
Y lw 1-99, | ~7 bv | ~a9,— | = 

1y49.7-1 * “% Of, nel 1 Fey| Fog 
1'[My] W"(fe.) * Se 56, —7'My| |V'* ar |Oaq_] = 

of of af of 
1 (0, mn (| wet, )* a © a) - M;} (|v. a] © e )). 

Ofg 
© represents a row of the matrix 38; 

    

Og 
Now the expression wt) * ai © 

Oe Og 
a © W(fo,) ar . Notice this matrix is M?,! Hence 

: “* 6, ak dic teh coctet 
My, Ww (fo, )* + | © 0, = vector with 1 in ith position, 0 elsewhere, and 

Of fe, 95 
wa([v * 5 a) © 3p. 6, 2 | = vector with 1 in ith position, 0 elsewhere. 

So for each i, the vector in parenthesis is the 0 vector and we have proven step 5. 

Observe that step 5 implies that Py IS L}[y]] = 0 for W=V" (because in step 3, S 

Lily] is decomposed into orthogonal functions, P,[S L},[7]] and Py LS Lib] - 

Py[S Ly[y]] = S Ly[y], then P yt [S Lj [7]] must be 0). Step 4 shows that for any operator 

W, if P yt [S L},[7]] #0, the variance is “inflated” by S'P 1 [S Ly [7] over that we would 

fe, 
have gotten had we used W=V!. To see that W*=V"! on span te 

t=l.p 

implies the 

same optimal variance as if V7! were used, look at how My and Qy are constructed (i.e. 
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expressions [7.1.1] and [7.1.2]), and observe the condition implies My, = M yl and Qw = 

Q yl Also observe that W is invariant under multiplication by a constant by looking at the 

variance matrix [7.1.5] and notice that the constant will cancel out, as two inverses are taken 

on My and the constant would appear twice in Qy,. 0 

Notice that the model containing the limiting function means that 

  

Ofg O® (fg, fg) OPy (fo, f) Of, 0 
3° | ox THY 

af, 
[Py (fo £) — Py(fa fe] © aarqq bo 0. [7.3.10] 

0°"0O 

As we will see in chapter 9, there are ways of obtaining [7.3.10] even if the model does not 

contain the limiting function. It turns out that the conditions [7.3.10] are not as difficult to 

verify in the case of a misspecified model as one might think, under certain circumstances. 

7.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have established the main representation and optimality theorems 

(theorems 7.1.1 and 7.1.2) regarding parametric estimates obtained by minimizing a QL 

distance or solving the QL equations [7.1.4]. A solid groundwork has been laid for the ideas in 

chapter 6, but the question of the usefulness of chapter 6’s definitions still remains. We will 

only give a small hint of why the theory is meaningful at the end of chapter 8, showing the 

optimality of an IRWLS procedure (as described in the introduction to chapter 6) for the case 

of a non Gaussian process. The real uses of the theory will be presented in chapters 9 and 10, 

and hinge on the comments at the end of section 7.3. For optimality to hold, the operator 
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a 
00; 

operator. This ts extremely tmportant, and means that it ts not necessary to use the true 

W* (fe Jl . ] must mimic V™ on span , where V"! is the true inverse variance 

i=l..p 

inverse variance operator in parametric estimation in order to obtain optimal estimates. Why 

it might be desirable to use “wrong” QL functions will be discussed in chapters 9 and 10. But 

before doing this, we must show that spectral estimation is an application of the theory 

presented thus far (and specifically, to verify the unproven statements made in section 6.4). 

This will be the main focus of chapter 8. 
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Chapter VIII 

Time Series Applications of QL Theory 

8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we give some theorems which support the claims of the examples in 

chapter 6 and set the background needed for other main results of the dissertation to follow. 

Chapter 9 will apply chapter 7’s optimality theorem to the problem of spectral estimation 

when the observed series is contaminated, but it is necessary to first clearly define what is 

meant by “contamination”. It must then be shown that whatever definition is settled upon 

falls within the framework of the definitions in chapter 6. 

There are two approaches to frequency domain spectral estimation: regarding the 

periodogram as a step function by defining it at a finite number of frequencies (such as the 

Fourier frequencies), and then extending it, or using the natural definition of the periodogram 

so that it is automatically defined for all frequencies in [-7, 7]. So far as our theory is 

concerned, these approaches are asymptotically identical. Of course, in practice the first is 

usually preferred due to numerical considerations. The central problem is establishing 

asymptotic unbiasedness of the periodogram, i.e. showing that vm E( J ¥I,dA— J vg dA)-0 

where g is the spectrum and y is some function. This condition will essentially hold if ether ~ 

or g is sufficiently smooth (i.e. is continuously differentiable). Actually, we really only need to 

verify the asymptotic unbiasedness in the link condition, i.e. lim nm E{ Iwstto| (I,, — £9) 

d\}=0. As this is not a major point of the dissertation (actually it’s a somewhat bothersome 

side issue which if allowed could easily obscure the major points of the dissertation), no 
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attempt has been made to find the most general sufficient conditions. As some assumptions 

must be made on the process, we will for the sake of simplicity do the following. Assume 

. ~ | Qa, 101 9-H (ix, Jay j3)|<0o 

J41I9193 

where Q, a, (j1, Ja. Jz) is the fourth cumulant of the channels a@,, ag, a3, a,. This 
1°72 °° 

guarantees a continuous fourth cumulant spectrum, and allows the use of Hosoya and 

Taniguchi’s (1982) lemma A2.2 if the natural definition of the periodogram is used, and 

Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 7.6.1 if the step function definition is used. For conditions on the 

spectrum and model, we will assume that the model satisfies the BCC, and one of the following 

holds. (1) The spectrum satisfies the BCC, or (2) The spectrum is of bounded variation. We 

will mostly be interested in assumption 2, as chapters 9 and 10 will discuss model fitting for a 

“contaminated” series, where it is not unreasonable to assume that a smooth model is being fit 

to a discontinuous spectrum. Chapters 9 and 10, which rely on the material in the present 

chapter, will consider only the simplest case of Gaussian processes (the non Gaussian case is for 

future research!). This simplifies the supporting theorems here for those chapters, as higher 

order cumulants are 0. 

It should also be mentioned that under assumption 2 we will differ slightly from the 

literature in our definition of the “step function” periodogram extension. For our purposes, the 

steps will be at the frequencies mt/4n for t between —4n+1 and 4n (so there are 4n steps in (0, 

m] rather than n/2 steps at the Fourier frequencies). The reason for this departure from usual 

assumptions is to easily show that the step function extension satisfies the definition of random 

L? sequence. Most of the literature assumes the more stringent assumption (1), so that the 

usual “Fourier frequencies” step function extension is a random L? sequence, which is shown 
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essentially by putting together published results. 

Distributional results are another side issue which will not be considered here, i.e 

conditions guaranteeing the asymptotic normality of ¥n( J ¥I,d\— J ¥g dA), as we are mainly 

concerned with the asymptotic variance of parametric estimates. Sufficient conditions for 

normality are given by Brillinger (1981) or Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982) respectively in the 

step function and natural definition of the periodogram cases. 

There are some important facts about Fourier series of functions of bounded variation 

which will be used in the sequel, and which should be mentioned now. Two of the most 

important of these are the following (from Zygmund (1968)). 

1) Theorem 8.6 (p. 58): If f is of bounded variation, then S[f] (the sequence of partial sums of 

the Fourier series) converges uniformly at every point of continuity of f (definition: A sequence 

of functions s,(x) defined in the neighborhood of x=xg and converging for x=x, is said to 

converge uniformly at xg to a limit s, if to every e>0 there is a 6 and a p so that |s, (x) —s|<e 

for |x —Xp9|<6 and n>p). 

2) Theorem 3.7 (p. 90): If f is of bounded variation, the partial sums of S[f] are uniformly 

bounded. 

8.2 Expectation Results for the Periodogram 

The main result of this section is theorem 8.2.1, which establishes the asymptotic 

unbiasedness of the periodogram using either the natural or step function extension. To arrive 

at this theorem, it is necessary to first discuss some background material. In the following, 

“e” refers to the inner product on L?[-z, ] defined by fe g=1 jan|” f(A) g(A) dA. A “Cesaro 
-7 

sum” of a L? function f is a sum of the form I (Sots;+ .. . +8,) , where 
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LG . . 

s,,(x)= > (fee'7*) e\* | “Fejer’s kernel” is defined for each positive integer n, as 
k=-n 

Kula) = 8 Se 
oO 

K,,(x) is also the nth Cesaro sum of the series S exp(ikx). See Hoffman (1988), p. 16 for 
= -0cO 

further information. 

Proposition 8.2.1 

Suppose f,, is the nth Cesaro sum of the function f, and similarly for g,, and g. If f satisfies the 

BCC and g € L?, then 

(a) lim va | —f)g a =0. 

1 Rr 

(b) lim wa | (8, —8) f a =0. 

Note that (a) and (b) will be essential ingredients in showing asymptotic unbiasedness of the 

periodogram in the cases of assumption (1) and assumption (2) (of the introduction) 

respectively. 

co . oO 

proof of (a): By Theorem 1 of Chiu (1988), f(A)= >> a, e'™’, where > nla,,| < co. We 
n = -0o n= -0oO 

e 

may uniformly bound the error [f(A) —f,,(A)| where f,(A) = | f(t) K,_,(x—t) dt, and K, (x) 
- 

is Fejer’s kernel. To do this, recall that f,(A) = ati (sgts;+ . . . +8,) , where 

n . . . 

s,(x)=>_ (fee**) e* | Let ap— fe e'**, Then 
k=o-n 

f(x) —f,(x) = Yo ~s,(x)) 
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“mn k ¢ [-n,n] 

= hl , » |k| a, eA 4 (n41) > a, e'* |: 

Hence Yn times this expression goes to 0. 

Re 

If we L?, | wy vn (f,, —f) dA—0 (by Cauchy Schwartz, for example). 
- 

proof of (b): Let a, = fe e'** and b. =8 ee'7* (where f satisfies the BCC). 

n r eAfisewowdl, Lacie £ Lae] k =-oo r7=Ot=-r 

  

cs . 

+i > a, | (g—g,) e* da 
k ¢ [-n,n] “* 

  

6 7 1+|k 
= Vn S a (SAN) e., + Wi > ay | (g-8,,) e'F a). 

=-n k ¢ [-n,n] “* 

  

x . 

As before, using the fact b, and | (g —g,,) e'* 4) are bounded, we see that both pieces go to 
-" 

0. O 

The next proposition is needed to establish results concerning the “step function” 

extension of the periodogram. It concerns the relationship between “stepfunctionized” 

exponential functions (defined in definition 8.2.1) and their continuous counterparts, and shows 

the finer the steps, the more orthogonal stepfunctionized exponentials are created. 
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Definition 8.2.1 

For each nonnegative integer n and positive integer k between -n+1 and n we define the 

sequence of functions {¢7(A)} as 

tk 
oA) = do e 

a 
é XA ,(A) 

t=-n+1 

where \,=¢ for t=—n+1..n, x A,(A) is the indicator function for the interval A,=[),_1, Aj], 

and -7 <A<7. 

Proposition 8.2.2 

Let {¢(A)} be as defined in definition 8.2.1. 

(i) For each n, {¢Z()}% = -n 41 are a collection of 2n orthonormal functions in L?. 

(ii) ef * eo dA) = Oifj Ak, —nt+1<j,k <n. 
. _ _ a rik/n pots) =(Mel) Lee, ost chen 

r 

(iv) Let r be a positive integer. Il $5. (A) = $35.0) if —n+1 <j; <n for i=l,...,r. 
s=1 

proof 

Notice we always sum over 2n—1 consecutive frequencies (as each step function ¢;(A) has 

x(1 _ xh + 1) 
h: 

1S i exactly 2n—1 steps). A formula for x'+x/+14... +x 
— xX 

proof of (i): $7 (A) e dp(A)=(1/27) [- ( Set x44) ( yes x4,0)) dd 

t 

  

“fe i(5-k Zt j— 
=(1/2m)(2n/2n) S~ el *t =(1jany S> el *Y = (1/2) S> exp face W)] t. For j#k 

t t t 
and j, k satisfying |j-—k|<2n, the formula gives the result (note n—(—n+1)+1=2n, exp 

[;2G= 8) 2n=1). 

proof of (ii) and (iii): Define U(A,)=A,, L(A,)=,., . Then 
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S ( 2 eAk a) ete (because U(A,)=,) 
t JA, 

ea eiU( Ak _ iL(Ay)k VIA _ 
ml ik ~ 
  

t t 

1 1U(A,)(k-3) i(L(A,)k-U(A,)3) rik| 2 e the-3) Soe t t/J |: 

If k #j, the first term sums to 0 since we’re summing over the 2n — 1 frequencies. To see that 

  the second term also sums to 0, note that L(A,)k — U(A,)j = m(t-1) k- my = mt(k ~i) 

mk So the second sum is ettk/in\~ emt(k-a)/n_ g. if k=j then S VAD _ on 1, 
t t 

and the second sum is (2n — 1)e™**/". So the result is 

_ poe tk/n In-1 p—e tk/n 

(2n ~1) $=S— = (2554) zik/n 

(iv) Note that ) jj < 1m as needed to make $5" (A) well defined, and do the multiplication 
y 8 

t 

pointwise. 0 

Corollary 8.2.1 (to proposition 8.2.1) 

Define g* to be the Cesaro sum of g formed from the basis functions gM), where r(n) is an 

. nr 

integer > n for each n, instead of e'** (ie. g* is the average of s,.= >) Z| 
=n 

* * 

g ek ay 

x 

¢(9)) ), and ff similarly. Then proposition 8.2.1 continues to hold. 

proof 

For simplicity, we will give the proof assuming r(n)=n (there is no loss of generality in doing 
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this, as the proof using r(n) is identical). 

proof of (a): Note that by the mean value theorem and the continuity of the derivative, f 

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1. To prove (a) it suffices to show that lim va 

[I (fh —f)g da] =0, where f? (A) =f) Xx a,(A) is a “stepfunctionized” version of f. This is 

because you can write Vi [t-9 ¢ dA = vn f(f{—ft) gdA + wm J(f—f) g dA, and 

J (f% —f%) g dA goes to 0 by the same argument as is in proposition 8.2.1 (a), e.g. by the 

uniform boundedness of |f(x)—f,(x)|. Using the Lipschitz condition on f and the fact 

An—An-1=7/n, ff, —f is bounded by K/n for some constant K. It follows that the second 

piece also goes to 0. 

  

n+1 

n 

proof of (b): It suffices to show that lim | wd a, b.-(25f) b’,| = 0, where 

” =on 

bg=(1 | f(A) ¢.,(A) dA and ¢,(A) is as defined earlier (because the first few lines of the 

proof of proposition 8.2.1 (b) continue to hold due to the above proposition 8.2.2). This is 

established by the following steps: 

claim 1 
  

n . 

lim Vi p> la, by, (1—e*¥ o oh )[= 0. 
=-n 

proof 

. Nk 1 _ etik/n . . CO 

Recalling e*" e 6% (A) = Sika write the Taylor expansion of e” as 1+x+5> x"/n!. So 

oo n=2 

e*—1—x = x R(x), where R(x)= >> x” 2/n! has an infinite radius of convergence. By the 
n=2 

continuity of R(x), JM, so |R(x)|<M, for |x|<1. This implies that | °° =!—*| <M, |x| for 

L. Hence}1—- L=e™/"] cM, ak/n. We \x|<1. Hence |1— Sika <M, zk/n. Write 
    

1 _ etik/n 1 1 _ etik/n ‘ 

mik/n mik/n 
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Ji—e™*o oI <   
  

2n —1 
+| 2n |    



M 
M, Zk + 2 < M 2k for some M. Now 

n . n 

va >> | a,b, (1-e**e d%)| <n > lay by| M 7k/n 0 as n—o0. 
ko-n ko-n 

  

  

    

. —|k . . 
Since oakley this is true if 

n+1 

n 

, _ Ake uny ; ; lim ww De la by (l-—e** e ¢%,)| = 0, which follows from claim 1. O 

Theorem 8.2.1 

(a) If I,, is a component of a periodogram matrix from a process which has spectrum satisfying 

the BCC, then E va(fyl,,—J¥g) +0 for YeEL?. (b) If the process has a spectrum with 

components in L?[-x, x], then the same holds for y satisfying the BCC. 

(a) and (b) hold regardless of whether the definition of periodogram matrix is the 

natural or “r(n)” step function extension, for r(n) > 2n (see corollary 8.2.1 for definition). 

proof 

For the natural definition of the periodogram, this follows from proposition 8.2.1, keeping in 

T x 

mind that | wil ,dA= | wf, dA, where f, is the Cesaro sum of the spectrum. For the 
-R T 
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step function extension, it follows from corollary 8.2.1, keeping in mind E(JylI,, dA) = 

S¥X(-IKI/m) 7a, a(k) OR (A) aA. 

In the following section, we shall often mention the “4n step function extension of the 

periodogram”. This refers to the use of functions {¢/"(A)} as defined in definition 8.2.1 in the 

step function definition of the periodogram, i.e. I,(A) = So (a- Ikl)y(k) ¢42(A), rather than 

the “natural” extension I,(A) = >— (n= [kl 7(k) exp(-ikA), and is so called because these 

functions have 4n steps in [0, 7]. The reason 4n steps are needed is so that the functions 

o4() will “act” like their exponential counterparts when multiplied together. For example, 

consider the proof of the statement “E(fyI,, dA)= JeL C-lKI/a) 7,09) exp (-iAk) dX”. 

We write 

E [7 vt, an] = ae E [79d X(t) exp(i t 4) 3 X ,(s) exp(—is 4) a = 
t=1 s=1 

5 E >> D2 Xi()X,(6) expli A (ts) a = BO) d, X(OX0) @ (t-s)) ) = 

nr x 

» (n—|k|) yk) (kK) =S> — (n—[kI) y(k) [ve exp(iAk) dA = 
k=-n+1 k=-n+1 

® nr RT 

[£vey [7 @= ik) 1) exp(iaty aa. 
"e k=-n4+1 °°? 

For the analogous statement “E(f I, dA) = Jed -1KI/2)%0,,0,(k) gd) dA)” made in 

the proof of theorem 8.2.1 to hold, replace “exp(iAt) and “exp(—iAs)” with «gr (m)(y)> and 

“grlm)(yy>, for some r(n). We need gM yer) = gr'™)(y) in order for the second line of 

the proof to hold. For this to occur, it must be true that r(n) > 2n (see proposition 8.2.2 

(iv)). The same idea is used in the proofs of the propositions and theorems in section 8.3, but 
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now we will need four stepfunctionized exponentials to properly multiply together, requiring 

the 4n steps. 

8.3 Variance Results for the Periodogram (Part 1) 

We now give some technical results needed to establish the variance conditions in the 

definition of random L? sequence. The parts of the theorems in this section to be proved are 

mainly for the case of the spectrum being of bounded variation rather than satisfying the BCC, 

and are similar to Taniguchi’s (1982) lemma A2.2. This section will give results for the 

natural and “4n” step function extension of the periodogram, because the proofs for either case 

are virtually identical. Section 4 establishes the results when the spectrum satisfies the BCC 

and the Fourier frequencies periodogram extension is used. The methods of proof there are 

most similar to the proofs in Brillinger (1981), e.g. theorem 7.6.1. 

Theorem 8.3.1 

oo 

Suppose ; ; >» Qa. aga, 1 Jo: j3)|<oo. 

I49I 9953 =~ 

(a) If f f f f are of bounded variation and W,, W, are in L?[-z, 7], then 4a” ao%4 a4 a4” a3a4 

R 

lim _N cov | _W1Q) Tayag() 4 [-w20) Ta,a,() 4A \. 

an | W400) Wa) fa,a9(4) fasa,(4) 4a + an | Wy(2) W2(=A) fa,a4(*) fasa,(4) 4 

ry i 
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for the continuous extension of the periodogram. 

(b) Same as (a), except the 4n step function extension of the periodogram is used. 

(c) Same as (a), except the components of the spectrum satisfy the BCC and the Fourier 

frequencies step function extension of the periodogram is used. 

Theorem 8.3.2 

There exists a constant M so that if and W,(A) and W,(A) are L? functions, then the absolute 

value of the covariance in theorem 8.3.1 is bounded by M ||W,|l. ||Wo||2 for all n, assuming 

(a) fo ay’ fajay? fagay? fase are functions of bounded variation, and the continuous extension 

of the periodogram is used. 

(b) Same as (a), except the 4n step function extension of the periodogram is used. 

(c) Same as (a), except the components of the spectrum satisfy the BCC and the Fourier 

frequencies step function extension of the periodogram is used. 

Theorem 8.3.3 

(i) If (X, , X,) is a bivariate series and W is a function in L?, then 

E | , W(A) I8(A) ab | ” W(A) f, iQ) a. 

(ii) There exists a constant K so that < K ||Wlo. 
    

E if" W(A) I8(A) an 

(i) and (ii) hold assuming conditions (a), (b) or (c) of theorem 8.3.1. 

The main theorems of this section have now been stated. It may be possible to 

strengthen these theorems, which is a topic for future research. What follows are proofs of the 
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main theorems and propositions needed for these proofs. 

The proof of theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 will use some of the ideas in Hosoya and 

Taniguchi’s (1982) proof. We begin by showing N cov(f[W,I,, dA, [W,]I,, dA) can be 

expressed in other forms. 

Proposition 8.3.1 

Suppose that W, and W, are real valued functions in L?[-z, x] and 7, ., (k) are the covariance 
wd 

functions for a real valued multivariate time series (i.e. y,_, (k) = cov(X, (t), X, (t+k))). 
ij t j 

Then 

N cov} [wa I, aA) dA, [wot IQ4a,(A) di \. 

N 

W , (ny — ng) W o(n4g —n3) {Ya,0,("3 — nj) Yana," —ny) + 
NyNoNgn, = 1 

2
)
 

Yo,a4(P4 ~ n,) Yaga, (Bs ~ N»)} [8.3.2] 

w ® . 

where W ,(k) = 1/2z | W,(A)e** da. 
-" 

proof 

T T 

cov | W,(A) I (A) dA, | W,(A) I (A) dA >= 
-@ 71% _ 73% 

n ad n -id 

x? cov (7: ds Xe, (1) ee" Ds Xaq("2) eng W,() 4, 

my = no = 
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n iAn, -iAn Be] 5 Xag(na) "8 D> Xy,(ng) "4 WA(D) o) 
3g=1 ng=l 

nr ——— 

= HE De OV Kay (Xap la)» Kags) Keay(a)) W a(n —A2) W a(ns — m4) 
NyNgngn, = 

= a? > W i (ny —n2) W2(n3 — ny) 
Ny NgN3nr4 

{a,04(23 ~ 1) Yona4(%4 ~ n3)+ Yo,a4(%4 ~ Dy) Yayaq(Ms ~ n;)}- 

  

As W, is real valued, W.(n) = w( —n). Hence N times this last expression equals [8.3.2]. 

O 

The next proposition shows that the covariance in [8.3.2] may be written as a Cesaro 

sum of the sequence [8.3.6] (below). To prove theorem 8.3.1, the sequence [8.3.6] will be shown 

to converge to [8.3.1]. It will follow that the Cesaro sums (and hence N times the covariance) 

converge to the same thing. 

Proposition 8.3.2 

Suppose that W, and W, are real valued functions in L?[-zx, x] and 7, ._ (k) are the covariance 
ij 

functions for a real valued multivariate time series. Then 

(a) The partial sum 

N-1 

{N —S(Ipy Igy 1g) 4(—1) W9(lq Ip) {7e,09(la) Yopaglla la) + 
(jlal, =-N+1 
234 

Z|
— 

Yor, ay{la) Yaag(!s ~ 1,)} [8.3.3] 
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equals [8.3.2]. 

_ J max(llol, [Ig], IIql) if sign 1,=sign 1,=sign 1, 

Here, (Ip, ls, wef max(|l;|, [I;l)+ lxl if sign 1,=sign 1,=—sign |, 

® . 

and W ,(k) = 1/2 | W,(A)e* dd. 
-& 

(b) [8.3.3] is the same as the nth Cesaro sum of 

  

3 |" wroygoywsymoyaa +2 [- wrengonws( — d)FRO)dA Qn 

where 

wr aryj= >. W(k) A WRA)=S> Wak) et 
k=-n =-n 

TO)= 0 Yaagk * — OV= DT Taya, (k) 
k=-n ko=-n 

B= raya BO=D Toyah) 
k=-n 

proof 

[8.3.4] 

[8.3.5] 

[8.3.6] 

[8.3.7] 

[8.3.8] 

(a) Following Hosoya and Taniguchi (1982), define 1,=n,—n,, ];=n3—n,, lz=ng—n,. Then 

W (ny — ng) W 2(n,g — nz) {Ya,0,(83 —n,) Yerga4(M4 —N2) +Yea,04(M4 —n;) Yagag(Ms —N2)}= 

W ,(-12) Wally -15) {Ya,a,4(!3) Yaga,{la — 12) + Ya,a,{la) Yagag(!3 — 12)}- For lp, 13, 14 

fixed, how many such terms can there be? Once n, is chosen, all of the other n; are 

completely determined. How many different ways can n, be chosen? If the |; all have the same 

sign, then n, could range between 1 and n—max{|l,|, |I3|, |lg|}. If one of the 1;, say 1,, has a 
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different sign (say negative) from the others, then ignoring 1,’s influence, n, could be between 1 

and n—max{|l,|, [l,/}. 1, will reduce the number of ways n, might be chosen: n, must be 

larger than n, so n, could be between |l,| and n. Putting this together means there are 

n— {max{[l,|, [l3|}+[l.|} ways to choose ny. 

(b) Note that the nth Cesaro sum of the sequence {a,,} is by definition (sp+s,+ ...+8s,_,)/n, 

where s;=a)+a,+ ... +a; (ie. the “average” partial sum). 

As motivation for the proof, notice that if we multiply together and integrate 

j=ucn k=-n 

an (> W (i) o>) x ( Ss Wwe) x 

( > raya) (3 ragaylt) im r l=-n 

mn (2 Ww.) om) ( 3 We). 

jocn 

( >» Yaya woe) (3 aay) im) [8.3.9] 

(= 2] wir @wsnBoyewe ang aws — X)fF(X) dd) then we will have terms which 

resemble those in [8.3.2] (excluding the integer coefficient) with the summation between —n 

and n. This is because the only nonzero terms in each piece of the integral are those for which 

—j—k-—1+m=0 in the first sum, and —j+k—1l+m=0 in the second sum, causing the only 

nonzero terms in each piece to be of the form WG)W 2k) %a14)Ya5a4(™) (or 

W G)W 2k) Ya ,a4() %a,04(™) in second sum) for such j, k, | and m between —n and n. But 

the nonzero terms in [8.3.6] after taking the integral (and each term appears only once) satisfy 

the same condition. The idea is to count the number of terms of the form 
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{W (= 1p) Wall —15)} {7e,05(13) Yagay(la le) + 

Ya, a,4(l4) Yagag(l3 7 1,)} [8.3.10] 

in the Cesaro sum of 2] WRAROWEABOV+WFOIEOIWH( — A)fF(A) dA, and to show 

there are N —S(lq, 15, 14) such terms. Any term of the form WG)w 2k) Yq, a4()%a,0,4(™) 

with —j—k—1+m=0 will appear N—max{|j|, |k|, |l|, |m|} times in the Cesaro sum of 

2] wren @ywseyioy dd, and similarly for terms of the form 

W GW ok) 70,0,())Fa5004(™) with —j+k—l+m=0. A term of the form [8.3.9] must be 

constructed from terms of the two forms just described. So there will be N — max{|l,|, [l,—Is|, 

lls], ILg — els [Lgl lg —1gl} terms of the form [8.3.9]. If1,, 1,, and 1, all have the same sign, this 

max will equal max{|l,|,_— [Isl, —[Igl}, because then = [1,—15] < max{|l,|, [l,]} and 

ll, —1,], < max{l4|, |lgl}- If one 1;, say 1,, has a different sign from the others, then 

Ng —Jol=[14]+]1,] and [lz —1,|=(1,|+|1,|. Thus the maximum will be max{|ls|, |l,]} +lldl- 

O 

proof of theorem 8.3.1 (a) 
2 

Note that W2(A)f(A)SW,(A)f; (A), because 

[7 wrayer) wns @P & < [" wroyma)—WROYK EP a 
nx 

- “kt 

+] [WROXEA) -WA CP aa < [" IwEOYP IRE) —f Q)P aa + 
-k 

vg 

[-IWwPQ)-W,Q)P If, VP da 
“tk 

nT nw 

By the boundedness of f, | [WP(A) — W,(A)|?_ [f,(A)|?_ dA-0. = To show | [wr(A)|? 
-7 “7 

lf (A) - f; (A)|? dA also goes to 0, we need the following from real analysis (see, e.g. proposition 
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13, p. 85 in chapter 4 of Royden (1968)). 

Proposition 8.3.3 

(a) If f is a nonnegative integrable function, then for every ¢ there is a 6 so that if A has 

measure less than 6, | f dA <e. 
A 

2 
(b) If £ Mf, such a 6 may be chosen which works for all lf,,|? simultaneously. 

proof: For any € one can choose a step function g so [it —g| dA<e/2. Obviously such a 6 can 

be chosen for g using an “e” of ¢/2. Then [ie dA < [ le dA +| Ie dA <e). If pe, 

we claim such a 6 may be chosen which works for all lf,,|? simultaneously. To see this is true, 

choose N so n > N=>||f,, —f||<e/2. Then choose 6 which works for |f|? and f,, i=1..N, but with 

an “e” of (c/2)?. Ifn > N and A has measure less than 6, 

\ | lta da< | [ lt — |? ay [in dA 

< €/2+(€/2)? = €. 0 

Now consider the integral [weer [f(A)—f; (A)|? dA. Let ¢>0, and suppose 

    

|f(A) —f, (A)|? is uniformly bounded by M for all n, and [1weeyPaa is bounded by Ma for 

all n. If S,={A| f(A) —f; (A)| <e for all k>n}, then MSF consists of a countable number of 

points of discontinuity of f; and hence has measure 0. This means for any 6, there exists an N 

so n > N= n Dk has measure less than 6 (proof: Define A,=S,, A,=S,/S,, As=S3/S, US,, etc. 

Then UA,;= US, and the A, are disjoint. Hence S_ m(A,) = 2%. Choose N so > m(A,) <6. 

This means that everything outside of S,; US, U ...S,, has measure less than 5, if n>N. 

But (S;US, U... S,)°= 0 Sk ). Returning to our original problem, Choose 6 so 

m(A)<6= | |W?(A)|? dA<e/2M for all n. Choose N so n > N=>|f(A) —f; (A)|? <e/(2M.) 
A 
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except on a set A, where m(A,,)<6. Then 

[iwecyP ieay—f EP a= |g IWFOYP IPO) ~f, @)P da + 

Jae IWPODP IPA) -£; OY? aa 

<M ¢/2M + ¢/(2M,) Ma=e. 

To complete the proof of 8.3.1, by the continuity of the inner product we have 

WR(A}ER(A) © WH(A)ER(A)+W(A)ES(A) © WB — AERA) 

W (A), (A) © Wa (A)EQ(A)+W(A)f9(A) © Wo( — A)f,(A) 
as n—oo. By Zygmund (1968), theorem 1.2, p. 74, the Cesaro sums must go to the same 

limit. Propositions 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 give the covariance in [8.3.2] equals a Cesaro sum in [8.3.6]. 

So the covariance in [8.3.2] has the correct limit (i.e. [8.3.1]). Hosoya and Taniguchi’s (1982) 

proof covers the convergence of the part of the summation involving the fourth cumulant 

spectrum. Oo 

proof of theorem 8.3.2 (a) 
  

First observe we may bound Wj'(A)f7(A) e Wa(A)f(A) by K||/W,(A)|l2 |[We(A)||2 for 

some constant K. This is because ||W/'(A)f/'(A)||, is bounded, since [iweeyreyP d\ < [m 

Iwr()|? dX (and because according to Zygmund (1968), theorem 3.7 p90, |f;(A)| is uniformly 

bounded by some constant M;). Now use the Cauchy Schwartz inequality to obtain 

WRAY) © WRO)EOA)! < WROD ODI GIWEOA)EO)I2 < MyMalIWEODISIWEO)Ily. (of 
course, W;'(A) is the projection of W,(A) onto a subspace, and hence ||Wy}(A)||2 < |[W1Q)I|2)- 

O 
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proof of theorem 8.3.3 (assuming conditions (a)) 
  

(i) E| | “WO) In.(A) aa] = be] | “WwO) ¥>X4(n,) e"! 32 X,(n,) ona = 

dE Jive > X,(n,) yoyo) _ 

mre 

i ¥12(N2 —n,) W(n, —n4). 
my"2 

n + n — . 

Defining W"(A)= » W(k) e** and f"(A)= > n— Ik ¥12(k) e**’ | we see that this is equal 
k=-n k=-n 

to f{"e W", which goes to fe W by the continuity of the inner product and properties of the 

Fourier sums of functions of bounded variation. 

(ii) Choose a constant K so all Fourier sums of f are bounded by K. Then by the Cauchy 

Schwartz inequality, |f" eW"”| < ||f|| ||[W"|]| <K ||W”|| . 0 

The proofs of theorems 8.3.1, 8.3.2, and 8.3.3 (i and ii) under conditions “b” (i.e the 

“4n” step function extension case), are similar to the above proofs, just replace Hetkr» with 

“g47(\)” in [8.3.5], [8.3.7] and [8.3.8] before forming the nth Cesaro sum. The discussion at 

the end of section 8.2 applies here, but this time four “stepfunctionized exponentials” must 

correctly multiply together in [8.3.9]. The proof of 8.3.2(b) will then be exactly the same as 

above. The proof of 8.3.1 (b) follows from the fact that wrr)Sw,(), where Wi'()) has been 

formed from o4"(A) (along with the “coefficients” W,(k)). This is because of proposition 8.4.2 

(a) below, and the fact that the ¢/"(A) form a basis for the 4n step function space. 
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8.4 Variance Results for the Periodogram (part II) 

For the proof of theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 (c) involving the step function extension at 

the Fourier frequencies, we will modify the proof of Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 7.6.1. 

Specifically, define a sequence M,, of subspaces in L? as M,, = span {a xX a} , where A, 
t 

-| any 1) 2ri] j=1..N and x is the indicator function. Let ~? = 55 X a fA) be the ith basis 

element of M,,. Notice that the collection {yf} are an orthonormal basis for M,,. Finishing 

the proof of theorem 8.3.1 (and 8.3.2) will consist in showing that if the term “A, (2x2 )p in 

Brillinger’s proof is interpreted as “A; e yy” , then the expression 

(32) 34, (282) As BFE) ,04(28") 5 0,( ~ 27) 
  

+(3) 945 (78) As BP) eys,(28 —285 — 288 ) B41 

(appearing in the proof of Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 7.6.1 with “T—1” in place of “n”), 

converges to [5.4.2] where the integrals are taken between 0 and 27 (see discussion in section 

5.4 for the equivalence of [5.4.2] and [8.3.1]). For this section, define “e” to be the 

x 

unnormalized inner product on L“[-7, 7], i.e. fe =| f(A) g(A) dA. 
Tx 

If we use the notation P,, to denote the projection of L? onto M,,, then we can easily 

establish the following sequence of propositions (Note that the propositions are true for any 

sequence M, of “uniform step function spaces” with step length approaching zero as n 

approaches 00). 
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Proposition 8.4.1 

If f is a continuous function on [0, 27], then ||P,,[f] — fl|,,70- 

proof 

, 1 
By the mean value theorem for integrals, for each interval A; 4c; € A; so that jength(A,) | A, 

f(A) dA = f(c;). Given e>0, by uniform continuity of f (on the compact set [0, 27]), 46 so 

that |x—y|<6 implies |f(x)—f(y)|<e. Choose N so that 27 <6, Then for xE€A,, 

|f(x) — f(c;)|<e. Notice that P,[f] = (fe yr )y? (by the orthonormality of {¥?}), which 

equals S- Ee a, f(A) dr XA, So if n>N, on each interval A; we have 

\f(x) — (fe ve)v? |<e and we are done. Oo 

Proposition 8.4.2 

(a) If f € L?[0, 27], then ||P,,[f] — f[|,0 

(b) If f,, € L?[0, 27] and ||f,||,0, then ||P, [f,]||p-—-0 

proof 

(a) Let «€>0. Choose g continuous so that ||g —f||<¢/3. Choose N by proposition 8.4.1 so that 

[IP,,[g] — glla<e/3 for n >N (this is obviously implied by 8.4.1). A projection operator has 

norm 1, so ||P,[f]—P,lglll2 < Ilf—gll, <¢/3. We conclude ||P,[f] — fll2 < . 

(b) Il Pyle < Ilfnlla—0 O 

Proposition 8.4.3 

If ||A',— A'||,0 and |[f,—f'||,,-0 for i=1, 2, Ai, A'E L7[0, 2z], ft, f! EL [0, 27] (ae. 

bounded functions on (0, 27]), then Alf! e A?f?—A!f! « A? f?. 
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proof 

Notice that |Aif, — A'f*||,0, because it’s less than |Aif, — ASf|lo+ Ato —A‘f'l|, < 

WATTlollf, —f'lle + |AL —A'll, || f'|l>- The result follows from the continuity of the inner 

product. O 

Proposition 8.4.4 

If ||A', — A‘]|,0 and ||ft, — f*||,, 0 for At, A’ € L?[0, 2z], ft, ff €L°([0, 2] x [0, 27]), then 

Ale [s0, p) A?(A) dA Ale [#0, p) A2(A) da [8.4.2] 

proof 

By the continuity of the inner product it suffices to show that 

| fea a0 ato aa — Ja, 9 a40) ea 

Now 
  | | f(A, #) AR(A) da — Jfo, pt) A2(A) da | < 

| Jfo, pu) A2(A) dA — [R0, u) A2(A) da [+ 

| J f(s #) AXA) da — [Pe p) A2(A) dd | 

< [fehl] |A2(A) — A2()|I2 + [lf —f"I] ||A2 Il, where ||fi|| and ||f, —f"|| denote operator norms. 

If g is any function in L™([0, 22]x[0, 27]), then ||gl| <Ilgll,, (this is obvious, as 

[so y) AQ) 
immediately follows. O 

< lle | IAD dX <|lgll, IlAll, regardless of what y is). The result 
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proof of theorem 8.3.1 (part (c), and the completion of the proof of theorem 8.3.2) 

For any function f on [0, 27] use the notation f” to denote the “stepfunctionized version” 

_ 27) , ; ; f"(A) = Sof W Xa (A), xg (A) being defined in the first paragraph of this section. 
J J 

If f is a function on [0, 27] x [0, 27], let 

f" dX Xf (221, ark) Xa x A, ): Notice that n/2m times [8.4.1] can be written as 

(Pa[Ay] Mg.) ® (PalAal Mf 4,) + (PalArl 2 4,)°(PalAdl Bia,) + 

P,[A,] © | PalAalO.) £01b1a9b5(41» Ag, — Az) dA, [8.4.3] 

where P,, is the projection of L? onto M,, (see introduction to this section). Proposition 8.4.2 

gives P,[A,]-A,, and then proposition 8.4.3 and the fact that ||f —f||,,—-0 for any continuous 

function f gives that 

(P,,[Aq] fo,2,) ° (P,,[A9] fb.) + (P,,[Aq] fob») ° (P,,[A9] fa.) 

Aifa, 
a,49 a,b, ° Ao fea,” 

Proposition 8.4.4 gives 

Pali] | PalAal(As) £2 b0gbq(01 Any — 42) dy 19959 

Ay) e [Asn 0. 1b149b,(>1» Ag, _- Aq) di,. 

This completes the proof of theorem 8.3.1. Theorem 8.3.2 follows from the fact that |(P,,[A,] 
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fo ,a,) ° (PalAal fb, < (P[A4] fo 1a,ll2 [IP [A9] ff b,)Ilo < IP ALAdlll. IIfo alloc 

PalAclll2 Ib b,loo S HArll2 Ifa aglleo [Azle If ello <MArlle Ifa allo HAall2 Ife, b,!loo » 

and a similar relation holds for |(P,,[A,] fo 1b) e (P,[A,] i a,)l- We also have 

PalAgl® | PalAsIOx) f,5,0,0,( A» 42) Dil < 

|< 

PalAgIllz lIPalAallls If, b,a,bolloo S$ HArlla llAalla Ilfa,8,a,b9llo0 

      
IP [Ag IIl2 | PalAa]Os) fo by 49941» ro, ~ X3) dA, 

Note that an analogous relation holds for the “o(T)” part in Brillinger’s (1981) 

. T T . . 
expression for cov {Ja,b, (Ay); Ja,b,(A2)}; in which we replace IIo ay! loo , IIf bp lloos Ifo, btloo ; 

If all oo OF Ifa by ab, | oo by another bounded expression (the existence of which is guaranteed 

by Brillinger’s (1981) lemma P4.2, p. 402). 

Theorem 8.3.3 (i) under assumption “c” follows from Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 7.6.1. 

(ii) follows by an argument similar to the proof of theorem 8.3.2 above. 

8.5 QL Function Results 

Recall that proposition 6.2.3 showed D(f, s)= | log(+8/f dA has the correct partial 

derivative (with respect to f) to be a QL function. We would like to complete the proof that D 

is a QL function by showing that it satisfies the other defining properties, and generalize the 

proof to the multivariate case. The next proposition is needed to verify property (d) in the 

definition for “univariate” QL distances. 
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Proposition 8.5.1 

If L(x, 4): Rx [a, b] -9R has a continuous partial derivative with respect to x and the mapping 

F: C-B(L?) is defined by F(f)=L(f, 4) where L(f, A) is the multiplication operator (i.e. 

x(A)L(f, A) x(A) for x(A) € L?) then DF slg] (the derivative evaluated at f€C applied to 

OL(f. 
g €C) is the multiplication operator ou) g(A). 

proof 

The proof follows from the fact that if EC, |[¢]|,,=|IMgll, where My is the multiplication 

operator on L? and || . || is the operator norm (theorem 1.5 p 28 of Conway (1985)). So from 

proposition 6.2.2, 

IIL, A) = [L(fgy A)+L (fo, AE FO)IL 
Ilf — follec 
  0 

as ||f—fpl|,.—0. Here, the norm in the numerator is either the sup or operator, since they are 

the same. 

We are now ready to obtain the general multivariate result for “independent” QL 

distances, which would be stated as follows: 

Theorem 8.5.1 

Suppose 

(a) A is a finite collection of disjoint closed intervals contained in the interval [a, b]. 

(b) Wy A) is a positive definite matrix with domain Ww, xR*x A, where , € R?, whose 

components have continuous (on W,x R*x{[a, b]) partial derivatives with respect to 

components of x. 

(c) ly X): Ux R* x [a, bl >R and Ty Xr): Wax R* x [a, b]-R* are continuous functions 
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on their domain having the property that 

Aly (x x) Alry \)] 
ox = Wy A) x, ox = Wy, A). [8.5.1] 

Then if 

DY (x(A), ¥(A) = J Uy x), 9) dd + ry(x(A), ) #¥() [8.5.2] 

where e represents the inner product in 1,L?, W is a compact subset of C% (so y=(¥,(A),.-- 

¥,(A))), and the domain of D is ¥ x II,,C[a, b] x II, L*[a, b] (or ,C[A] x 1, L?[A]), D satisfies 

definition 6.2.1 and is therefore a Quasi-Likelihood distance in the extended sense. Note that as 

in proposition 6.2.3, two results are given by this theorem. If the design space is [a, b] and A 

is a proper subset of [a, b], then estimates obtained with this QL function will not be optimal. 

proof 

We verify that DY satisfies the conditions of definition 6.3.4. 

condition (b): Fix y(A) € II, L*, and define functions P:II,C[a, b]II,,C[A] as the truncation 

operator, F,:II,C[A]C[A] by F,(f)=1,(f(A), A), Fo:1,C[A]-1,C[A] by F2(f)=r,y(f(A), A), F3: 

II,.C[A]>R by F,(f)=y(A) e f(A) where the inner product is between two functions in II,L?([A], 

F,:C[A]—>R_ by FO=| dA . Then for a fixed y(A), [8.5.2] may be expressed as 

[F,oF,+F,°0F,]oP. Split this into F,oF,;oP + F,0F,0P and consider the pieces 

separately. [F,oF,0 Py’|, [h] o(F, 0 P)’ [ fb: Now F, is linear, hence is its own _p 

=File, o PIs 
oP’|,[h] =F,0F4| derivative. So this equals F, 0 (F, 0 P)’ AL =F,0F{ | o P[hj. 

P(f] P[f] 

On the other hand, [F,oF, oPy'|, [h]= o(F, oP)’ | [hl. F, is linear, so is its own ! 
F3lp, 0 PIs] 

derivative. This means we can rewrite this expression as 

F,0(F, 0 P)’ Au =F,0F4|_oP'I{h] =F30F4| 0 Pihl. 
P(f] P[f] 

Now the proof follows immediately from corollary 6.2.1. For the right hand side, note that 
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Olr x, A ® Olr x, A . ru 2 ( rol 1) [y]. [8.5.3] 

To see this, take the derivative of r,(x)y,;+r2(x)yot ... +1,(x) y,; with respect to x. It is 

  

  

    

Or, (x) Or_(x) Or,(x) 

Ox, °17 ax, Yat +. + Ox, 

Or, (x) Or,(x) Or,.(x) 

OX, v1 OX, Yates. + OX, Yk 

Or, (x) Or,(x) Or ,(x) 

OX, V1 + OX, yot mT Ox, Yk 

Olr yy [ry (x, 1) y. 
Observe this is ( 

Ox 

Corollary 6.2.1 gives the mapping F:11,C—II,C defined by F[x(A)]=r,,(x(A), A) has a 

A[ry(x(A); A)] , , 
> [h(A)] evaluated at x(A) and applied to h(A) (a matrix of derivative DF[x(A)]= 

functions applied to a vector of functions). So the mapping II,C—R defined by y(A) e F[x(A)] 

has a derivative (evaluated at x(A) and applied to h(,)) 

[h(A)] [8.5.4] 
Olr A), A y(n ale) AD 

x 

Olr yy" 
(= ( ee) yay) ony) 
condition (c): Obvious since the components of W,, (x, A) are continuously differentiable. 

q 

condition (d): We obtain the form of Lus- If M is a space of matrices, and F is the mapping 

R*£M defined by x—W/(x), then the derivative of F may be expressed as the vector of 

matrices 
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OW. ow. ee eee y Ox, | [8.5.5] 

in the sense that F may be approximated by a translate of the linear mapping R*—M defined 

by 

OW OW. 
(21, eee on) 5 eee Se |G eae Z,)'. [8.5.6] 

OW 
Ox. 
  Here, is a matrix obtained by replacing each component of W with its partial derivative 

with respect to x,. It follows by the same method of proof of proposition 6.2.1 that if F is the 

mapping 1,C—B(I,L?) defined by x(A)— W(x(A))[ . ] (where the matrix is applied pointwise 

to each function y(A) in I1,L?), then F’ evaluated at x(A) and applied to h(,) is the matrix of 

functions 

AW(x(A)) OW(x(A)) ' 
Ox,” weeny Ox, (fh, (A), aoe h,(A)] [8.5.7] 

which is an operator on 11, L?. To apply the operator to an element a(A) of 11,.L?, simply 

apply the matrix of functions to the vector of functions a(A). The continuity conditions on the 

partial derivatives of the components of W(x) yield that conditions (d) (ii) and (iii) hold. 

O 

Corollary 8.5.1 (to theorem 8.5.1) 

The bivariate distance function defined by 

in 

D(fg, g) = | . log det fg'(w) + trace ([ff'(w)!! g™(w) ) dw [8.5.8] 
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where for a 4 tuple x, x™ is as defined by [6.4.2], is a QL distance. 

proof 

As in [6.4.3], let (1/27) x M(f,,, £22, ¢, a) be the matrix valued function 

fy Ital? f11¢12 f11912 

If,2l? foo fo0C19 f0%12 [8.5.9] 

f11¢12 fo2°12 Hi footete ~ qj2) “12912 - 

£11912 £92912 ©12912 3(f11fo9+ qi2 ~ cia) 

Then if vq(2)=(pr(As Ina )s Sn(As Ga(A))'s VAI=E(A)s £02), (2), q(A))', and a(A) is any 
k vector of L? functions (i.e. a(A) € 11,L?), the operator V[a(A)] =M(v(A)) a(A) is the variance 

operator for the L? sequence v,(A). To show that the derivative Z D(x, y) = 

V_#(x(A))[x(A) — y(A)] it suffices to show that (1) M(x) Z log det x™ = x, and (2) M(x)2 

0 my1y™— y. This is because these imply £ log det x™ =M}4(x) x and ax trace[x 

trace[x™] !y”"= M'}(x) y, and then theorem 8.5.1 yields the result. Note that trace[x™]ly"= 

X3tixX, XQ Y3tiy, Ye 

= 1X +(X3 — ix4)(¥g3 — iyg) +(xg+ix4)(ygtiy4) +X2¥2 

=Y1%q+2(X3y3+X4¥ 4) +X2¥2 

=(Yys Yor Yar ¥4) © (Xy) Xqy 2X3, 2X4). 

Thus the function is of the correct form [8.5.2]. Also observe that if D, r(x) e y=M7'(x)[y] for 

all y, then (D,[r(x)])*=M7!(x). This is because D, [r(x) e y]=(D,[r(x)])*[y] (as explained 

earlier) and (D,[r(x)])*[y] =M™'(x)[y] for all y implies the two matrices are the same. In our 

case, as M"! is symmetric, (D,[r(x)])*=M 1(x)=(M"1)*(x), showing [8.5.1]. 
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Proof of (1): Let x=(a, b, c, d)’.. Observe that log det x™ = log [ab — (c?+d*)]. So a log det 

x"= £(b, a, -2c, -2d)’, where A=ab — (c?+d?). It is easily seen that M(x) £(b, a, -2c, -2d)! = 

x by multiplying the matrix and vector. 

Proof of (2): Let f = (f,, f2, c, q) and h = (e, g, k,, ky). Then if F,(f)=trace([f"]"h™), 

  

Of, A? ° Of A? ’ dc A2 ” “Oq A2 
  

OF, Ag—tf, OF, Ae—tf, OF, A(-2k,)-t(-2c) OF,  A(-2k,)-t(-2q) 

where t=f,e+f,g-2k,c-2k,q and A is as above. To show the result, we take the inner product 

OF . 
of each row of the matrix M(f) with the vector a and show this inner product equals minus 

the corresponding element of the vector h. 

First row: [f?(Ag-tf,)+(c?+q7)(Ae-tf, )+f,c(-2k, A+2ct)+f, q(-A2k,+2tq)]/A7= 

-t[f7f,+(c?-+q?)f,-2c7f, +2q7f,] 
A2 

fiAgt(c?+q?)Ae+fyc(-2k,A)+fyq(-2k,A)_ 
+ AZ 

  

-Atf, | Alfig +(c?+q7)e-2k fyc-2kofia] eA _ 
AZ + AZ ~ A —e 

Second row: [(c?-+q”)(Ag-tf,)+f2(Ac-tf, )+-f.c(-2k, A+2tc)+f,q(-2k,A+2qt)]/A?= 

t(-f.((c?+q?)-f3f, +2c7f,+2q"f,) + (c?-+q7)Ag+fpAe-2k,f,cA-2k fq _ 
A? A? 7 
    

-Atf, A[(c?+q”)g+fJe-2k, foc-2kof.q] _-gA_ g 

A? — A A? A 
    

+ 

Third row: [fyc(Ag-tf,)-+fyc(Ae-tf, )+4(fyf,+e?-q)(-2k, A+2te) +cq(-2k,A+2tq)]/A? = 
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t[-f, f,c-f, fpe+2c(1/2) (f,f.+¢7-q?)+2q7c] 
A2 

+ Al[f,cg+f,ce-k, (f, f-+c?-q?)-2k, cq] _ 
A2 

-teA , Alfieg+foce-k,(f,fo+c7-q?)-2k,eq] _ -k, A 
Az * A? a 
Fourth row: [f,q(Ag-tf,)+f,q(Ae-tf,)-+eq(-2k, A+2te)] +4(f, fo +a?-c)(-2k,A+2tq)/A? = 

= -k,   

t[-f,foq-f,f.q+2c7q+2q S(fyf,+a?-c”) + A[f,ag +foge -2cqk,- 2k, F(f,f.+4?-c?)] 

A? A? 
  

  

-tqA 1 Alf,ag +f,qe -2cqk,- 2k, 5(f,f+9?-c?)] _ -k,A 

A? A? ~ A = -ky 0 

Corollary 8.5.2 (to theorem 8.5.1) 

The cospectral functions in chapter 4 defined by 

A * B . Def oh); g(A)) = [bah g, A) d\, Dp fob), g(A)) = [tet g, A) dA 

satisfy definition 6.2.1, where V= {f,9} x {f,9} x {ag} (or {f,9} x {f29} x ¢). 

Corollary 8.5.3 (to theorem 8.5.1) 

Let W be the space consisting of Sx {fg}, where the model space is the set of positive 

continuous functions, and S is compact inR+. Define 

r 

WAN = 1A) x(a) + 1 190) F™ f(a) x(2) 4a 

and Wy=[Wy “1. Then if D is defined as in example 3 of section 6.4, D satisfies condition (c) 

of definition 6.3.4 and hence may be used in an IRWLS procedure (see remarks following 
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corollary 7.1.2). 

proof 

It’s only necessary to verify the continuity of the mapping (f, KW p x) where the operator 

space has the strong operator topology (i.e. the topology generated by the operator norm), 

since the inversion is continuous (and verify that W? is invertible). Break this operator into its 

two parts, V [x]=f(A)x(A) and Vy .[x]=« f(A) [ 0) x(A) dA. Note IVs, — V yl < 

sup { | [(f, - f,)x]*dA <sup_ |{f, —f,| [Par < |f, —f,], so this operator 
| z | =1 | zr | =1 

is continuous. Defining Wx]= | x dA, the mapping F,: (f, g)— @ W,; (C x CB(L?)) is 

continuous since for ||x||=1 we have 

lle: Wy, ~ 82 Wy fe IIs 

go | fix dd 8 | fx aa| ¥ [lg1 — Salloo Ifill + Ilgalleo If — fall: 

  

21 [x d— ey | fx an| + 
  

Note the mapping Fy: (f, «)—(xf, f) (CxR-CxC) is continuous, and note that V; ,= 

F, oF,. 

Wis, k) is invertible because each piece is a nonnegative operator, and the first is 

positive definite due to f being strictly positive (see exercise 8, p. 249 Conway (1985)). 

Remark: Theorems 10.2.2 and 9.4.5 will essentially show the stronger result that W(f, «)[ . ] is 

continuously differentiable as a function of f. Operator inversion is also differentiable (e.g. 

theorem 7.17, p. 94 Chae (1985)), so W71(f, «) is a QL operator under definition 6.3.4. 
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8.6 IRWLS for Non Gaussian Processes 

We now have all of the machinery in place to define an IRWLS procedure for a filtered 

white noise process (which obviously includes Gaussian processes) and show that the parameter 

estimates obtained from such a procedure are asymptotically BLUE. 

Step 1 

Obtain (A), a rough initial estimate of f(\) (the true spectral density) by smoothing (or fit a 

spline to the smoothed periodogram). 

Step 2 

Obtain a rough initial estimate of « by using Chiu’s (1988) theorem 6 and theorem 3, i.e. 

estimate 

| | f4(A, -A, #) dA dw by 
A 

2 

nF de Daa’) In(o) at Yon + 2 (Yoda) 
n*w RK A A 

and then obtain « by dividing this number by | | $(A)b(p) dA dp. 
A 

Step 3 

Obtain an estimate 6 of 6 by minimizing 

(nA) — f9(A)) ¢ We [T,(A) — f6()] 

with respect to 0, where p = (n, ¢(A), *) and W,, is as defined in corollary 8.5.3. 
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Step 4 

Repeat the above steps, using f(A) in place of ¢(A). 

Remark: In practice you use matrix representations of the operator Wy in step 3 which are 

found as follows. Let ,, Ag, . . . Ay, be the ordered Fourier frequencies in A, and let Ww; be 

the inverse of the matrix 

    

#2.) Oo . . . 0 

0 f(A.) 0 . . 0 

0 
+ 

0 oO f2(A,) 

f(A,)fA1) ~ F(A, )FOR) 

rx 

f(A, FA) » £(AR)FOAS)     
Replace I,,(A) with the vector [I,,(A,), I,(A2), - - - » 1,(A,)]’ and fo(A) with the vector [f,(A,), 

fo(Ao), - - - 5 f9(A,)]/.. A (probably unnecessarily complicated) mathematical justification of this 

simple idea is given in proposition 8.6.1 below. 

The theorems of the preceding section yield an “asymptotic BLUE” property of 

parameter estimates obtained by using the IRWLS procedure. This is because & obtained in 
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step 2 and @ obtained in step 3 on the first cycle through the procedure are consistent (but not 

optimal) estimators by theorem 7.1.1. Applying theorems 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 to the second cycle 

yields that the estimate of 6 obtained there is asymptotically BLUE. Note that the IRWLS 

procedure does not require the explicit form of a non-Gaussian likelihood (i.e. we don’t have to 

specify the non-Gaussian “distance” D(f(A), g(A)) in order to obtain optimal parameter 

estimates, just the form of the variance operator as given in corollary 5.2.1.) The form of this 

non-Gaussian distance (if it exists) is not known, but is of theoretical (and possibly practical) 

interest and is a topic for future research. In certain cases it may also be desirable to use the 

incorrect variance operator in the IRWLS procedure, e.g. in the case where fe from the first 

iteration is near 0 at a frequency ». This will force fe in future iterations to be (perhaps 

overly) influenced by the periodogram ordinate at 4. To prevent this from happening, one 

could use 1/max{c, fA(A)} (for some predetermined constant c) as a weight for the next 

iteration rather than 1 /£(A). Again, a topic for future research. 

Proposition 8.6.1 

Let M,, be a sequence of finite dimensional “step function” subspaces of L?, and define P,, as 

the projection operator onto M,,. Suppose (i) W(x(A), «) is defined as in [8.5.10], (ii) U is a 

neighborhood of xg(A) and K is a (positive) neighborhood of xg so that for all x E U, KE K, 

there exists a positive R,, R, with x(A) >R, and ||W(x(A), «)||<R, in operator norm (iii) 

P, Ly]Esy for any y€L*. Then given €>0 and z€ L?, 3 an integer N and a neighborhood 

VxK, CU XK of x9x«,) so that forn>N,xEV,KEK 

II[P,,W(x(A), «)P, JP [2] — W"(x9(A), Ko) [z]Il<e. 

Here, the operator P,,W(x(A), «)P,, is restricted to M,, and the inverse is defined on this space. 

proof 

Step 1 Note that if A, is the smallest eigenvalue of P,,W(x(A), «) P,, restricted to the subspace 
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M,, then 4,,>R, for all n and all x, « € UxK (of course this implies the operator P,,W,P,, 

restricted to the subspace M,, is invertible). This is because P,.M,P,, may be represented with 

respect to the natural basis for M,, as a diagonal matrix with 1/length(A,) | a P(A) dA on the 
2 

diagonal, where A, is the ith step. But 1/length(A,)} , @(A) dA > R,. 3 ‘ A; 1 

Step 2 Observe the sequence [P,,W(x(A), x) P,,]! (restricted to M,,) is bounded in operator 

norm (by R3=1/R,) for all n and all x, «€UxK. Also, [P,W(x(A), «)P,]?P, as an 

operator on L? is self adjoint (x e [P,,W(x(A),«)P,] 'P,[yl= P,lx] e[P,W(x(A), «)P,)'P,,ly] = 

[P,W(x(), «)P,]'P,,[x] ¢ P,,ly] by the self adjointness of [P,,W(x(A), «)P,]! on M,) 

Choose y so z=W(x)(A), &)[y]. This is possible since W is invertible. 

Step 3 Choose Vx K, C UxK and N, so 

II[P,, W(xp(A), Ko) — P,, W(x(A), &)Pylly]ll<e/2Rg for all x, €VxK, and n> Ny. 

Note ||[P,,W(x9(A); 9) — P, W(x), *)P,llylll < 

[ITP pW(xo(A), %o) — P»W(x(A), s)][yIII+II[P W(x), ©) — P,W(x(A), *)P,J[ylll- 

But ||[P,,W(x9(A); %o) — P,W(x(A), *)ILyIII=IIP.[W(x9(A), %o) — W(x), «)ILyIll < 

Pall ITW(xo(A), %o) — Wx), «)I[y]I] and 

IIP,,W(x(A), «) — P,,W(x(A), «)P,lly]ll = 

ITP, W(x(A), «)T— PL IyIIl < IP all WO), «I I PAID. 

Therefore, VxK, should be chosen so ||[W(x9(A), &9) -— W(x(A), «)][y]||<e/2 for all x, 

* €VxK,, and N, should be chosen so ||{I — P,,][y]|| < ¢/2Rz. 
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Step 4 Observe that for x, x € VxK,, ||[P,W(x(Q), «)P,]°P,[W(Xx9(), 9) — P,,W(x(A), «) 

P Jiyll|<e/2. This is by the boundedness of ||[P,,W(x(\), «)P,J'|| by R3 and the fact 

IP p[W(x9(A), &p) — P,,W(x(A), «) Pallylll <e/2Rg. 

Step 5 Finally, write 

[P,,W(x(Q)), «)P,J3P,, [W(x9(), &g) — P,W(x(), «)P,lly] = 

[P,W(x(A), «)P,]"P,, W(x9(4), *o)ly] — P,[yl- 

Choose N, so ||P_[y] — yll<e/2 for n > N5. Hence if N=max{N,, N,} and n>N, then 

II [P,W(x(A), «)P,)"P,W(xo(A), Xo)Ly] — yll<e 

for x, K€ VxK,. Using the fact z=W(x,(A), &)Ly]; 

I [P,,W(x(A), «)P,J*P [2] — W"(x9(A), 0) [zlll<e 

and we are done. oO 

8./ Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have given theorems supporting the application of chapter 6’s 

theory to spectral analysis. Sections 2, 3 and 4 show that the periodogram satisfies the 

definition of a random L? sequence (definition 6.3.2). Specifically, we may conclude two main 

results from the theorems of this chapter. First, the periodogram calculated from the 

univariate “filtered white noise process” (example 5 of section 6.4) is a random L? sequence 

with limiting function f(A), the true spectrum, and variance operator W(f, «)[x(A)] = 20M j2 

[x(A)] + 2re«f() [; f(A) x(A) dA. The model space is the set of positive, continuous functions. 
-7 

Second, the components of the periodogram matrix calculated from the bivariate Gaussian 

process (example 4 of section 6.4) is a (multivariate) random L? sequence. The limiting 

function is (f,,(A), fo9(A), c(A), q(A)), and the variance operator is represented by the matrix of 
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functions M(f,,(A), f9(A), ¢(A), a(A)) (defined in [6.4.3]), in the sense that if Y=(¥,, ¥2, ¥3, 

~,) is a vector of L? functions, V[y] is the vector of functions obtained by calculating M[y] 

pointwise for each A. The model space for this random L? sequence is {f=(f,, f,, f,, £4) 

€ I1,C[-7, z] | det f">0} (notation f™ defined in example 4 of section 6.4). 

Theorems 8.2.1 and 8.3.3 establish the expectation conditions (f and g) of definition 

6.3.2, while theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 establish the variance conditions (d and e). For the 

multivariate process, one must take into consideration the comments in section 5.4 when 

establishing M(f,,(A), f(A), ¢(A), q(A)) is the variance operator, as theorems 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 

are given in terms of (complex valued) cross spectra rather than the co and quad spectra. 

The theorems of this chapter establish the above mentioned results for three versions of 

the periodogram: (1) the “natural” extension, (2) the “4n” step function extension, and (3) the 

“Fourier frequencies” step function extension. For (1) and (2), the results hold for the true 

spectrum a function of bounded variation which is greater than some positive constant c (for 

the multivariate case, the components of the true spectral matrix must be of bounded variation 

and det f™ must be greater than c). For (3), the results hold for the true spectrum a function 

greater than c which also satisfies the BCC. 

Section 8.5 establishes the “QL function” results discussed in the examples of section 

6.4. Theorem 8.5.1 actually gives more than this, giving sufficient conditions for the existence 

of a multivariate (on the function space II,C) QL function. Finally, section 8.6 gives an 

IRWLS procedure for a non Gaussian “filtered white noise” process, showing the procedure 

results in optimal parametric estimates according to the theorems in chapter 7. Section 8.6, 

however, is not the conclusion of the theory. The following chapter will take a closer look at 

“non Gaussian” type QL operators, examining why it may be desirable to use them for 

parametric estimation even when the observed series is Gaussian. 
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Chapter IX 

“Almost Optimal” Estimation in Misspecified Models 

All models are wrong; some models are useful - G. E. P. Boz 

9.1 Introduction 

The obvious uses of the theory developed in the preceding two chapters are in 

obtaining optimal parameter estimates by an IRWLS method for (non) Gaussian univariate 

and multivariate series, and especially in cospectral estimation. But the most important 

ramifications are in “almost optimal” parametric estimation for the case of a misspectfied 

model. Chiu (1988) pointed out that in the case of “contaminated” series, i.e. where the 

contamination only appears in certain frequency bands of the spectrum of the observed process, 

the contaminated bands may be excluded from analysis before fitting the model (see also Rice 

(1979), Cameron and Turner (1987)). He assumes, however, that the spectrum of the observed 

process satisfies the BCC (i.e. is smooth in some sense, such as being continuously 

differentiable). One might wish to assume that the spectrum of the observed series is fy+fy,, 

where fy and the model {fg} satisfy the BCC, but f,, is “rougher” in that it may not even be 

continuous. This is the reason behind the setup of the theorems in chapter 8: Theorems 8.2.1 

and 8.3.1 show the correct asymptotic variance and bias conditions obtain for processes whose 

spectra are of bounded variation. However, there is an important distinction to be made 

between this more general approach and that of Chiu (1988) along with most of the literature. 

Under the assumption that the spectrum satisfies the BCC, one may restrict the periodogram 

to the finite collection of intervals A and obtain a random L? sequence. Alternatively, one 
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may consider D(f, g)=| Jostt+e/t dA to be a QL function for the periodogram defined on 

[-7, a]. However, if the spectrum is only of bounded variation, by the results in this 

dissertation one may not consider the periodogram restricted to A to be a random L? sequence 

or D(., .) to be a QL function. This is essentially because theorem 8.2.1 will not necessarily 

yield asymptotic unbiasedness if the periodogram is restricted to A, or will not necessarily 

guarantee the link condition to hold if we attempt to restrict D( .,.) to A. In the sequel we 

will only consider the problem of fitting a model defined on [-7, 7], rather than fitting a model 

over frequency bands. It will be shown that the problem of not being able to eliminate certain 

“contaminated” bands is solved in another way. 

We give a procedure which may be applied if it is not precisely known which frequency 

bands are contaminated. Under certain conditions, this procedure is equivalent to reweighted 

least squares applied to a smoothed version of the periodogram, and the procedure might 

roughly be described as reweighted least squares in which asymptotic covariance in the 

periodogram is incorrectly assumed. This relates to parametric estimation in non-Gaussian 

series, because the periodogram of a non-Gaussian series does have asymptotic covariance in its 

periodogram, as was seen in chapter 6. 

One of the central ideas in this dissertation is a new definition of “quasi likelihood 

function” (Chapter 6) which assumes a decreasing amount of correlation in the observations 

(i.e. the periodogram) in a systematic fashion. The usual definition from McCullagh (1983) 

would assume any covariance between two observations as a fixed function of the means 

vector, and an intuitive discussion of how “variance operators” describe the limiting behavior 

of “variance matrices” is given in section 9.6. If the means model is misspecified, in some cases 

it may be enlightening to actually determine the QL function in the extended class to see how 

bias affects the estimates. Further, in the case of model misspecification, it may be desirable to 
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purposefully use the “wrong” QL function in order to lessen the bias. If this “incorrect” 

function is properly chosen, variance of the parametric estimates will be little damaged sf the 

model was in fact correct, and parametric variances will be “almost” optimal even if the model 

is incorrect. Earlier we stated that frequency domain spectral estimation should be regarded 

as attempting to estimate a “one dimensional generalized model response surface”. The 

applications to be presented will crystallize this idea, and the central concept extends beyond 

time series applications to the arbitrary dimensional “generalized model response surface” 

described in the next section. 

9.2 The Generalized Model Response Surface 

Consider the following situation. We are interested in modeling the means of the 

independent observations y,; as a function of some regressors x,, where x, € [0, 1] for all i. The 

means are described by E(y;) = @9+/(,x;, and the variances are var(y;) = v(x;) for some 

positive function v on [0, 1]. The experiment is to be performed in stages, where at stage n 

observations corresponding to x,;= i/2" will have been observed. This is not a true 

“generalized model response surface”, but a simplified example designed to illustrate a basic 

concept which applies in that setting. 

First consider estimating the unknown parameter vector # solving the normal 

equations 

X’W(y — Xf)=0 [9.2.1] 

where W is an arbitrary fixed matrix (i.e. not assumed to be symmetric, etc). It may be 

shown that Var B , where B solves the above equation, is given by 

[(X’Wx)y? X! W] V [W! X(X’w’xy4]. [9.2.2] 
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Of course if W = V1, the true inverse variance matrix (a diagonal matrix with v,;,=v(x,)), 

then var B = (X’v-'xy? which is the “optimal” variance matrix for BLUE parametric 

estimates. However, if W/X = V"'X, then var B will be exactly the same (use the fact that 

X'W=(W’'X)’ to reduce [9.2.2]). Hence if W’ “acts” like V' on the columns of the X matrix, 

then the variance of parameter estimates will not be damaged. This fact will be used to 

construct W matrices which may be used in place of the V matrix in an IRWLS procedure 

(see, for example, Chiu (1988) for theorems supporting the use of IRWLS in spectral 

estimation). Specifically, we will use W matrices of the form W,= vi K,, or W,= Ki v; 

K,, , where v,! is the true diagonal inverse variance matrix, and K,, is a “fixed bandwidth 

kernel matrix”. For example, ignoring possible problems at the boundary, K,, applied to the 

second column of the X matrix for our example might look like 

.21+.22+.23 
3 

.22+.23+.24 
3 

-234+.24+.25 — = 

-24+.25+.26 
~— 3 . . . -25 

-20+.26+.27 6 
an . 
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|
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Notice that each element of the vector K, x is a Riemann sum of | K(A — x) x dx, 
oO 

where K is a function called the kernel whose graph is a straight line centered around 0 on the 

x axis. The length of this line is called the “bandwidth”, and by “fixed bandwidth” we mean 
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that the bandwidth remains the same even after more observations are taken in later stages of 

the experiment. 

There are several points to be made about the setup just described. First, the matrices 

should be viewed as linear operators on the space of (continuous) functions on the unit 

interval. For example, V,’ x “is” the function 1x where v(x) is the diagonal element of 
v(x) 

V,, for x €[0, 1]. So the variance matrix may be viewed as the operator which maps the 

function f € C[0, 1] to V(f) € C[O, 1], where V[f](x)= f(x)/v(x). Similarly, the kernel matrix is 

the operator which maps the function f to 

KIN) =| K(ry)fly) ay, 

Second, notice that minimizing 

(y - XA)’ Ky, VK, (y—X8) = (K, y—K,, XA)’ Vi (K,y—K, XA) [9.2.3] 

is the same as minimizing 

(y,— XA)! V''(y, — XA) [9.2.4] 

(assuming K,X=X), where y,=K,y (i.e. a “smoothed” version of the observations y). 

Furthermore, minimizing 

(y —XA)' V,) K,, (y— XA) [9.2.5] 

is the same as minimizing 
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(y—XA)' V'(y—Xf) + (y,—X#)’ V"(y,—X8). [9.2.6] 

For a proof of this, observe that [9.2.5] may be expanded as 

y'V Ky —y’V'KX£ — p’X'v''Ky + p’X'V 1 KX@ = 

y’V Ky — p’X'v_ly— p’x'v 'Ky+ 6’x'v xp [9.2.7] 

using the facts that (1) KX=X, and (2) y'V'Xf= (y’V!X8)’ since its a scalar. [9.2.6] may be 

expanded as 

(y'v_ly —y'V Xp — p’X'V 'y+p/X'V'Xp)+ 

(y’K’V ‘Ky — y’K’/V KX — p’X'K’V 'Ky+f’X’K’V KX) 

= (y’V"y —29'xX'v ly + p’X'V''XB)+ 

(y’K’V 'Ky — 29’X'V 'Ky+'X'V ' Xp) [9.2.8] 

using the facts that (1) KX=X, (2) X’K’= (KX)’, and (3) 6’X'V'1Ky = (6’X'V''Ky)’ since its 

a scalar. 

Now take the derivatives of [9.2.7] and [9.2.8] with respect to 8. The derivative of 

[9.2.7] is —X'v_ly —x'v''Ky+ 2x'V''X{, which, set to 0 and solved for # yields 

B= 1/2 (X'V IX) 1(xX'V14x'V I K)y. [9.2.9] 
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The derivative of [9.2.8] is —2X’V-ty+2X'V 'X# — 2X’V_ 'Ky+2X’V ‘Xf, which, set to 0 and 

solved for # also yields [9.2.9]. 

What this suggests is that at least so far as multiple linear regression is concerned, an 

IRWLS procedure may be applied to smoothed data. It will also be seen that if W is not 

symmetric, IRWLS using the “variance operator” W may not yield a consistent estimate of the 

solution to [9.2.1], and an alternative procedure is described in section 7. Assuming a 

symmetric kernel operator K and using the “inverse variance operator” KV!K, if the 

smoothing would “reproduce” the columns of the X matrix and the weighted columns of the X 

matrix (i.e. the columns of V!X), then the variance of parametric estimates will not be 

damaged (see corollary 9.4.4). This is assuming the model is correct. What would be the 

effect of smoothing if the model was misspecified? Is it really possible to smooth without 

damaging the model? We will attempt to provide an answer in the sequel. 

9.3 A Misspecified Spectral Model 

We are interested in the situation of having observed a series X(t)+N(t), where X(t) 

and N(t) are uncorrelated Gaussian stationary processes, but wanting to estimate the spectrum 

of X(t) (see, e.g. Cameron and Turner (1987)). Assume that the model {fg}g ¢ @ contains fy, 

the spectrum of X(t). Also assume that the noise series N(t) has a spectrum fy, which is very 

“sharp” compared to a “smooth” fy. Such a situation might arise in practice if the observed 

series has not had a seasonal trend properly removed prior to the spectral analysis. The 

spectrum of the observed series is fy + f,,, and according to Taniguchi (1979), the @ from ML 

is actually estimating 69 which minimizes 

D(fg fy + fy)= | tostte(ay + aes da. [9.3.1] 
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Unfortunately the variance of @ is also adversely affected. Taniguchi (1979) gives an 

expression for the variance in the misspecified model case, the analog of which in terms of the 

more familiar (to most applied statisticians) multiple linear regression model would be 

Var @ = (( X’ W Xy! x’ WJ V [W X (X’ W X)4] [9.3.2] 

where V is a diagonal matrix with g?(A,) on the diagonal and g(A) is the true spectrum (again, 

this corresponds to theorem 7.1.2). W is supposed to be the inverse variance matrix, but it has 

1/f§ (Ai) on its diagonal, where fg (A) is from the misspecified model, plus some terms from 

the second derivative of the likelihood function and model (e.g. see [5.1.2], [7.1.1], [7.1.2]). 

Thus if the model is misspecified, both the variance and bias of the parametric estimates are 

affected. 

In terms of our definitions in chapter 6, the “intuitive” scenario just described will be 

expressed as follows (which is assumed to hold in the sequel). 

Assumption 9.3.1 The observed series is univariate Gaussian and has a spectrum of bounded 

variation. 

It is not even necessary to assume the model to be fit satisfies the BCC, it just needs 

to be continuous. However, given a particular QL operator, it will need to be checked that the 

link condition holds. This will be done by verifying the following 

Assumption 9.3.2 W*[.] has range satisfying the BCC. 

and then appealing to the results of chapter 8. 
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9.4 Applications of the New QL Theory 

So far, we have not said anything regarding if and how our new definition extends the 

old in a meaningful way. We know from chapter 6 that the function 

D, (f(A), g(A)) = [tos f(A) + eS dA [9.4.1] 

is a QL function and 

wy D, (f(a), g(A)) = Fay [f(A) - g)]- 

So the inverse variance operator for D, applied to an arbitrary function h(A) would be 

V-1(f(A))[h(A)] = =~ hQ), (OHO = iy BO) 

i.e. multiplication by the inverse variance function for independent, exponential random 

variables. More generally, if we take any function L(y, 4) defined on a subset of RxR which 

satisfies 

OL(y, #) _ (y—H) 
Op V(n) 

  

where V(j) is a positive function defined on R, and define D(f, g) = | L(f(A), g(A)) dA, the 
A 

resulting “distance” will be a QL function. This corresponds to the “independent observations” 

case, as we essentially have replaced the sum of log likelihoods with an integral. The 

derivative is 

(4A) — (A) 
Ta) “Vy, A) 
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where I,(A) is the indicator function, and the variance operator is multiplication by 

I,(A)/V(fQ), 4). Note that for the link condition to hold for this QL operator, a condition is 

needed such as the spectrum satisfying the BCC, which is the usual condition in most of the 

current literature. This is because the link condition is verified by invoking theorem 8.2.1. 

A “distance” which does not simply involve integrating an “L” function is 

Da(f(), 8(2)) =|" lost KIA) + RET aa 9.4.2] - [f(A)] 

where K(f]= [k(A, x) f(x) dx, which is the same as D,(K[f], K[g]). Notice that the definition 

requires the concept of a “function space” for the kernel operator to make sense. Some 

requirements also need to be made on K, namely (1) K[f]>0 for f in the model space, and (2) 

K* satisfies assumption 9.3.2. Assuming these conditions, we have the following theorem 

concerning the derivative of D,: 

Theorem 9.4.1 

oO _ — K* _ 
alfA)] D2(f(A), g(A)) fo kK MiKo)? K[fo g] 

Remark: As mentioned in chapter 6, the function on the right is a representation of a linear 

functional on L?. 

proof 

Use the chain rule to determine AD] D,(£(A), g(A)) [h(A)] for h(A) € C. Because for 

f(A) 
fixed g, D,(f(A), g(A))=D,(K[f)], K[g(A)]), we have that 
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Oo Fea Dal): 6) Len [n()] 

AAT of 2 
area KD an (ar ist} ne 

x 

= M K{f, —g] -K{h] dA (this is true by the requirements on K [Ms actzgy® Kloal “K0A] aa ( y the req ) 

= |K*M K[f, —g] -h ddA 
| 1K tig)? Kio ~ # 

Hence D, is seen to be of the correct form with the claimed inverse variance operator. oO 

What type of kernel operator K should be used? The intuition from section 2 suggests 

that the ideal K should reproduce the columns of the X matrix, or analogously the partial 

derivatives of the model Ofe/ G6 as closely as possible. However, it should be kept in mind that 

section 2 was geared towards showing IRWLS on a smoothed dataset is equivalent to IRWLS 

with a nondiagonal inverse variance matriz for a special case. Nothing was said regarding the 

general nonlinear model problems of variance and bias, which we examine now. 

First, consider the bias problem. Suppose we have a kernel K so that K[fy]=fy. If 

fy € {fg} but we observe the process X(t)+N(t), then by theorem 7.1.1, 6, minimizing D,(fg, 

I,,) is estimating 69 minimizing D,(fg, fy+fy). By another application of theorem 7.1.1, 6, 

minimizing D,(fg, I,,) is estimating 8) minimizing D.(fg, fy+fy). But Do(fg, fytfn) = 

D,(Jk(A, x)fg(x) dx, JkO, x)(f£x(x)+fy(x)) dx. Notice that [k(A, x)(fy(x)+fy(x)) dx = 

fy+Jk(A, x)f,y(x) dx, that is, the spectrum we want to estimate plus a smoothed version of 

the noise spectrum. This smoothed noise spectrum may have greatly reduced capability for 

biasing our parametric estimates, assuming it is “sharp” in comparison to fy and assuming K x 
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is properly chosen. How to choose K is a major topic in the sequel. However, it should be 

mentioned at this point that one condition which we will require of K, which is not assumed 

symmetric, is that K* satisfy Assumption 9.3.2 so that the variance operator will satisfy this 

condition. This is not restrictive in practice, as a sufficient condition is simply requiring the 

function k(A, x) to be twice continuously differentiable with respect to x. Alternatively, given 

an arbitrary operator K, one can always use KK,, where K, is a small bandwidth symmetric 

smoother operator to force (KK,)*=K}{K*=K,K* to satisfy the condition. 

What happens if the “wrong” kernel K is used, i.e if K[fy] #fy? If K still filters the 

noise, nothing so far as bias is concerned, as is shown in the following theorem. However, if K 

does not filter the noise, the estimate will still be biased. 

Theorem 9.4.2 

If (1) K[f,y]=0, (2) fy= fo) and (3) K {fa J # K {fo if 6, # 94, then Do(fp, fy+fy,) has a unique 

minimum at 0=6p. 

proof 

Do(fg: £x +f )=D2(fg, f£x)=D,(Klfe], K[fx]). But D, has a unique minimum at 6, by Theorem 

1 of Taniguchi (1979) (since K(f, J=KIE xJ]). O 

Actually, it is easily seen that any operator of the form K,(f)K(f), where K(fa dle n]=0, 

will result in unbiased estimates assuming the QL equations [7.1.4] have a unique solution. 

This is because K,(f)K(f) fo, - (fo, +in)I=0; so 9, will always be a solution. 

The simple QL function of theorem 9.4.1 motivates the rationale behind why 

smoothing prior to IRWLS might reduce bias, but it should be remembered that we don’t need 

the actual QL function in order to use its variance operator in an IRWLS procedure. As a 
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matter of fact, the QL function corresponding to a given variance operator doesn’t have to 

ezist. For example, consider the variance operator 

  W(f(A)) [h(A)] = FO) | K(A-x) h(x) dx [9.4.3] 

and a simplified “matrix version” 

1/x? 0 ki, ky Xy 

0 1/x? ko, Keg Xo 

(1/x$) (ky 1X4 +k 2X9) 

(1/x3)(kq 1X4 +koX2) 

Suppose a two variable, real valued function F(x), x) exists so that OF/Ox, = 4 
Xy 

(k,,X,+k,)x,) and OF/dx, = 4 (ka1X1 +k 9X9). Integrating OF /Ox, with respect to x, gives 
x2 

k 
k,,log(x,) — =1372+-4(x9) for some function ¢ of x,. Now take the derivative of this function 

1 
with respect to x, and set it equal to OF/Ox, to solve for ¢/(x,). We have k,/x2?+¢'(x.)= ~ 

2 

(k,,X,+k22x.). But this is impossible (without assuming conditions on the K matrix, such as 

k,,=k.,=0), as it implies ¢’ is also function of X}: 

Another “impossible” but useful inverse variance operator is a slight variant of D,’s 

operator, namely K*M___.K. Recall this operator was discussed in section 2, and of course if 
1/f 

K reproduces the true spectrum, D,’s inverse variance operator will reduce to this. The sequel 

will discuss “non self adjoint” and other inverse variance operators for which there may not 

exist corresponding QL functions, showing the consistency of an IRWLS method for 

determining the zeros of the QL equations. 
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How does the asymptotic variance matrix for the parametric estimates act if the model 

is correct and under model misspecification? Recall from chapter 7 that the asymptotic 

variance matrix for \n(6 — 95) is [My(9o)1' Qy(8) [Myy(8)]? where 

Of Myw(9) = [®y(for £) — Sy (for f6)] © aarag + 

  

fo, f fo, so mee 
and 

Ofg Ofg 
Qw(9) = 75 © 0 [We V W"(fo) * ae 

(i.e. [7.1.1] and [7.1.2]). Here is a theorem formalizing the intuitive discussion in section 9.2. 

Theorem 9.4.4 

Assuming 

to Of, 

i) W*(fo.) * ag = V+ ape [9.4.4] 

* OP(fo,, fg.) OP( fos f) 

ii Ox TO = 8 Pylfe, ) -— Pylfe, fo,)] = 0 [9.4.5]   

then [My(8)]"? Qy(8) [Myy(9,)]"* collapses to Mj} (definition 7.1.3 (c)), and the asymptotic 

variance matrix is optimal. 

proof 

To see this, notice that 
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of, of, Of) Of M4. [ wis Mea So % 
so that (i) and (ii) together imply My=My, and 

Feo] WCiaW WiC) « 28 |= [weet « Feo] v weet) « 28 | 

so that (i) also implies QV=Qy. Oo 

Observe that for the weighted least squares QL distance, the first part of [9.4.5] is 

automatically satisfied as ®(x(A), y(A)) is constant as a function of x(A). For the variance 

operators we have discussed (M, 72 K and K*M, if? K), corollary 9.4.4 below will show that if 

the conjugate kernel reproduces the weighted partial derivatives (Af (A)/ 00,)(1 /§,0)) and the 

model is correct, then the variance of our estimates is not damaged. But first, it is shown in 

the following theorem 9.4.5 and corollaries 9.4.1 to 9.4.3 that these QL operators, which are all 

specific cases of the operator KM, 2 Kj, actually are QL operators. They also show that the 
If 

“second derivative” parts in the definition of My, (expression [ 7.1.1]) are zero if the kernels 

are chosen to filter the noise, resulting in a simpler asymptotic variance matrix for parametric 

estimates just as if the model were correct. Corollary 9.4.4 looks at conditions on the kernel to 

achieve an optimal variance matrix if the model is misspecified. 

Theorem 9.4.5 

Let U be an open subset of C[a, b], and suppose f€ U. Let g(x, A): U, x[a, bl] -R (where 

U, CR) have a continuous partial derivative with respect to x, and have a domain such that 

g(u(A), A) is well defined for all ueéU. For the mapping U—B(L7[a, b]) defined by 
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F(u)=M oyu, al . ] (where M,[ . ] is the multiplication operator on L? defined by M,[x(A)] = 

h(A) x(A)), we have DF Ih] = Moag(7,a) , [ . ] (i.e. multiplication by the function Pett), ») A) 

Ox 

h(A)). 

proof 

Recall the proof of proposition 8.5.1. As shown in theorem 1.5, p. 28 of Conway (1985), the 

mapping L™[a, b]>B(L?) defined by 6M g is linear and norm preserving. For completeness, 

we give a short proof here. 

For f € L?, {Iéfllo < |IAl|-ollflla, 80 Mall < Il¢ll.o- On the other hand, given e>0, there 

exists a set A, so that |¢| > ||¢||,,—¢ on A,. Then (1/ {m(A,)) I, is in the unit ball of L? 

with | (1/ {m(A,)) I, | > |I¢ll..—€ As € is arbitrary, we conclude ||M,]|| > ||¢||,, and we 
€ 

are done. 

Returning to the proof of theorem 9.4.5, regard the mapping F as the composition 

F, oF, where F,:C[a, b]+C[a, b] is defined by u-g(u, A), and F,:C[a, b] +B(L?) is defined by 

¢—M,. Now use proposition 6.2.1 and the chain rule. 0 

Corollary 9.4.1 (to theorem 9.4.5) 

The mapping C[a, b] >B(L?[a, b]) defined by F(f)=M o( Kf], al . | has derivative, evaluated at f 

. , - qe gs dg(K[F(A)], A) 
and applied to h, DF Ih] = Mag(KIfI,a) K [ . ] (ie. multiplication by — 

Or [4] 
K[h())). 

proof 

We may write F=F, oF, oF 3, where F,:C[a, b]—C[a, b] is defined by F,[f] = K[f], and F,, F, 

are as defined in theorem 9.4.5. By the chain rule, DF |,[h] = D[F, 0 F4] lp f° D[F3] [ fH. Of 
3 
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course, F3 being linear is its own derivative. So DF |,[h] = D[F, 0 F,] Pa o K[h], which equals 

Moq(KI4],A) 0 
ee K[h] 

Corollary 9.4.2 (to theorem 9.4.5) 

The mapping C[a, b]B(L?[a, b]) defined by 

P(u)= KM g(ctuj,aya 
where K, K, and Ky are any bounded operators on L?[a, b], has a derivative (evaluated at f 

and applied to h) 

DF Iplh] = KoMagcxtyyay | Ka 5a KIA] 

proof 

This mapping is a composition F,oF, where F,:C[a, b]—B(L”) is defined by F,(¢) = 

Mo(K[9],a) and Fo: B(L?)—-B(L”) is defined by F,[M]=K,MK,. Note that F, is linear and use 

the chain rule together with corollary 9.4.1. 0 

We are now able to show the important corollary 9.4.3, which says that if the noise 

can be filtered by K,, a QL operator of the form F(u)=KQM g(x [u),4)K1 will yield unbiased 

estimates of the parameter, and the second derivative parts of the matriz [7.1.1] will vanish. 

Corollary 9.4.3 (to theorem 9.4.5) 

(i) The mapping C[a, b]>B(L?[a, b]) defined by F(u)=K2M Q(x fuj,a)K1 is a QL operator. 

Suppose {fg} is a model, and g € L? is such that gfe +f ny: If K,[fy]=0, then: 

. , _ Of 
(ii) 05 is a solution of the QL equations a5 © KM aK Lf 9],a)Kilfo —g]. 

(ili) Py (fg, fytfy) - Py (fo,» fg,)|=0. 
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d dO fp, fo.) - Q (fo) fy+fy) - 

(iv) Ox Ox ~ 

proof 

(i) follows from Corollary 9.4.2. (ii) is obvious, as Ky[fo, —g]=0. (iii) is obvious, so we prove 

(iv). Recall ®(x(A), y(A)) was defined as W(x(A))[y(A)], which, as a function of x(A) can be 

viewed as the composition F, oF , where F,: C-+B(L’) is defined by F.[x(A)] = W(x(A))[ - ] 

and F,: B(L?)-L? is defined by F,[W] = Wly())]. So again by the chain rule, the partial 

derivative of © with respect to x evaluated at f and applied to y is DF, rol f° PF 2 [ [P- 

Regardless of what f is, DF is evaluation at y. By corollary 9.4.2, 
1 a 

DF 2 | R= KoMog Kish) so7q) MU 
Ox 

Because K,[f,]=0, if this operator is evaluated at y=fy+fy, it is the same as being evaluated 

at fy. If fo =f ‘x: (iii) follows immediately. 0 

The (nice) conditions (iii) and (iv) only hold for fired operators K, and K,. In chapter 

10 it will be seen that if K, or K, is a function of the model, (iv) most likely will not hold. 

Now that we know about bias, we can begin to examine conditions on K required for 

the operators M, yok or K*M, p K (1) to yield optimal variance for the estimates if the 
/ 

model is correct, and (2) to yield optimal variance for the estimates if the model is incorrect 

due to contamination, while at the same time giving an unbiased estimate. 

Corollary 9.4.4 (to theorem 9.4.4) 

1) Suppose the inverse variance operator is M, ip? K , and the true spectral density g=f, tf N 
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for a univariate process with fourth cumulant spectrum identically zero satisfies: 

(i) K[fy]=0. 

Ofo(0) | Afag(A) 
(ii) K* = 36, BO) 0% BO) 

      (ii) | K* Me) 1 | gaya. xt] WO | ansoyint _ =0,i=1..p. 
m 00; £0) 8 9 06 ; £3, ( d) P 

Then under the conditions of corollary 7.1.1 (i.e. uniqueness of 6), the asymptotic variance 

matrix for 6 solving the QL equations is optimal, just as if fo, were the true spectral density. 

Note that the condition (i) guarantees 6, is a solution to the QL equations [7.1.4]. 

2) If the inverse variance operator is K* M___» K and the condition 
1/f 

He, 6, (iv) K+ a =a 

also holds, then the conclusion is the same. 

Remarks: (1) It will become apparent from the discussion in chapter 10 that if the “second 

derivative parts” of [7.1.1] are 0, the conclusion of corollary 9.4.4 remains the same for “model 

dependent” operators K(f)[ . ]. (2) Condition (iii) is “given” and cannot be affected by QL 

operator choice. As such, it will not play a role in the sequel. It is assumed that (iii) is 

“close” to 0, that is, the model is not misspecified too badly. 

proof 

Because of corollary 9.4.3, it only needs to be shown that 

Of, Of, Of, ofp, 

79 © W(fo,) * ry = a M93 96" [9.4.6] 
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and 

M4 Wif, \V W*(f 4 _ M 4 9.4.7 7 © (f,) (f6,) * pr = 39 © 1/13,” 80" [9.4.7] 

where W(f)=M, 92 K or K* M, 19? K. Notice that 

a K + “eo -=|K*M Peg Peg 9.4.8 ae ° “1/4, 36 1/13, 08 © 96 9-4-8) 
and 

eg K*M K Mo, = E a0 M K Oo 9.4.9 56 © 1193, +r =|K*>F 0 1/93, * or [9.4.9] 

so that (i) and [9.4.8] imply [9.4.6] if W(f)={M 7? K, and (iv) and [9.4.9] imply [9.4.6] if 
1/ 

W(f)=K* M K. Also observe 
1/f? 

te, * te, 

* Of, * Oe, 
K wi," Ob. © M 2 K 1/93." a" [9.4.10] 

and 

Oe, * * Of6, oe O|K “1/93, KV KOM, 2 K «apr = 

* Ae, * fo, 
K M 1/48, K * a ©|M 2 K 1/93, K * 30" [9.4.11] 
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Now [9.4.10] and (iii) imply [9.4.7] if W(}=M K, and [9.4.11] and (iii) imply [9.4.7] if 
u/s? 

W(f)=K* M, if K. Oo 

Corollary 9.4.4 says that if the model is not correct, if the “remainder” term 

(A) ~ (A) is “rough” relative to the weighted partial derivatives of the model, and if the 

conjugate kernel passes the weighted partial derivatives, then optimal parameter estimates 

with respect to variance are obtained even though the model is an underfit (assuming inverse 

variance operator M, if? K is used). Note that corollary 9.4.4 also says that if the model is 

correct and the conjugate kernel passes the weighted partial derivatives, then the variance is 

still optimal even though the “wrong” QL operator was used (e.g. take fg (A)=8(A) in the 

theorem). This may be compared to the analogous situation in a multiple regression problem. 

If y=XP+e, where X=X,|X,, G=[,|8,]' and the columns of the matrices X,, X_ are 

orthogonal, then if the model X,/, is fit to the data, the resulting parameter estimates are 

unbiased and optimal. Either way, the optimality is given by an orthogonality condition on 

the model. In the spectral estimation case, one might think of the reduced model as consisting 

of the “principal components” of the true density, the actual density being too complicated to 

model (e.g. suppose it is an arbitrary positive L? function). Of course, in practice the 

conditions will be only approximately met. If, on the other hand, the model is really correct, 

corollary 9.4.4 says that assuming the kernel is appropriately chosen (so that its conjugate 

passes the weighted partial derivatives), the asymptotic variance for parametric estimates will 

not be damaged. Notice that the variance operator M, if? K has fewer requirements on the 

kernel in order to leave the variance undamaged, so that one might be inclined to use it for 

that reason. This will be discussed further in chapter 10. 

In summary, for a non self-adjoint “variance operator” W, the behavior of W on the 

model {fg}9 ¢@ controls the asymptotic bias of the resulting estimates, while the behavior of 
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Of 
W* on the “derivative model space” {i} controls the asymptotic variance. If W is of the 

form K* M__4K or M__ 2 K and K is not self adjoint, then the behavior of K on the model 
1/f 1/f 

controls the bias and the behavior of K* on the weighted derivatives of the model, i.e. 

(fg (y)/9A)( /6,(¥)), controls the variance. In practice, it probably will not be possible to 

ezactly choose W or equivalently K for our specific examples so that bias is eliminated and 

variance undamaged for a correct model. Hence our strategy will be to view the bias conditions 

as most tmportant, forcing W to act correctly on the model while simultaneously attempting to 

minimize damage to the variance assuming the model was correct. One reason for this is 

because the asymptotic variance is [(X’WX)? X’ W] V [W’ X(X’W’X)"4], which decreases as n 

increases, regardless of the bias. However, the bias will never change. This means that as 

more observations are taken, the bias will always overtake the variance if in fact the process is 

contaminated. 

9.5 An Example 

As an illustration of the ideas in this chapter, the technique of “naive” IRWLS on a 

smoothed periodogram is illustrated on simulated data. 300 observations X(t) were observed 

from a MA(8) process, to which was added contamination in the form of “sine waves” of the 

form N(t)= SoA ysin(At) with frequencies concentrated in two bands. Figure 1 shows the true 
x 

spectrum of the uncontaminated process X(t), together with the contaminated periodogram (of 

the process X(t)+N(t)). A regression spline was used as the model (which closely fit the true 

spectrum), and the resulting estimate from 5 iterations using the raw periodogram (of 

X(t)+N(t)) in an IRWLS procedure as described in Chiu (1988) is shown in figure 2. Suppose 

the analyst suspected the series was contaminated, but had no idea where the contamination 

might be (of course, if it was precisely known what frequency bands were contaminated, they 
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could be eliminated prior to the analysis as was pointed out by Chiu (1988)). We therefore 

smooth the periodogram (of X(t)+N(t)) with a tapered smoother involving 13 periodogram 

ordinates at each frequency. The result of IRWLS using the same spline model on the 

smoothed data is shown in figure 3. Figure 4 shows what would have happened had we used 

the IRWLS procedure on the smoothed periodogram where the periodogram was calculated 

from the uncontaminated series X(t). Figure 5 shows the result of doing IRWLS on the 

unsmoothed periodogram from the uncontaminated series X(t). 

Notice that there is not much difference in figures 4 and 5, indicating we did not 

damage the variance much with the smoothing. However, the visually significant differences in 

figures 2 and 3 show how the smoothing drastically reduced the bias in our estimate. 

While an example such as the above does not “prove” anything, it illustrates the ease 

and robustness of a naive IRWLS procedure. The kernel was rather arbitrarily chosen, and no 

attempt was made to verify that it satisfies the conditions described at the end of section 9.4. 

Yet the basic idea of “bias reduction” obviously worked (at least in this case, which is typical 

in my experience). How might a more refined theory be formulated? This is the main topic of 

chapter 10, but in the next section we digress to give an informal discussion of “non Gaussian” 

variance operators and their relationship to the topic at hand. The chapter will conclude by 

answering a question raised in section 2: how is IRWLS done if the inverse variance matrix 

(operator) is not symmetric? 
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9.6 Non-Gaussian Variance Operators 

QL functions having “variance operators” W/(f)[ .] which are not simply multiplication 

operators might be thought of as non-Gaussian QL functions, since a non Gaussian process has 

a variance operator which is not a multiplication operator (e.g. Brillinger’s (1981) theorem 

cited earlier). As has been previously discussed, parametric estimates obtained by minimizing 

I(A) | log(fg(A))+ <4 dA do not have the same variance for Gaussian and non Gaussian series, the 
f(A) 

variance matrix for the latter depending upon the fourth cumulant spectrum. 

We also know from Brockwell and Davis (1987), theorem 10.3.2 p. 337 that 

cov(I,,(A,), 1,(A2)) = O(1/n). So while the covariance of the periodogram evaluated at any 

two frequencies goes to zero, for non-Gaussian processes it doesn’t go fast enough to avoid 

influencing the asymptotic variance of parametric estimates. 

An operator acts on a function space (e.g. L? functions). If the “observation” in an 

experiment is in a function space rather than being a vector in R”, then a “variance operator 

for the experiment” would characterize the behavior of linear functionals applied to the 

observation function and depends upon the design of the experiment. For example, the 

variance matrix for the vector y €R” has the property that if a and b are any two fixed 

vectors in R", the covariance of the real valued random variables a‘y , b’y is a’Vb where V is 

the variance of y. 

Brillinger’s (1981) theorem cited above essentially says the same thing for the 

periodogram viewed as a function (a step function, for example). Here, the variance operator 

applied to an arbitrary function h(A) is 

nT 

V[h(A)] = 2xf2(A)h(A)+276 | _ far Aw) h(n) du 
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and if A,(A) and A,(A) are any two functions (viewed as functionals, as L? is self dual), the 

asymptotic covariance of the real valued random variables A, eI, and A, eI, is given by 

A, ¢V[A,]. The inner product e is the usual one defined by fe g= f f(A)g(A)dA. 

Inherent in saying that a “step functionized” version of an observation vector has a 

non multiplication variance operator is the following. (1) The experiment is done in stages in 

a response surface setting where the regressors are chosen over some design space (e.g. the 

interval [0, 7]), (2) The observations from stage n+1 have less covariance than the 

observations from stage n, and (3) The observations from stage n+1 are retaken from all the 

locations in the design space where they were taken at stage n, plus some additional locations. 

However for the analysis at stage n+1, only the observations taken at stage n+1 are used, all 

others from previous stages are ignored. The scenario described appears unrealistic for 

practical “response surface” type experiments (mainly due to the last condition), but when you 

calculate the periodogram at the Fourier frequencies for a time series of increasing length, it 

occurs automatically in a natural way. 

9.7 IRWLS and Non Symmetric Variance Operators 

In section 2 it was observed that minimizing (y — Xf)’ V,' K,, (y — XB) ([9.2.5]) is the 

same as minimizing (y— Xf)’ V'(y—Xf) + (y,—Xf)! V(y,—X8), assuming K[x,] = x, 

for each column of the X matrix. Since the B minimizing this later equation is a mixture of 

the B ’s minimizing (y — Xf)’ v(y — XB) and (y, — Xf)’ v(y, —X8), one might suspect 

that the solution would still be biased, since the solution to (y— Xf)! V'4(y — XB) is biased. 

One also might question whether minimizing an expression such as [9.2.5] consistently 

estimates the appropriate 0 (which is 6) such that fy = fg, assuming (1) fy € {fg}, and (2) 

K[f,y]=0, but not necessarily assuming K reproduces the model) solving the QL equations 
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Of) M, | 2 Kip (fxttiy)] Oy = 0- [9.7.1] 

As will be seen, it does not and a modification to the IRWLS procedure will need to be made. 

For motivation, again consider the linear model (i.e GLIM with the identity link). We 

want to solve the QL equations X’/M(y — Xf) = 0, where first suppose M is a symmetric 

“inverse variance matrix” which depends on the unknown £ vector. Because for a symmetric 

matrix M, x’Mx has derivative 2Mx with respect to the x vector, it follows that the derivative 

of (y — Xf)'M(y — Xf) for a fixed M is 2X/M(y—Xf). But if M is not symmetric, the 

derivative of 2Mz is not 2Mz, and the derivative of (y — XB)M(y — XB) is not 

2X'M(y— XB). Thus, if M is not symmetric, it does not make sense to minimize the quadratic 

form (y — Xf)/M(y — Xf) which may not even be positive! Of course, the same basic 

argument holds if M is an operator rather than a matrix. 

We will make the assumptions that (1) M is a square matrix, not assumed symmetric, 

and (2) although M needn’t be invertible, X’M’X is invertible. As an IRWLS procedure, we 

will 

1) Determine a starting value f. 

2) Calculate M5 

3) Minimize || P x[M{X8 —y)] ||? with respect to 8, where P x is the projection of R” onto the 

span of the columns of the X matrix. 

This determines a new #, which is used to repeat (2) and (3). To see what is going on, let us 

fix a B and let M=M, . Then in step 3 we are supposed to minimize (y — Xf)! 

[M’X(X’X)1X/M](y — XA). Since the matrix in the center is now symmetric, the solution is 

2X'M/X(X'X)'X’My = 2X’M’X(X’X)'X’/MX@ or [X’M/X(X’X) "]X’My = [K’M’X(X’X)?] 
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X’/MXf. By our assumption, the matrix in brackets on each side of the equation is invertible. 

Hence it may be removed to reveal the original QL equations (but with a fized M), which are 

the normal equations for “weighted” regression with a nonsymmetric weight matrix. eq g g y g 

In the general case where the model may be nonlinear, step 3 of the procedure is 

modified as follows: 

For each 99, define the model space at 0) to be the subspace of L? generated by the 

span of a Replace the “projection onto the span of the columns of the X matrix” with 

the “projection onto the model space at 6”, and in general let Py denote the operator which is 

the projection onto the model space at 6. The following theorem shows consistency of this 

IRWLS procedure: 

Theorem 9.7.1 

If 

i) W(f)[ . ] is a QL operator. 

ii) The true limiting function is fy+f,,, where fy = fo, for some 6p. 

iii) W(fg)[f7]=0 for all @. 

iv) 0, # 9, W (fo) [fo] # W(fo)lfo.] for all 6. 

Of, 
v) I o|wet) * aa is a nonsingular matrix for all 6. 

Then 

1) W*(fg) Pg W(f,) satisfies (c) in the definition of QL distance (with “~”=6). 

2) There exists a neighborhood U of 4) so that if 6,, 0, € U, 9, # 9, then 
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IIPo [W (fo, lixttn ~ fo] 113 > 0 [9.7.2] 

so that 

IIPo, [W(fo, ix — fel | II2 [9.7.3] 

is uniquely minimized (in U) at 0=6p. 

3) If 6, is a consistent estimator of 0), and 6 is obtained to minimize IIP5 (WG Dn — fe] ] (|? 

(=[I,, — fg] ¢ W*(E ) Ps Wits )U, — f9]), then @ has the same asymptotic variance matrix as 
1 1 1 

the 0, solving the QL equations 

Ofg W(fs)[1,, —f6] Oay = 0. 

proof 

1) W(f) satisfies the definition, and P, is continuous in the operator norm. 

2) By conditions (ii) and (iii), ||Pp [W(fo Ifx+fnv — fog] ] |2 =0. 

By condition (v) and the continuity of the function 

fe, Oe, 
(9, 6.) _ 7 © W(t) * 6" [9.7.4] 

there exists a neighborhood U of 69 so that if (8,, 6,)€UxU, the matrix in [9.7.4] is 

ofa, 

for some 6, between 9) and @,. So this may be rewritten as 
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fe 

Pe] Wits.) | at (2-40) 

which is then nonzero (because the matrix in [9.7.4] being invertible means that the inner 

fg 
product of wit] aH (6, - v3 with the partials can’t all be 0, hence the projection can’t be 

0). So we conclude IIPo, [W (fo, lfxt+in - fg JI|>0. 

3) The self adjoint variance operator for the IRWLS procedure is W*(fg) Pg W(fg). Because of 

(2), the IRWLS corollary from chapter 7 (corollary 7.1.2) may be applied. We need to show 

that the asymptotic variance of the parameter estimates using this operator (at 6) is 

HQn[ Mi], where 

fe, fe, Of, fe, 
Qw= 5 = © W(t, )VW* (fo, )+ — 3H , and My= vo ©| W(t.) * ae [9.7.5] 

From the IRWLS corollary, the asymptotic variance for the IRWLS procedure is 

-1 - 

Mw *pw2w*pwM w= py» where 

fe, 
* 6, Qw*pw= a9 © | W"(fo,)Po W (fo VW "(fo,)Po Wfo,) * oe" 

fy, . fe, 

So it suffices to show that Mi QwMi and M are really the same 
w*pwlw* “PW w"Pw 

matrix. As motivation, consider the “matrix” case. My pw2y* pwMy *pw would be 

written as 

[X’w*X(X'X) 2 X’wxy! 
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{X!'W*X(X/X) 1 X'WVW*X(X’X) 1 X/WX}[X/W*X(X/X) 1X’W xy! [9.7.7] 

=[X/WX] "(X’X)[X’w*x]* 

{[X!W*X](X/X) 1X/WVW*X(X'X) [X/WX]} [X/WX]?(X’X)[X’W*X]? [9.7.8] 

=[X/wWx] )[X’wWVWw*x][x’w*xy? [9.7.9] 

which is Mi Qw{ Mi] The steps involved in the matrix case may essentially be copied to 

obtain the result. 

First, observe that for y € L?, Ply] may be represented as 

-1 

fe, ( fe, oo, \ ( Ae, 
Pelyl= Sor 90" rOze 0 mo Oy }- [9.7.10] 

Of, 6 
Interpret this as forming the column vector a © y, applying the matrix 

fy, Ay, \” 
5a Be 

Of 8 
to —2 Oy, and then applying the row vector of functions to the column vector so that the 

Oe 

result is a linear combination of functions (see, e.g., theorem 2.5.1 p. 59 of Brockwell and 

Davis for an analogous proof of why this is true). Thus, Qw* pw May be rewritten as 

-1 
fe, Of, Ofp Of, Of 

© | W*(fg) * Oar? }] | qeo 
oe Bo" 00 00 06 

_ . ac]\ ( Oe, Oe, \' Mo, fg, 
W(fo,) VW *(fo,) * 3a 59° Oe 6 © | WC fo) * 5a" 
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and M may be rewritten as 
Ww* PW 

fy [ ty, ]\ ( Ae, Ao, \'{ fe, if, 
Be OL W"(lo,) * ser | )\ aor © Ge Fee O| Wo,) * age 

As in the “matrix” case, pieces of the above will cancel to yield that 

-1 - -1 -1 
Miy* pw2w*pwMy= PW = Mi} Qw[Miy] . 0 

9.8 Conclusions 

In summary, this chapter has introduced some examples of “non Gaussian” (and 

possibly non self adjoint) variance operators. We have concentrated on operators involving a 

kernel function, and reduced the problem of QL function choice to kernel choice. There are 

different ways to construct QL operators using kernels, and the chapter has examined some of 

the problems involved in these different operators. In general, for a non self adjoint inverse 

variance operator W, the behavior of W determines the bias properties and the behavior of W* 

(on the partial derivatives) determines the variance properties of estimates obtained by solving 

the QL equations. This basic concept carries over to the non self adjoint kernels which may 

compose the kernel type operators presented here. The operator K* M 72 K is a natural 
1/ 

extension of the operator in a smoothed Taniguchi (1979) distance D(K[f], K[g]). If the kernel 

is chosen to filter the noise and pass the model, its use is equivalent to an IRWLS procedure on 

a smoothed periodogram with a diagonal variance matrix (multiplication variance operator), 

but this does not address the problem of non optimal variance if the model was in fact correct. 

In such a situation, corollary 9.4.4 suggests there are fewer restrictions on the kernel for a non 

self adjoint operator such as M_, »K to not damage variance. As IRWLS is a practical 
1/f 
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approach to solving the QL equations, modifications had to be made in the IRWLS procedure 

so that non symmetric variance matrices could be dealt with. Theorem 9.7.1 gives a specific 

method for carrying out IRWLS in such cases. 

There is a fundamental problem with the kernel type operators in this chapter. They 

are all of “fixed kernel” type; once the kernels are initially determined, they do not change as a 

function of the model. The theorems of section 4 (especially corollary 9.4.4) suggest that in 

order to obtain good variances with the “wrong” QL operator, certain conditions should be 

satisfied with regard to the partial derivatives or weighted partial derivatives of the model, 

rather than the model itself. But according to definition 6.3.4, a QL operator can depend only 

upon the means function (i.e. the model), not the partial derivatives. This motivates a 

redefinition of what is meant by “QL operator” and “model”. In the next chapter, we will 

explore how the definitions in chapter 6 might have been made in order to allow “model 

driven” QL operators which could adjust themselves to the model derivatives in the iterative 

process. Chapter 10 will be the culmination of the theory as presented in this dissertation, 

giving a strong argument for the usefulness of the function space approach to generalized 

nonlinear models. 
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Chapter X 

Unified Theory of Quasi Likelihood 

10.1 Kernel Choice/Model Driven Kernels 

In the preceding chapter, we have given some examples of new QL operators involving 

“kernel” operators, but little indication as to how one should choose the kernel. The purpose 

of this section is to examine some of the problems involved in kernel selection, and the 

discussion will be limited to inverse variance operators of the forms K*M, 
/ 1/ 

M__.2K to be used on univariate Gaussian series. Of course, the basic ideas easily extend to 
1/f 

GLIM response surfaces. 

We begin by considering the inverse variance operator M, jek because corollary 9.4.4 

has only one “optimal variance” requirement, that the conjugate kernel must pass the weighted 

partial derivatives. Given a specific model {fg}g¢@, how might K be chosen to minimize 

damage to the variance? 

One method of achieving minimal damage to the weighted partials upon application of 

K might be to use a symmetric kernel operator with the same bandwidth for all \ (so K=K*). 

For example, we take k(A) to be a function ({-1, 1]—-R) symmetric about 0. For a given 

bandwidth b, define k,(x, A)=k((A—x)/b) if |A—x| <b and 0 otherwise. Then define the 

operator K, by 

« 
k,(x, A)h(A) dA 

K,[h] = J. 7 
b| k(x) dx 

“5 
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where h(A) € L2[-z, x] is extended to R as a periodic function when taking the integral. The 

problem of choosing the kernel would then be reduced to choosing the bandwidth b. One 

method of doing this might be by deciding upon some “upper bound”, say e€, so that 

of 
| Ky 3 ae 30, -| oe |<: [10.1.1] 

for i=1..p and K, the kernel with bandwidth b, and then making b as large as possible so that 

  

[10.1.1] still holds. This would be done at each stage of the IRWLS procedure, so that 

different iterations might have different bandwidths. The procedure would be as follows: 

Step 1 Obtain 8 aa» a robust estimate of 0) (say, by arbitrarily deciding a bandwidth), and set 

e>0. 

Step 2 Choose b as large as possible so that 

ff 06; £208; =" 

Step 3 Minimize [|P- [M, 122 K; [I,, —fg]l|?, where P, is the projection onto the span of the 

partials at 6 to obtain a new estimate bnew 

Step 4 Set 8 s1aq= 6 new and go to step 2. 

Implicitly assumed in such an approach is that one does not have any preconceived 

notions about where the noise is, and wants to smooth as much as possible without damaging 

variance. This is similar to the example in section 5, and would probably act in a similar 
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fashion to reduce bias in practice. However, there are two basic problems with the procedure. 

First, it is apparent that while a kernel such as described might reduce bias, a positive 

kernel cannot eliminate a positive noise spectrum. For example, if K(A, x)>0 and f,7>0, then 

J KQ, x) f,(x) dx>0. Hence, such a kernel cannot theoretically satisfy the conditions needed 

for unbiased estimation, and this problem will be addressed shortly. Of course, if one does not 

view fy, as being a true spectrum, but just the difference between g, the true spectrum, and fo 

the “best” estimate of g from the model, then f,,; may well be negative. Second, the QL 

operator as described does not depend solely on fg as required by definition 6.3.4, because the 

bandwidth (and hence the kernel operator) depends also upon the partial derivatives. In other 

words, the QL operator depends upon the specific parametrization of the model, a condition we 

will define as being model driven. Other examples of model driven kernels will appear in this 

section, but their theoretical justification will not be discussed until later. Let us begin by first 

considering the bias problem. 

In the example from section 5, the kernel was chosen to have a bandwidth not too 

extreme, so that the model would pass through “relatively undamaged”. This was before we 

were aware of corollary 9.4.4, so variance did not play a role in kernel choice. However, if the 

kernel for the operator K™M, yk passes the columns of the X matrix (or for each 6 we create 
/ 

a new kernel which passes the partial derivatives of the model in the nonlinear model case, 

another example of a model driven kernel), then the procedure simplifies to IRWLS (or in the 

nonlinear case, another similar procedure called Iterated, Reweighted, Resmoothed Least 

Squares to be described in section 10.2). Although not mentioned in section 9.5, a variable 

bandwidth kernel might just as well have been chosen to achieve a balance between the dual 

goals of noise suppression and model passage. If one knew frequency bands where 

contamination might be concentrated, one would apply a (hopefully model reproducing) kernel 
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only to those bands. The bandwidth might depend on the eztent of the contamination we 

expect; if it is suspected that the noise spectrum is “light” (i.e. has little power), then a smaller 

bandwidth might be chosen than if it is suspected that the noise spectrum is “heavy”, since 

then more smoothing would be needed to reduce its influence. What this suggests is that the 

kernel choice carries information about the contamination we are trying to protect agatnst. 

The fact that an arbitrarily chosen kernel will most likely not exactly reproduce the model is 

not a serious problem, if the kernel eliminates the noise, i.e K[fy]J=0, since the estimate will 

still be unbiased. You just can’t do an easy reweighted least squares procedure. The real 

problem is how to use the intuitive information contained in the choice of a kernel supplied by 

the user to create a new kernel which does truly filter the noise. 

Let us call the “naive” kernel given by the analyst K, and the “constructed” kernel 

utilizing its information K,. One possible solution to the construction of K, is to define a noise 

space N, by finding the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the (compact) operator K,, 

which can be viewed as finding an orthogonal basis {V,} for L? and an orthogonal basis {U,} 

for the closure of the range of K,. The action of K, on f can be determined as follows: Write 

f= S_ a,V;. Then Kf= Pi a,U,, where 4; are the eigenvalues of the (compact) self adjoint 

operator K*K and V, are the corresponding eigenvectors (See Conway (1985), theorem 2.7.6 p. 

56). Although as we have stated before, K, cannot satisfy K,[f,]=0 if both K, and f, are 

positive, we would expect K, to have been chosen so that ||K,[f,j]||, is much smaller than 

llfyilz. Put into other words, this is saying that while fy is not strictly in the null space of 

K,, it should le primarily in the spaces V; which correspond to small eigenvalues. So the 

“working” noise space N, is the kernel of K, plus eigenvectors of KT K, corresponding to 

“small” (definition to be determined by the analyst) eigenvalues. 

What use is made of the noise space depends upon one’s objectives. If the inverse 
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variance operator is of the form M, ge it might be desirable to choose K as the orthogonal 

projection onto the (orthogonal) complement of the noise space. As projections are self 

adjoint, K*=K, and the extent to which the variance will be damaged depends upon the extent 

to which the noise spectrum is a component of the weighted partials. For example, if the noise 

space is perpendicular to the weighted partial derivative space, then there will be no loss in 

asymptotic variance. This situation also illustrates the usual “tradeoff” between variance and 

bias: the bigger the noise space, the more likely it is to impinge upon the weighted partial 

derivative space to damage the variance. 

Another use of the noise space might be in the construction of K*M, jek type 

operators. If the objective is to pass the partial derivatives of the model (say, in order to apply 

an IRWLS type procedure on smoothed data, see theorem 10.2.3), then one might consider 

using a non orthogonal projection operator K. We attempt to divide L? into two not 

necessarily orthogonal (under the usual inner product feg=[fg) subspaces M and N, 

corresponding to “model” and “noise” spaces, respectively, so that L-=M@N. M here is not 

the same as the “model space” from chapter 6; we hope it is as large as possible, making the 

noise space as small as possible and resulting in less the damage to variance. The implication 

of L?’s decomposition is that each function f in L? can be written in a unique way as fa,+fy 

where fy, € M and fy, EN, but it is not necessarily true that f,,ef)=0. The desired “kernel 

operator” K, is simply the (non) orthogonal projection onto M, i.e. to find K.[f], first find the 

unique fy, and fy so that f=f,,+f,. Then K,[f]=fyy. To define the model space M, first 

define M, to be the space spanned by the partial derivatives. Then 

M =M,N(M,NN) + +(M,+N) + | the idea being to make M as large as possible and take out 

noise if M,N is not empty. Thus defined, L?=M@N. In practice, the IRWLS procedure 

would look like the following. 
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Step 1 Obtain 8 ora» a robust estimate of 9), and N, a subspace of L? where it is suspected the 

noise spectrum lies. 

Of 
Step 2 Defining Myo=span{ fo; sit Mg=M19N(M1gNN) +4 (Migt+N)+, and Kg to be the 

i 

nonorthogonal projection onto Mg, calculate K-. Note: N should be chosen so that N MN Myg 

is empty for all @ if possible, or else the kernel will damage the partials. 

Step 3 Minimize [I,, — fg] e K- M, 7 Ks [I,, — fg] to obtain a new estimate Bnew" 
6 

/ 

Step 4 Set 8 a= 6 new and go to step 2. 

Notice that since K, depends upon the partials at each 6, we have again described a 

model driven kernel. 

As previously mentioned, there is a problem with variance which the above procedure 

has not addressed. By corollary 9.4.4, if the model was correct, a sufficient condition for the 

asymptotic variance for parametric estimates to be undamaged is that 

* 
  

fg (A) 1 |. Of () 1 el _ H(A) [10.1.2] a0, Al. = an —7 | = a 
06; 5 (4) 06; £69) 06; 

but the procedure has only taken into account the second condition (note, however, that the 

second condition is sufficient for My, to be correct). While the choice of K in this situation 

remains a topic for future research, we will now consider a second QL operator which may 

reduce damage to the asymptotic variance, assuming the model is correct. This operator will 

be called the filter-reconstructor (FR) operator, and is of the form K, 9K,. It is more M 
1/f 

difficult to work with in practice because it is not self adjoint, meaning (among other things) 
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we can’t reduce its use to a simpler problem of a reweighted least squares procedure on a 

smoothed periodogram with a diagonal variance matrix. 

As motivation for the FR operator, consider the two problems of variance and bias 

inherent in the contaminated series problem. Suppose K, is some operator chosen to solve the 

bias problem (without regard to the variance problem), called the filter. Recall from the form 

of the QL equations W(fg)[f, — g] 058 = 0 that unbiasedness will be obtained if W(f,)[f]=0, 

a condition which holds if K,[fy]=0. K, will be chosen, hopefully to help the variance 

problem, after K, has been chosen, and assuming the model was tn fact correct. To do this, 

we need 

Ofg » te) _ Of, Oe, 

and 

fg Of 
39 © tk, m 1/93 K,]M Jo [KT M2 K3] + | 1/f6 ao! 

fg Of, 
307° M793 *> [10.1.4] 

where f is the true spectrum. For motivational purposes, assume f=fo - Take the viewpoint of 

minimizing damage to variance assuming the model is correct. If the model is incorrect, we 

will need a condition such as that in corollary 9.4.4 (iii). 

To achieve [10.1.3], it suffices to have 

*x|1 6jj;_ 1 Ye kK? E kK? | if : | = 4 oat [10.1.5] 
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so if possible, K, should be chosen to achieve this result. Note that this motivates calling K, 

the reconstructor, as it attempts to reconstruct the weighted partial derivatives. But [10.1.5] is 

also sufficient to achieve [10.1.4], because the left side of [10.1.4] equals 

Of, Of, 
icem, in K} * 7° | M j2 k* M2 KS « ae [10.1.6] 

which equals the right side of [10.1.4] due to [10.1.5]. 

It may not be possible to achieve [10.1.5], because for any operator K, cl(Range K*) = 

ker(K) + (Conway (1985), p. 36). Here, ker(K) is the “null space” of K, that is, 

{x € L?|K[x]=0}, and for any set A, cl(A) is the topological closure of A. Also, for any subset 

N of L?, N+ ={x € L?|xen=0 Vneé N). However, the noise may not be exactly perpendicular 

to the weighted partial derivatives, and so the weighted partial derivatives may not be exactly 

in the range of K*. As an alternative, K, might be chosen to minimize 

*| 1 yx Of, 1 Of, il 4d K3 sal _ p ak [10.1.7] 

This would be easy to do in practice, as it is equivalent to finding functions (vectors) x,(A), . - 

      

- » X,(A) so that 

      
* 1 Of, 

Ky x; _— 2 ze [10.1.8] 

Of, 
is minimized, and then defining K3 so that K} | af = 3 x, In practice, where K, and K, are 

‘ 

matrices viewed as linear operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space, the appropriate 

ranges are always closed and it is possible to achieve the minimum. If the noise space is too 

big, it will not be possible to recover the weighted partials well. Components of these weighted 
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partials which lie in the noise space as determined by K, represent loss in terms of variance. 

The IRWLS procedure corresponding to this discussion is: 

Step 1 Obtain 8 oa? a robust estimate of 6), and Kj, a filter for the noise spectrum. 

Of~ 

Step 2 Choose K; so that for the functions 50. , 

K*| 1 kt mG _ 1% 1 220] B8,||— 8B, 

is minimized. For functions in the space perpendicular to the space of partial derivatives, 

define Ko5 as the identity mapping. 

Step 3 Minimize || P. [K,;M 2 Ky [I,, — fel] ||?, where Py is the projection onto the span of 
6 

1/f 

the partials at @ to obtain a new estimate 8 new" 

Step 4 Set 8 a= bnew and go to step 2. 

Again, the process which has been described in choosing K, is iterative; it must be 

repeated on each IRWLS iteration. So K, is again another example of a model driven kernel 

operator. 

Our final attempt at creating new QL functions will be the nonparametric noise 

constructor (nnc). It’s basic form is M, 2 Ky y, where W is the space of bounded functions 
/f 

with the supremum norm. Un will be a consistent, nonparametric estimate of the 

contaminated spectrum wy. The procedure is the following. 

Step 1 Obtain 8 tas a robust estimate of 6p. 
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Step 2 Construct an estimate ¢ of the noise spectrum using fo and vn (e.g. = vn- f ). 

K 3 will then be the orthogonal projection onto the space perpendicular to ¢. 

6 

Step 3 Minimize [|P= [M 3 I, —felll?, where Py is the projection onto the span of K 
1/f3 fas 

the partials at 6 to obtain a new estimate bnew" 

Step 4 Set 8 orq= 8 new and go to step 2. 

The nnc is an attempt to minimize the damage done to the weighted partials, as it has 

the smallest possible dimension noise space, defined by a consistent estimator of the noise. 

Note the (perhaps unusual) definition of ¥ as a nonparametric function space. This definition 

takes full advantage of the lenient requirements on W as defined in definition 6.3.4. Observe 

also that the projection changes on each iteration since it is constructed from fe, but it is nota 

model driven QL operator as we do not need to consider the partials of the model in its 

construction. The “noise space” does not have to remain fixed, but may change with @ in an 

attempt to find a “good” model and in a sense model the noise along with the means. This 

concept of “nonlinear” noise removal is undoubtedly very important in future development of 

the theory as here outlined, because the ability of the user to exactly and completely specify 

the noise space is extremely doubtful in practice. 

10.2 The Model Driven QL Operator: A Redefinition 

Definition 6.3.4 does not cover “model driven QL operators” as described in section 

10.1. For concreteness, let us consider the “bandwidth” problem in the model driven QL 

operator M, jgrhe discussed in the opening paragraphs of section 10.1. Recall this operator 

cannot possibly satisfy definition 6.3.4 because the bandwidth depends upon the specific partial 
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derivatives of the model, rather than the function fy. A different parametrization of fy might 

result in a different bandwidth. The apparent practical usefulness of model driven “QL 

operators” motivates a rethinking of the concepts of “model” and “QL operator”. 

The dependence of the model driven QL operator upon the partials is only apparent, 

and disappears with a redefinition of both “model” and “QL operator”. In the following 

definition, let U be an open subset of C[a, bl]. 

Definition 10.2.1 A k dimensional QL operator is a mapping between Wx Ux C[a, b]x .. . 

x C[a, b] and B(L?) defined by ¥x(x(A), £,(A)) » » « £g(A)) PW(x(A), f(A), - 5 ,(A))[- ]. 

This mapping must satisfy (a), (c), and (d) of definition 6.3.4, with all occurrences of “x(A)” in 

definition 6.3.4 (c) and (d) replaced by the k+1 dimensional vector of functions “(x(A), f,(A), . 

.. £,Q)). 

Definition 10.2.2 A k dimensional QL function D,(f, g) is a real valued function with domain 

Wx Ox L[a, b], where Q=U x Cla, b]x ... xCla, b]. Here, there are k factors Cla, b], and 

U C Cla, b] (our previous definition of model would be contained in U). If f=(fp, f,, . . - 

f,) € Qand ge L?, D(f, g) must satisfy 

SS 8) _ winit,—-g] [10.2.1] 

where W(f)[ . ] is a QL operator according to definition 10.2.1. 

Definition 10.2.3 A k dimensional model for a random L? sequence is the k+1 dimensional 

,, oe Of, 
& 06,'°° °° 00, 
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where 6 € RP and fg € M, the model space of the random L? sequence. 

For simplicity in notation, these definitions are made in the univariate case. As in 

chapter 6, the multivariate case is completely analogous, e.g. 2 becomes U x II,C[a, b] x ... 

x II, Cla, b], where U C II, C[a, b]. 

Intuitively, what definition 10.2.2 means is that the operator W(x(A), f,(A), ..- , 

f,(A))[ . ] depends on the argument vector of functions in a “differentiable” way. For example, 

it can be shown that W(x(A), f,(), £,(A))=M, 2 Py Sol . ] is a QL operator, where Ps fol | 

is the projection onto the span of f, and f,. This is because the projection is differentiable as a 

function of f, and f, (see theorem 10.2.2). 

With these definitions, all of the theorems and proofs of chapters 6 and 7 for QL 

operators, e.g. proposition 6.5.3, theorem 6.5.1 (b), etc., follow in a similar fashion. We will 

now indicate what the differences are. 

The main changes in the theory from chapter 7 involve derivatives of (x(), 

y(A))=W(x(A))[y()], where x(A) € Q and y(A) € L*.. For example, proposition 7.2.3 should be 

changed to read 

Proposition 10.2.1 

D,®(2(A), 2(A)) La) [h] = [h] + 

for a(A)=(ap(A), a, (A), « - - ag(A)), vayethg() h,(A), . .. h,(A)) both in Q. 

28(000) 2509) yy 4 2A 20) 10.2.3 

Remark: we are taking the derivative of the mapping z(A)—®(z(A), zo(A)), for z(A)=(z9(), 

O®(a(A), a,(A . (90.450) | ig 

[. ] is a linear mapping from C—L?. 

Z4(A), .- - 2,(A)) € Q, evaluated at a(A) € Q and applied to h(A) € Q. 

O®(a(X), ag(A)) 
linear mapping from N—L?, while By 
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proof 

View 2(A)—®(z(A), zo(A)) as the composition of the linear map F[z(A)]=(z(A), z9(A)) (a 

mapping from Q to 2x L?) with ®(x(A), y(A)), where x(A) €Q and y(A) € L?. By the chain 

rule and proposition 7.2.2, the derivative evaluated at a(A) and applied to h() is 

8(x(A), y(A)) d®(x(A), x0) h(A) 
Ox a(X), ag(A)) ’ dy a(X), ap(A)) ho(A) 

But this equals [10.2.2]. 

Now by the chain rule, we have the following analog to corollary 7.2.1. 

Corollary 10.2.1 (to proposition 10.2.1) 

Oo _ G®(fo(A); foo(A)) Ofo , FP(e(A); faolA)) _ eo 
a6 (fo, fg) = — Ox. *56 + — oy. *36 [10.2.3] 

where fg=(foo, fo; » - - - fg.) € Q is a model according to definition 10.2.3. Note that the 

partial evaluated at 6 is a linear mapping RP—L?. 

proof 

The proof essentially follows from the chain rule. The derivative of 0—fg, evaluated at 6 and 

Of, 
ag! 6,, a function which is a linear combination of the partial derivatives 

Ofg . : . Of . 
30. . The derivative of ®(x, y), evaluated at fy and applied to 3a" 6, is the transpose 

'4i=1..p 

of the column vector [10.2.3] (matrix) multiplied with the column vector @,. Hence the 

applied to 6, is 

representation [10.2.3]. 
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Corollary 7.2.2 generalizes as follows: 

Corollary 10.2.2 (to proposition 10.2.1) 

of a°t 
5 A ®(fg, fo9) © = An = ®(fo, fg) © aarap + 

Peo ( IP(foA)s foolA)) fe , PP(fo(A)s foo(A)) | foo 

proof 

The proof follows from the preceding corollary and the product rule proposition (7.1.1). 

The analog of corollary 7.2.3 is easily obtained in a similar way. 

Corollary 10.2.3 (to proposition 10.2.1) 

Of 

O* fg 
®(f, f n) © aga 06'00 

Feo ( OP(fo(A), fn(A)) | Of ) [10.2.5] 
06 Ox *96' 

We now have all of the pieces to use in the proof of the representation theorem. 

Replacing the parts from the corollaries in chapter 7 with the analogous parts from the above 

corollaries results in a proof of the representation theorem, with Qy(¥, @) as defined before (in 

[7.1.2]), and My(¥, 8) is defined as 

8 fgg Oe 
[®,,(fo, f) - Py (fe, feo)] ©njtag +e © {wrote D0" co} 
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if 2(69(%) fo) _ PP(Cel), f(A)) el ) [10.2.6] 

The QL equations [7.1.4] are replaced by their model driven version 

Of, 
W u(fe)lfoo — 8] © ge =0 [10.2.7] 

keeping to the basic principle of replacing any “old definition” model function which has an 

operator applied to it by fg, but leaving alone any “old definition” model function which is 

the argument of an operator. Observe that there are a few differences in the opening lines of 

the proof of theorem 7.1.1. Specifically, o Dy (fo: f) can be written as two equations set to 0, 

one of which is the QL equations [10.2.7]. As it is not necessary to solve the other set, we only 

solve the QL equations [10.2.7]. 

Write f=(fp, f,, . . . f,), and split f into the parts fp and f,=(f,, ... f,). By 

iti a oO oO imilarly, 218 proposition 7.2.2 we may represent appt g) as | at, D(f, g), ap Ut, a} Similarly, ag can be 

Of of 
represented as | ’ aa) where f,9 = (f19, - - - f,9). By the chain rule, the derivative 

ED fo, g) is 

feo 
38 é 0 = D(f, g), =D(f, | A D&D 8) op 
36 

w Ooo _ oO Ofer _ Set to 0, the QL equations are now fp Dif, g) © 36 = 0, and OF, D(f, g) © 36 = 0. 

Fortunately, there is no reason to solve the second set, as the proof of theorem 7.1.1 is taken to 

begin at [10.2.7]. 
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There are several important conclusions that may be drawn from this generalization. 

First, let us make the following definition. 

Definition 10.2.4 A k dimensional model driven kernel K(x, x,, . . . x;) is a bounded linear 

operator satisfying definition 10.2.1. 

We consider “model driven kernel analogs” of the QL operators discussed in chapter 9, 

attempting to study the variance and bias properties. Regarding bias conditions, we have the 

following: 

Theorem 10.2.1 

Any model driven QL operator of the form K,(Xp, . . . x;) K,(Xg, - - - x,), where Ky (fg )lfn |= 

0 and Ka(fy, ({DyKy(,) 0%, /26)) [fy] = 0 satisties 

er Af g.0 
My(¥, 6o)= 36 © W y(fo,)* Gar . [10.2.8] 

Remarks: (1) In the following, fo, refers to the (k+1 dimensional) model vector evaluated at 

95, while fo,0 refers to the (1 dimensional) first component of the model vector evaluated at 9p. 

(2) Any QL operator from chapter 9 has the form K,K, (e.g. KiM_, 2K, = (KiM, | ,2) K,). 
i/f 

(3) If the model is correct, Ky (fg It nJ]=0 automatically, and we are no worse off using model 

driven kernels than their fixed counterparts. 

proof 

Observe 

Py (fo, fg otin=Pylfo,, fg,0) (10.2.9] 
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(obvious by the definition of &, since K,[f,y]=0), so we will show 

    
O®(fg (A), fo ofA)) | Ofe OB(fg (A); fo ot fn) | fe 2 5 ts = = | , [10.2.10] 

To see [10.2.10], first note 

BB(fg, (A), ¥A)) aCe) 
0 faa) =) —p— OA) f EI] [10.2.11] 

for h(A)EQ, y(A) in L*, and W(x)=K,(x)K,(x). This is by the chain rule on 

x—W(x)[ . ]-W(x)[y]. Evaluate the right side of [10.2.11] for h(A)= fg, o(4)+fny(A) or fg ,0(); 

and y(A) equal to the partials of fg evaluated at 0). To do this requires taking the derivative 

of W(x)[ .] with respect to x € Q. 

First observe K,K, may be written as the composition F oG, where G: 

Q—B(L?) x B(L?) is defined by G[x]=[K,(x), K,(x)]’ and F: B(L?) x B(L?)—B(L”) is defined by 

F[A,, A,]’=A,A,- By proposition 7.2.2, DF (the derivative of F evaluated at (A,, A,)) may 

be represented as 

OF OF ae oe [10.2.19] 

where 2 5A] = WA,, and 34,1 = A,W. So>— OF 3A, rae [W] = WK, (x), and 

K ,(z)   

a [W] = K,(x)W for W € B(L?). By the same proposition, DG evaluated at x may be 

1K 4(z) 2 

represented as 
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OK,(x) 

  

    

Ox 
[10.2.13] 

OK, (x) 
Ox 

ae 

_[ OF OF x _ 

” Fla)? PCL IL =| 3 Bas]! ax, ce) |= 
Ox 

OK, (x OK, (x 
Bk ee) [h]+ op ) th}= 

OK,(x OK, (x 

na tn} x, 604 K4(%), =! taj} [10.2.14] 

[10.2.10] follows from [10.2.14] and [10.2.11]. In [10.2.14], letting h be the partials of 

fg evaluated at 6) and evaluating the derivatives of the K’s at fo) the resultant operator will 

map fo,otf nw and fo,0 to the same function in L?. This means that [10.2.6] reduces to [10.2.8]. 

0 

Of course, the hypotheses in theorem 10.2.1 will always hold if K, is a fixed operator 

satisfying K,[f,]=0, and K,[f,] always equals 0 if fyy=0, indicating no “second derivative 

damage” for a correct model (see, e.g., the discussion at the end of chapter 7). The theorem 

suggests construction of “filter reconstructor” type operators; for example, choose K,(fg)[ . ] in 

some manner so that it filters the noise f,,, assumed to be in some noise space N. Then choose 

K,(fg) [ . ] so that it filters ({D,K,(fg)}[Of9/06]) [fy] at each stage of the IRWLS procedure 

while simultaneously attempting to straighten out the variance. It also would seem to make 

sense that to filter the noise, the partial derivatives of fg, would not be needed. K,(x) being a 
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function of x) only would simplify taking DK,(x) (see corollary 10.2.4). The details involved 

in the practical implementation of this discussion will not be given here and are for future 

research. 

What is an example of a model driven QL function? The “Taniguchi distance”! 

Proposition 10.2.2 

D,(K[x;, . . . x,]f, K[x,, . . . x,]g) is a k dimensional QL operator for any model driven kernel 

. . . * 
K[x,,...X,], which does not depend on zp and has derivative K CM Keys? K(x)[f — g]. 

proof 

Follows immediately from theorem 9.4.1. 

We now give a simple example of a model driven QL kernel. By itself, the following 

probably is not useful in practice, although it may be a component of a more useful QL kernel. 

It does, however, show some of the difficulties involved in taking operator derivatives. 

Theorem 10.2.2 

If f={f,, . . . f,} are any functions in C[a, b], define P,[ . ] to be the L? orthogonal projection 

onto the space spanned by the components of f. Then P sl . ] is a model driven QL kernel. 

proof It suffices to show this for f={f,}, since P,[ .] = P; | _jt... +P, I . ]. Now 

Pyar fh f, so we can break up the mapping fP,[. ] as 

1 
(If11? 

F 1 f— {* f 
* TAP 

f     
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where F: C->Rx(L?)* x L?, and f* is the functional defined by integrating against f. To find 

DF, it is necessary to take the derivative of the nonlinear functional f—1/||f||?._ This is a 

composition ff? J f?1/( f f?). By proposition 6.2.1 and the chain rule, the derivative 

evaluated at f and applied to h is — Tae) 2 dA. So the derivative of F, evaluated at f, must 
{If 

be _ _ 
— 2f* 

lifl\4 
  

I nal 

    
where I nailf]=f* for f€L? and I is the identity from C—L*. The mapping G: 

R x (L”)* x L?-+B(L”) defined by G(a, b, c) = axbxc, has derivative, evaluated at (a, b, c) 

and applied to (d, e, f) 

d 
[bxc,axc,axb]}] e |= bxcxd+axcxe+axbxf 

f 

~ 2f* 
IE" 

_ 1 1 
So DG lF(s) o DF [fh] = t Well2 f, mar | I pnal [h] 

    I 

— 2f*[h] leit, 1 ~pp oO, _1 ppt, le 
(\f114 (I#1|? (|||? 

=f -2,( tm dx) _l- nt long, 10.2.15 
[t£114 | (||? (1#1|? 

[10.2.15] satisfies (d) of definition 6.3.4 because it is continuous as a function of f. O 
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In general, proofs involving derivatives of operators are not easy, and it is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation to prove that all of the examples of section 10.1 are QL operators. It 

is clear that at least intuttively those examples fit the framework described here, and we can 

show an interesting application of theorem 10.2.2 to the nonparametric noise constructor of 

section 10.1. 

Corollary 10.2.4 (to theorem 10.2.2) 

Let W be the space of positive functions in L?, and let w represent an element of WY. Suppose 

Yo=fe ot fn- Define the operator K(f, ¥) by K(f, ¥)[h]= I[h] — Pry ys lh] for h, f€ L? and I 

the identity operator on L?. Define the operator L(f, h)[ . ] to be 

Mayr KG Y) — 

M f] tant / am da) | no 10.2.16 
ve(‘ie me | eI? 

For the operator M, jo w)[ . ] (ie. the nonparametric noise constructor), 

Of, 0 
[10.2.10] holds if (to, me) [fy] = 0 for i=1..p. A sufficient condition for this to occur is 

8 

6 
if K(fg o, Yo)[fnl=0, foo 1 fy and q 2 1 fx for alli. 

0 0 06; 

proof 

For f € Q, the derivative D,K(fp)[h][ . ] = D foK(fo)lholl . ] by the argument following [10.2.7] 

concerning g D(f, g). The mapping fM, ppb w)[ . ] can be broken down as 
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May 
F M, k(t, ¥) 

K(f, #) 

Regard this as the composition F oG, where G: C+B(L?) x B(L”) and F: B(L?) x B(L”)—B(L?) 

are as indicated above (F is defined the same as in the proof of theorem 10.2.1). Using the 

notation in the proof of 10.2.1, the derivative is the following (evaluated at f and applied to 

  

heéC). 

D,.M 

a nue 
OA, OA, Foaty) 

(Dy, 2)Ib]} K(G, ¥) + M,  {(D/K(E, WIAD) 0.2.17 

Theorem 10.2.2 gives that D,K(f, %)[h]= —L,(f)[h], where L,(f) is the operator defined by 

[10.2.15]. By theorem 9.4.5 and theorem 10.2.2, [10.2.17] can be evaluated as the operator 

M1;3, KE ¥) + 

~f(/—L p*t-_L ~p Ma( ‘| ia ca ( [2m 20) "| nite): [10.2.18] 

To determine how close [10.2.10] is to being satisfied, [10.2.18] must be evaluated for f=fe 0: 

Of, 0 
h=3q- i=1..p, and then applied to fg,0 and fg,otf nw: The difference will be [10.2.18] applied 

to fy. Note that the first piece of [10.2.18] applied to f,, is 0, and the second piece will also be 

ofg.0 . 
0 if fo, 1 fy and 00; fy foralli. OD 
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Recalling corollary 9.4.4 (which continues to hold for the nnc assuming [10.2.10]), we 

see that allowing a variable kernel most likely will damage the variance more than a fixed one 

due to [10.2.10] not being satisfied. 

We can also use theorems 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 to show that for any QL operator W(. )[ . 

], and any model {fg}9 ¢ @: W*P,W is a QL operator. Recall this was the operator used in the 

IRWLS procedure for nonsymmetric W (see theorem 9.7.1). Assuming a correct model, there 

is no difference in the asymptotic variance obtained by solving the QL equations formed from 

either operator. 

Proposition 10.2.3 

Let W(. )[ . ] be a QL operator, and {fg} be a model. Then 

(a) W*P,W is a QL operator 

(b) Suppose the QL equations 

Of \ Of, \ 
6 OW yllo)ife—f,] = 0 and ae © Wy (fo)PoW (fo) [fe —fp] = 0 

both have 9, as a unique solution, and suppose the model is correct. Then the asymptotic 

variance of 6, solving 

6 

is the same as the asymptotic variance of 6, solving 

Of. 

Fe O W5lfe)PoW y(fo)lfo —1,] = 0. 
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proof 

(a) By theorem 10.2.2, W*P,W is a QL operator. 

(b) As in the proof of theorem 9.7.1, it may be seen that My * pw2w*pwMy«pyw = 

-1 -17} : : . 
Mi QwiMi] by direct calculation of these two matrices. 0 

The revised QL definitions, together with corollary 10.2.4 also motivate the following 

conjecture: 

Theorem 10.2.3 

The following procedure is equivalent to minimizing the QL equations with any QL operator of 

the form K*M, 2K, where K(x(A), f,(A), . . . , £,(A)) is as defined in the second IRWLS 
/f 

procedure of section 10.1 That is, K(x(A), f,(A), . . - , £,(A)) [h] is the nonorthogonal projection 

of h onto M, = M,,M(M,,N)++(M,,+N) +, where v=(x(A), f(A), ---» £,()), My, is the 

subspace spanned by the components of v, and N is the “noise space”. Furthermore, assuming 

Of, 0 
fg,0 ify and 5, Lf, for all i (or some similar conditions), [10.2.9] and [10.2.10] are   

satisfied. 

step 1 Begin with a robust starting value @ for the unknown parameter vector 6. 

step 2 Find Ko. The inverse variance operator is now K~ VzK, , where vz is the diagonal 

variance matrix with 1 /f2(4;) on the diagonal. 

step 3 Resmooth the data (periodogram) using the new kernel, finding y,—K, y. 

step 4 Find the new @ minimizing (y,- fp)'Va(¥ — fg) . 
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This general procedure might be described as iterated, reweighted, resmoothed least 

squares, (IRWRSLS) since the kernel in step 3 changes with the iteration. In the case of 

identity link, the model space remains the same, so that the kernel does not change in this step 

and the procedure is the same as IRWLS. The proof of theorem 10.2.3 is for future research. 

10.3 Conclusions 

The “near optimality” theorems of chapter 9 all involve the partial derivatives of the 

model, but the QL theorems there all involve “fixed” kernels in that the kernels are initially 

set, and do not change with 9. If the kernels are supposed to act a certain way on the partials, 

it makes sense that the kernels should be dependent on the partials in order to act in the 

appropriate manner. This violates the basic definition 6.3.4, which says that the QL operator 

is a function of the means function only, not the parametrization. Section 10.1 gives some 

practical examples of how one might go about constructing model dependent kernels, such as 

the filter reconstructor or M, 2 K, type operators with bandwidths to be determined in the 
/f 

iterative process. The nonparametric noise constructor is an example of a QL operator 

utilizing a model dependent kernel, but not a model driven kernel, since the kernel depends only 

on the means function, not the partial derivatives. 

The focus then shifts to how the definitions of chapter 6 should be altered so that the 

theorems of chapters 6 and 7 would still apply to the types of operators discussed in section 

10.1. Section 10.2 gives the revised definitions and shows specific changes that would need to 

be made in some of the theory of chapter 7. 

Section 10.2 begins to examine the “second derivative” conditions [10.2.9] and 

[10.2.10], needed so that the matrix My, will not contain terms with a nonzero second 

derivative in the case of a misspecified model. The “smoothed Taniguchi distance” [9.4.2] 
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using model driven kernels not dependent on the means function is an example of a model 

driven QL distance (proposition 10.2.2), and the projection operator is seen be a model driven 

kernel in theorem 10.2.2. Theorem 10.2.1 gives conditions under which model driven QL 

operators of the basic forms under discussion will satisfy the “second derivative conditions” 

[10.2.9] and [10.2.10]. Corollary 10.2.4 shows specific conditions needed for the nonparametric 

noise constructor to satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 10.2.1. Proofs such as that of theorem 

10.2.2 are not as easy for bandwidth type operators, and it is left for future research to prove 

the other operators (or variants thereof) defined in section 10.1 are QL operators under the 

new definition. The chapter concludes with an unproven conjecture relating to the motivating 

example involving IRWLS of section 9.2. 
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Chapter XI 

Conclusions and Areas for Further Research 

In this dissertation, we have given a “functional analysis” extension of McCullagh’s 

(1983) QL theory and showed how it may be applied to multivariate “generalized nonlinear 

model response surfaces” in the context of spectral estimation. Chapter 5 argues that 

multivariate spectral estimation is essentially a problem in multivariate generalized nonlinear 

model response surfaces, and suggests a way in which “separately parametrized” models may 

be easily fit to the multivariate spectrum. Using this as a starting point, chapter 6 begins to 

examine the problem of parametric spectral estimation in non Gaussian univariate series. This 

is seen to deviate from the usual GLIM type theory, in that the published asymptotic results 

for parametric estimates involve the fourth cumulant spectrum, indicating the periodogram 

cannot be viewed as being a collection of “asymptotically independent” random variables. It is 

established that one way of viewing this situation is in terms of functionals and operators on 

L?, where the “variance matrix” becomes a variance operator on the function space L? which 

contains the “observation vector” (i.e. the periodogram). A new definition of QL functions is 

given (chapter 6), together with an optimality theorem (chapter 7) for parametric estimates 

obtained by using these functions. We further argue that non-Gaussian series must have a QL 

operator in this extended class as their “real” QL operator. As in the literature, it is shown 

that IRWLS and minimizing a “QL distance” (or solving the “QL equations”) result in 

parametric estimates with the same asymptotic variance. 

The focus of the dissertation then is to examine the ramifications of this new 

definition, which is begun in chapter 9 , i.e. what are some examples of “new” QL functions, 
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and what are they used for? But first, chapter 8 sets the background and shows the problems 

involved in spectral estimation fit into the framework of chapters 6 and 7. The theorems in 

chapter 8 assume only that the true spectrum is of bounded variation, whereas most of the 

literature assumes the spectrum satisfies the BCC. 

Chapter 9 indicates that the theory of chapters 6 and 7 is not a trivial extension, but 

rather a useful tool in dealing with the problem of contamination and model misspecification. 

Some simple examples of “new” QL functions are given, and it is shown why using the 

“wrong” (i.e. a non Gaussian) QL function on a contaminated Gaussian series actually may 

remove bias from the parametric estimates. Recalling the equivalence of IRWLS and 

minimizing a QL function, we show that in some cases the use of a non Gaussian QL function 

is equivalent to applying an IRWLS procedure to the smoothed periodogram. The question of 

what damage would be done to the variance of the parametric estimates, assuming we 

incorrectly believed the series to be contaminated and used a non Gaussian QL estimate, is 

then considered. It is again seen that the damage will be insignificant, provided the QL 

function (i.e kernel) is properly chosen. 

It should be remembered that the actual QL function is not needed (and may not even 

exist) in order to implement IRWLS in practice, just the QL operator. If the variance operator 

is not self adjoint, the usual method of IRWLS (i.e. minimizing (y,, — fg) e Wly,, — fg]) is not 

equivalent to solving the QL equations, but section 9.7 gives a new method by which IRWLS 

may be carried out in practice. 

Motivated by the theorems in chapter 9, which indicate that the kernel operators need 

to act in certain ways on the model partial derivatives (or functions thereof), in order to obtain 

good variances for parametric estimates, chapter 10 explores what happens if we have model 

driven operators; that is, operators which do depend upon the parametrization of the model. 
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This in turn raises new problems, for model dependent kernels may have nonzero “second 

derivative” parts of the QL function in the asymptotic variance matrix. In short, the 

beginnings of a new QL theory are established which includes the old as a special case. 

Besides the questions raised in chapter 10, there are many directions for future 

research. For example, no serious simulation study of the different QL operators suggested in 

chapters 9 or 10 has yet been attempted. There are undoubtedly many other unknown QL 

operators, the ones given are only a first attempt at finding useful applications of QL theory. 

What are the situations in which the various operators work best? What are good ways to 

achieve a balance between variance and bias when choosing the QL operator kernel? 

Furthermore, the ideas in chapters 9 and 10 were geared mainly to univariate Gaussian series, 

virtually ignoring the non Gaussian and multivariate cases. What would the similarities and 

differences for these cases be? 

Another possible extension of the dissertation would be establishing distributional 

results. Recall that all of the theorems were stated in terms of second order moment 

assumptions, no “central limit theorem” dependent theorems were established. There are 

different setups under which CLT type results may be obtained (e.g. Taniguchi (1982), 

Brillinger (1981)). This would be very important in any future hypothesis testing type theory. 

Other topics not included in the dissertation might involve diagnostics specifically 

geared for spectral estimation, or “goodness of fit” tests for a parametric hypothesis against a 

nonparametric alternative. How do you do hypothesis testing in “contaminated” series? 

Presumably, using a non Gaussian QL function for hypothesis testing would result in “slightly 

less” power if the QL operator is correctly chosen. What are the implications of chapter 10’s 

theory for “semiparametric” models, i.e fitting the parametric part of a model which includes 

both parametric and nonparametric pieces? 
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Finally, how does all of this apply to the true “generalized model response surface”, 

leaving the context of spectral estimation? The dissertation strongly relies upon a “functional” 

approach of regarding the observation vector as a function. If the design points aren’t 

asymptotically uniformly distributed throughout the design space, how do things change? 
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